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ABSTRACT 

Despite the international socioeconomic importance of transboundary aquifers 

along the Arizona-Sonora border, they are often understudied and lack sufficient 

data for complex hydrologic modeling due to geographical, political, economic, legal, 

and communicative obstacles. Complex models exist for a few basins that have 

sufficient data, and research on information transfer from data-sufficient basins to 

data-insufficient basins in the study area has been conducted. However,  many 

basins in the study area remain understudied, and the models that do exist are 

difficult to access for stakeholders of varying educational and professional 

backgrounds. 

The goals of this study are (1) to provide representation for these data- and 

resource-limited basins, (2) to bridge the gap in communication of model results to 

stakeholders of varying educational and professional backgrounds, and (3) to 

provide an easily adaptable template for use in other data-limited regions. These 

objectives were achieved through the creation of a generic modeling tool that allows 

stakeholders to access a model ensemble composed of basic conceptualizations of 

common Southern Arizona aquifer geometries within a regionally appropriate 

hydrologic parameter space. Within the modeling tool, users can select from two 

typical basin types to represent the general hydrogeologic structure, boundaries, 

and parameter ranges of their basin. They can then  evaluate their specific basin’s 

general behavior and response to perturbation using interactive widgets built into a 
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user-friendly Graphical User Interface.  The model results are updated in near real 

time. 

The Douglas- Agua Prieta basin in Southeastern Arizona was used as an illustrative 

case of the modeling tool’s abilities and effectiveness. Overall, the modeling tool 

successfully represented the general behavior of the Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin. A 

perturbation analysis showed that a decrease in the basin’s mountain-front 

recharge due to a change in climate toward drier, hotter conditions may lead to an 

increase in well capture area and, in particular,  an increase in streamflow capture 

by pumping.  The modular nature of the tool allows for relatively easy replication 

for other data-limited regions within and beyond the study area . 
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1      INTRODUCTION 

Water is not generally the first image that comes to mind when picturing the 

southernmost border of the United States. Instead, the first image to populate itself 

is most likely that of reality: a hot and dry environment, with few rivers bridging the 

divide between Mexico and the United States. Despite the minimal and highly 

variable surface water supplies in the area, the communities in this region are 

growing and their agricultural and industrial economies are expanding, with an 

increase in population of 16% between 2000 and 2010 (Eckstein, 2013).  To 

support this growth, border communities and industries have turned to 

groundwater as their primary or sole source of water. However, due to financial, 

political, legal and communicative obstacles, scientific knowledge on these 

extensively used binational water resources is limited.  

Complex groundwater models exist for a few basins that have sufficient data, and 

research on information transfer from data-sufficient basins to data-insufficient 

basins in the study area has been conducted (Literature Review, Chapter 2). The 

information transfer research conducted by Anderson and Freethey (1995) was 

successful in its objective to apply existing models to basins that don’t have any 

models, but lacked in its ability to easily alter the hydrologic boundary conditions, 

parameters, and flow components to customize the models to the basins of interest 

(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). Additionally, the existing models cannot be easily 

accessed or evaluated, especially by regional stakeholders who have a wide range of 

educational and professional backgrounds.  
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There are a few goals for this research. The first is to  gain information on the data-

limited and underrepresented aquifers in the region through creating a generic 

model ensemble that can be customized to represent any aquifer along the Arizona-

Sonora border. The second is to bridge the gap in communication of the model 

results to stakeholders of varying educational and professional backgrounds 

through the creation of an easily accessible and navigable Graphical User Interface 

(GUI). The third and final objective is to provide the model ensemble and GUI codes 

as an easily adaptable template for use in other data-limited regions. 

These goals are achieved through the creation of a user-friendly groundwater 

modeling tool. This modeling tool allows stakeholders to access the results of a 

model ensemble that generically covers all of the aquifers along the Arizona-Sonora 

border. The conceptual model of the generic ensemble was created using the typical 

hydrogeologic structures, parameter ranges, and boundaries found within the study 

area. These typical characteristics and how they were transferred to the conceptual 

model is discussed in the Site Description and Conceptual Model Description 

(Chapters 5 and 6). The conceptual model was implemented within the Python 

environment using the FloPy package, which allows the user to write and run 

MODFLOW models and then extract the results. The detailed implementation of the 

conceptual model using FloPy is discussed in the Model Description (Chapter 7). 

 The model results can be accessed easily and efficiently through a Graphical User 

Interface (GUI), which was created using the Python Panel PyViz package. The GUI 

allows the user to select the general hydrogeologic structure, parameter ranges, and 
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boundary conditions that suit their aquifer of interest best. They can then view and 

evaluate the model results through a series of plots, including mean and standard 

deviation plots of pre and post-well water levels, drawdown due to pumping, pre 

and post-well streamflow, and well capture likelihood. A description of how to use 

the GUI efficiently and how to evaluate the results is given in the Graphical User 

Interface section (Chapter 8). 

 To evaluate the GUI’s effectiveness and showcase its abilities, the Douglas- Agua 

Prieta basin was used as an illustrative case. Two scenarios were implemented to 

evaluate the general aquifer behavior and response to perturbation: an increase in 

pumping and a decrease in the average recharge rate . The process of 

implementation and results of the scenarios are discussed in the Evaluation of 

Results (Chapter 9). The applicability, uncertainty, and limitations of the results are 

evaluated in the Discussion (Chapter  10). Overall, the model ensemble and GUI 

were successfully implemented, demonstrating how the tool can be used by 

stakeholders in the region, as well as adapted for use in other regions ( Conclusion, 

Chapter 11). 
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2      LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1   Transboundary Aquifer Research Programs  

The importance of transboundary aquifers is beginning to be acknowledged world-

wide, and the aquifers along the U.S.-Mexico border are no exception. Although 

international policy on these aquifers is nearly non-existent due to binational 

political, legal, economic, scientific and communicative obstacles, significant steps 

towards advancing scientific knowledge of these transboundary aquifers have 

recently been made (Mumme, 2005). On December 22, 2006, the United States 

passed the United States – Mexico Transboundary Aquifer Assessment Act. This Act 

created the Transboundary Aquifer Assessment Program (TAAP), which is run by 

the United States Geological Survey (USGS). This program identified four “priority 

aquifers” along the U.S.-Mexico border through analyzing the eligible aquifer’s 

groundwater dependency, contamination, vulnerability and availability (Sanchez et 

al., 2018). The four aquifers are the Santa Cruz Aquifer, the San Pedro Aquifer, the 

Mesilla Aquifer, and the Hueco Bolson Aquifer (Figure 2). The TAAP has prompted 

significant research to be done on these four aquifers. Most notably, the TAAP 

produced the first Binational Aquifer Study to be published jointly by the U.S. and 

Mexico governments: The Binational Study of the San Pedro Transboundary Aquifer 

(Callegary et al., 2016). However, aside from these four aquifers, binational funding 

has not been specifically allocated to study the other transboundary aquifers. 

Binational efforts to expand knowledge on all of the identified transboundary 

aquifers began on August 19, 2009, when the Principal Engineers of the 
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International Boundary and Waters Commission (IBWC) signed the “Joint Report of 

the Principal Engineers Regarding the Joint Cooperative Process United States- 

Mexico for the Transboundary Aquifer Assessment Program”, which “facilitated the 

binational exchange of data, established and coordinated binational technical 

advisory meetings for each aquifer, and established an official repository for 

binational project reports and data developed under the program” (IBWC, n.d.). 

Although this created a cooperative framework through which data and knowledge 

can be shared, it has not solved the problem that there is not much data or 

knowledge to share in most of these aquifers. 

 

Figure 2.1  The four Transboundary Aquifer Assessment Program (TAAP) priority  

        aquifers (IBWC, n.d.). 
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2.2   Complex Groundwater Models for Decision Support 

Groundwater models could serve as a useful tool to overcome the many obstacles 

facing transboundary aquifer management discussed in the previous section. 

 Utility 

Computational hydrologic modeling can be a useful tool in the process of learning 

more about a hydrologic system. Models can translate measured data into 

simulations of future events, promote testing of ideas and hypotheses, and allow for 

the evaluation of the system’s behavior (Calder et al., 2018). The knowledge gained 

through this process can then be applied to understand, design, visualize, optimize, 

and predict the workings of complex systems and processes (Calder et al., 2018). 

Models also have an essential role in the hydrologic policy and management process 

through allowing decision-makers to visualize the potential impacts of particular 

management strategies (Doherty and Simmons, 2013). Managers can then make 

informed decisions on whether the benefits of said management strategies are 

worth the risk of negative impacts enumerated in the model (Doherty and Simmons, 

2013).   

According to Calder et al. (2018), models prove particularly useful for evaluating 

hydrologic systems under the following circumstances: 

▪ The complexity of the system means that the risks and consequences 

of any choice cannot be anticipated on the basis of common sense or 

experience; 
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▪ There may be too many detailed interactions to keep track of, or the 

outcomes may be too complicated and interwoven to calculate easily;  

▪  One needs to integrate reliable knowledge from different sources into a 

more complex whole to understand the interactions between them; 

▪ There is a variety of views from stakeholders or experts about a complex 

system they are part of, which needs bridging in order to come to a coherent 

decision or find a compromise; and 

▪  One needs to be prepared for possible future outcomes in a complex 

situation. 

Drawbacks  

Creating a complex model of a hydrologic system usually requires data collected 

over a period of time, also known as longitudinal data (Calder et al., 2018). However, 

consistently measured data is often difficult to obtain due to a lack of data collection, 

the time-intensive process required to gather a dataset, and the inconsistencies 

between data that are available (Calder et al., 2018). If the data is not available or is 

insufficient, the modeler must collect the data required to model the heterogeneous 

processes taking place within the system. As a result, creating a complex model 

often proves to be expensive with regard to time and money (Haitjema, 2015). 

In spite of the intense time and effort required for complex modeling, there are a 

few significant fundamental issues with the process that are often ignored. First, 

complex modeling is susceptible to human and data bias (Glynn et al., 2017). The 

creation of a model is the culmination of many decisions on which representation of 

the system is “right”. However, it is nearly impossible to know what the right 

representation is in most cases due to lack of data or variations in interpretation of 

what the data means. These obstacles introduce human bias into the modeling  
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process, meaning that any model should be seen as only one possible realization of 

many possible representations of the system.  Although this bias is often present, 

the uncertainty it causes is rarely communicated. This lack of communication of 

uncertainty leads to the presentation of falsely precise results that are often taken 

as truth (Ferre, 2017). While it may seem that the community would be more likely 

to accept results that are presented with high precision, it has been shown that 

people accept research results more readily when the uncertainty involved is 

communicated clearly (Ferre, 2017).  

Existing Arizona-Sonora Transboundary Aquifer Models 

All of the transboundary aquifers along the Arizona-Sonora border fall under one or 

more of the categories listed above for circumstances where models are particularly 

useful. However, models have only been created for a few basins due to scientific, 

social, economic, and political obstacles (Mumme, 2005). Furthermore, these basins 

are often very data-poor, amplifying the issues that arise when trying to create 

complex groundwater models. The Arizona Department of Water Resources 

(ADWR) have updated, accessible models for the Santa Cruz, San Pedro, and Yuma 

transboundary basins (Figure 2.2). The remaining aquifers often lack the data and 

funding necessary to create a complex model (Sanchez and Eckstein, 2017).  
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Figure 2.2    Location of models available through ADWR for Arizona aquifers  
          (ADWR, 2018). 

 

2.3   Simple Groundwater Model Ensembles 

Value of Simple Models  

The level of complexity of a model is not the end result of a model, but rather the 

method by which you reach your objective. Structural and parametric complexity 

are warranted only where a simpler model cannot achieve the model objective 

(Doherty and Simmons, 2013).  Simple hydrologic models are extremely useful in 

circumstances where measured observations are inadequate for complex modeling. 

Often times, simple answers can convey a large part of a complex answer (Hunt and 

Zheng, 1999). Although simple models are often discounted as inaccurate or 
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incomplete, it is important to note that accuracy and completeness are often not 

their objectives and that there is a significant distinction to be made between the 

terms “modeling” and “simulation” (Hunt and Zheng, 1999). The objective of 

modeling does not necessarily have to be simulation, and important results can 

come from analyzing a simple model that does not exactly simulate the system 

conditions (Hunt and Zheng, 1999). Their creation is a learning process, allowing for 

the analysis of the general behavior of a system from the information that is 

available (Beven, 2007). Although model complexity is a complicated topic, what it 

ultimately comes down to is defensibility (Guthke, 2017). Defensibility is defined by 

whether or not a model completes the project objectives, acknowledges the project 

constraints, and can be justified with the data available (Guthke, 2017). In many 

situations, simple models prove to be an effective tool to meet these requirements.  

While simple models are extremely useful in areas that lack sufficient data for 

complex modeling, their simplicity often leads to significant uncertainty. As such, it 

is essential that the results of these models be presented within the framework of 

their uncertainty (Beven, 2007). The uncertainty itself is not necessarily a negative 

component of the modeling process. In fact, the uncertainty is a large part of why 

the model is being made in the first place. Understanding the inherent uncertainty 

and conveying it in the model results can lead to a greater understanding of the 

basin as a whole (Beven, 2007). It’s when the uncertainty is not communicated, or 

ignored, that it becomes an issue (Beven, 2007). It is essential to fully represent the 

uncertainty involved when communicating the value of the model results to 
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stakeholders and decision-makers so that they can understand how best to use 

them (Beven, 2007).  

Information Transfer 

Simple models for aquifers with little to no available data can be created through the 

use of information transfer. Information transfer is the process of extrapolating data 

where it is available to similar areas in which it isn’t (Beven, 2007). This method 

reduces the need for extensive data collection and reduces basin definition 

disparities caused by social, economic, and political imbalance (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). Although a useful tool, it must be acknowledged that this  method 

comes with great uncertainty. One method to include this uncertainty is through 

creating a model ensemble that covers many of the possible structural and 

parametric realizations within the region that you are aiming to analyze.  

Information transfer has been proposed within a few studies that are particularly 

relevant to the research conducted in this paper. The first study proposed 

information transfer between river systems to model water quality requirements as 

mandated by the European Water Framework Directive (WFD) (Beven, 2007). The 

WFD restrictions cover many basins in which data availability is limited, therefore 

this method was chosen to overcome this obstacle and to learn more about these 

data-limited basins. Through this process, it is believed that “learning about places, 

and taking account of the inherent uncertainty of doing so, will become more 

important than using particular model structures” (Beven, 2007). 
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The second study is especially relevant to the research done in this paper and will 

be used throughout as a source of data and information. This study was done as a 

part of the Regional Aquifer-Stream Analysis (RASA) conducted by the United States 

Geological Survey. It focused on the Southwest alluvial basins of Arizona and parts 

of its adjacent states: New Mexico and California (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 

Due to the limited data availability in many of these aquifers, the information 

transfer method was applied to obtain knowledge on parameter values and general 

basin behavior for each basin in the study area (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). It 

used two separate approaches to do so. First, they modeled 12 basins within the 72-

basin study area that had sufficient data for history matching and applied these 

models to the basins that had similar hydrogeologic characteristics (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). Second, they created two average basin models to cover the entire 

study area and applied those models to basins that mostly fit within the typical 

characteristics assigned to each (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). Both methods were 

used to evaluate model applicability, regional hydrogeologic differences and 

similarities, and model sensitivity (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). Upon evaluating 

the accuracy of their generalized models, they found that the information transfer 

technique proved generally successful among basins. However, they found that 

three main properties were important to adequate modeling of the basins and were 

often the source of error when models proved inadequate. These three properties 

are hydrologic boundaries, flow components, and hydrologic parameters (Anderson 

and Freethey, 1995).  
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The Ensemble Approach 

In order to incorporate uncertainty in the hydrologic boundaries, flow components, 

and hydrologic parameters, a model ensemble is a useful option. A model ensemble 

is a group of models that varies across the structural and parametric possibilities 

within the area being modeled. Ensemble modeling propagates the uncertainties in 

the model inputs to the predictions of interest. One ensemble can be subsampled 

easily and efficiently to represent many different specific cases. Due to fact that 

they’re not specifically created for one site, their objective is more conceptual than 

strictly aimed at simulating accurate average hydrologic predictions or quantifying 

uncertainty precisely (Ferre, 2017). This objective is extremely valuable to and 

informational for basins that are data-poor and don’t have the resources to be 

modeled more complexly. It is also a very efficient method because it gives us the 

capability to model several basins at once, thus extending the value of the models to 

several basins in which it would otherwise take a lot of time and non-existent 

resources to collect data for to model them complexly.  

An ensemble modeling approach becomes especially useful when making water 

resources decisions. Models tend to become path-dependent; their results a 

consequence of previously made decisions on conceptualizations, constructions, and 

parameterizations (Glynn et al., 2017). As such, they are individually susceptible to 

biases, beliefs, heuristics, and values (Glynn et al., 2017). However, this common 

modeling issue can become useful when applying model ensembles to make 

informed water resources decisions. The creation of ensembles that consist of 
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advocacy models, which each directly represent the different stakeholder interests 

or concerns, allows decision makers to see the outcome of rivaling model 

conceptualizations and values (Ferre, 2017). Visualizing the results of such diverse 

outcomes informs the decision-making process in several ways. First, it conveys the 

innate uncertainty within the models (Glynn et al., 2017). Second, it allows for 

comparison of models and therefore invokes thought about the different plausible 

consequential outcomes of the particular decision being made. If the models differ in 

significant ways, necessitating the identification of which model is a more correct 

representation to make a decision, then more information must be collected (Ferre, 

2017). Therefore, this decision avoids the false sense of precision connected to any 

one model by allowing comparison of essential outcomes between multiple 

advocacy models (Ferre, 2017). It also allows for effective data collection. Only 

when models differ in essential ways must data be collected to improve decisions.  

 

2.4   Interactive Groundwater Modeling Tools 

While hydrologic modeling holds great value in increasing hydrologic knowledge of 

a system, the true value arises when the results are communicated (Calder et al., 

2018). One effective method of communicating model results is through a Graphical 

User Interface (GUI). A GUI is a platform where users can access the results of a 

model ensemble interactively. This type of interface usually includes windows, 

menus, widgets, and more as a way to easily and effectively facilitate human 

interaction with the computer (Martinez, 2011). GUI’s provide a relatively easy way 

for people of different educational and professional backgrounds to access a model’s 
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results without having to interact with the details of the programming language 

(Martinez, 2011). Therefore, the visualization of the results within the GUI is 

essential because it is the only contact with the model that most users will have. As 

such, it is essential to clearly convey the results, the uncertainty of the results, and 

the assumptions made when creating the models because the users may base 

important decisions on their understanding of the visualizations (Calder et al., 

2018). As a result, it is essential to consider who the user will be when creating the 

interface to tailor it to work efficiently for a person with an average background 

knowledge and general hydrologic understanding within that user group. 

2.5     Gaps in the Existing Literature  

 
A review of the existing literature revealed a few deficiencies as it pertains to the 

study area for this research. As previously shown, there are a few existing complex 

models for transboundary basins within the study area, as well as research 

conducted on the process of information transfer from existing models to data-poor 

basins within the study area. However, it is not currently feasible to create complex 

models for each basin within the study area because of the limited data available for 

most aquifers. Additionally, individualized complex models do not convey the level 

of uncertainty involved with modeling these data-limited basins. The information 

transfer approach used in Anderson and Freethey (1995) proved very informative 

and effective, however it fell short in providing alterable hydrologic boundaries, 

flow components, and parameter values to tailor the general models used to the 

specific basins of interest (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). The literature promotes 

model ensembles as a method to overcome these obstacles, however there is no 
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existing model ensemble that covers the basins within the study area. Similarly, 

although there are a few models in existence within the study area, there are no 

interfaces in which stakeholders could easily and efficiently access the model results 

to better understand the behavior of their aquifer of interest. These lacking 

components are the origin of the scope of this research. 
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3 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

After thoroughly reviewing the existing literature, three main goals for this research 

were set: 

1.) To gain information on data-limited basins within the Arizona-Sonora border, 

which are underrepresented due to social, economic, and political disparities in 

the region. This will be done through the creation of a generic model ensemble 

that can be customized to represent any aquifer within the study area.  

2.) To bridge the gap in communication of model results to stakeholders of varying 

educational and professional backgrounds through creating and easily accessible 

and navigable Graphical User Interface. 

3.) To provide an easily adaptable template for use in other data-limited regions.  
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4 USERS 

 

It is essential to define the potential users of the modeling tool so that the interface 

can be tailored to the educational and professional backgrounds of those groups. 

The primary user of the Arizona-Sonora modeling tool will be the United States -

Mexico Transboundary Aquifer Assessment Program (TAAP), which is interested in 

this work primarily to prioritize which transboundary aquifers to further study. The 

GUI will easily and effectively allow them to do so through accessing the generic 

model ensemble results that fit their transboundary basin of interest and evaluating 

their behavior in response to perturbation. Simple sensitivity analyses can also be 

performed to evaluate what data would be most effective to collect for the reduction 

of uncertainty or the addition of complexity to the basin representations.   

Other primary stakeholders include environmental groups, regional farmers, 

municipalities, and regulators within the study area. Each of these stakeholder 

groups have significantly different interests and values, however the GUI will apply 

to all of them in the same way: they will be able to evaluate how perturbation of 

their aquifer will alter the general hydrologic characteristics and learn more about 

the general behavior of their aquifer of interest. Responses to perturbations include 

how the water level, streamflow, and well capture are impacted by changes in 

recharge rates, well pumping rates, and other hydrologic parameter values. It is 

important that these users understand the limitations of the model ensemble. The 

models within the ensemble are not meant to accurately quantify hydrologic 

measurements for the basin, but are rather intended to capture the general behavior 
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and responses of the aquifer to perturbation. This objective should be kept in mind 

if using the model results for decision-making.  

This modeling tool will also be useful for students of all levels who are interested in 

anything from gaining general hydrologic intuition to learning how to create a 

model ensemble and graphical user interface. Hydrologic fundamentals can be 

learned from this GUI simply by altering the boundary conditions and hydrologic 

parameters to see the effects the changes have on the model results. A more 

advanced student may learn more from this graphical user interface from studying 

the underlying codes and learning how to apply the methods used to their work.  

Just as students can use the code that creates the GUI as a template for other work, 

so can anyone else who is interested in adapting the GUI to fit another region. The 

GUI can be relatively easily adapted to fit another region through changing the 

boundary conditions, parameter ranges, and aquifer geometries given as options in 

the current GUI formation. Similarly, complexity can be added relatively easily by 

stakeholders who would like to enhance the ensemble results with available data 

from their aquifer of interest. 
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5 SITE DESCRIPTION 

5.1     Location 

The study area for this research includes the basin and range aquifers that lie along 

the border of Arizona and Sonora, Mexico. This excludes the Yuma basin, which 

holds a portion of the Colorado River,  due to its significant difference in basic 

hydrogeology compared to the other basins within the defined study area. 

5.2     Regional Hydrogeologic Background 

The transboundary aquifers along the U.S.- Mexico border included in this study 

area were formed as a result of the Basin and Range structural disturbance that 

occurred approximately 10 to 15 million years ago (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 

This disturbance was caused by crustal extension along high angle normal faults 

that resulted in both horst and graben and tilted block faulting (USGS, 1995). The 

north to northwest trending basins we see along the border today subsided at 

varying rates and were subsequently filled  by locally-derived sediment. The source 

of the locally-derived sediment, or basin fill, was the uplifted mountain blocks 

themselves, which consist of highly variable geologic material. There was variation 

in source material and depositional rates among basins. This along with different 

structure, basin depth and shape as well as differences in mountain block geology, 

elevation, shape and orientation resulted in varying  areal extent, and thickness 

among basins (Anderson and Freethey, 1995).  

The general stratigraphy produced by the Basin and Range structural disturbance 

consists of five notable sedimentary units (Figure 5.1). At the base of the basin-fill 
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lies impermeable bedrock. The existence of this bedrock at the bottom and 

mountainous sides of the basins creates low or essentially no-flow boundaries at 

these interfaces. Above the impermeable bedrock lies pre-basin and range volcanic 

and continental sedimentary rocks that were faulted and tilted simultaneously with 

the underlying bedrock (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). This stratigraphic unit 

generally consists of moderately to highly consolidated deposits ranging in size 

from silt to gravel and generally has low permeability. Overlaying this sedimentary 

unit lies a layer of lower basin fill, which also consists of moderately to highly 

consolidated material with extensive fine-grained material toward the center of the 

basin (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). The lower basin fill often contains evaporites 

and can contain local volcanic interbedding of basalt or tuff (Anderson and Freethey, 

1995). Upper basin fill is a generally thinner, less consolidated layer that contains 

fewer fines toward the center of the basin than lower basin fill. Both upper and 

lower basin fill exhibit gradational deposition, with grains getting coarser as you 

approach the surrounding mountains, or source material (Anderson and Freethey, 

1995). The uppermost layer in basin and range formations is stream alluvium that 

has been deposited by the current surface water drainage system within the basin. 

This layer is unconsolidated and can range in grain-size from clay to boulders. 

Many basins are interconnected through narrow valleys between mountain ranges, 

allowing for inter-basin flow, or underflow, from high to low altitudes (Anderson 

and Freethey, 1995). Underflow is the movement of groundwater between basins 

and is commonly a significant water budget component for the aquifers in this area. 

Values commonly range from a few hundred to a few thousand acre-feet per year, 
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with exceptional valleys transferring over 30,000 acre-feet per year (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). Underflow primarily occurs at the outflow boundary of the basins 

within the study area (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). Surface flow is also extremely 

variable in the area. A few basins have perennial reaches of streams. These streams 

produce a steady baseflow, which is sustained between precipitation events, 

allowing for stream-aquifer interactions. Others have ephemeral streams, allowing 

for minimal to negligible stream-aquifer interactions.  

 

 

Figure 5.1   General geologic structure of the basin and range aquifers along the U.S.- 
         Mexico border (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 

 

5.3     Regional Climatologic Background 

 The study area is divided into the Sonoran Desert and Mexican Highland 

physiographic sections of the Basin and Range Province, as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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These sections are categorized as semiarid to arid environments (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). Although the study area fits into these two similar climatic 

categories, widely varying climatic conditions exist due to areal differences in 

altitude. Average annual precipitation in the area ranges from about 4-8 inches in 

the low-altitude basins, whereas it ranges from about 16-30 inches in the mountain 

ranges (USGS, 1995). The majority of this precipitation falls during two main 

seasons: Winter and Summer. Winter precipitation moves east from the Pacific 

Ocean, and usually results in low intensity, long duration precipitation events 

(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). The movement of tropical moisture northward 

from Mexico brings summer precipitation, resulting in short duration, high intensity 

storms (Anderson and Freethey, 1995).  

The semi-arid to arid climate of the area brings high summer temperatures, which 

results in large rates of evaporation and transpiration, especially at lower altitudes 

(USGS, 1995). However, just as precipitation rates varied greatly due to areal 

differences in altitude, so do evapotranspiration rates. Average annual potential 

evaporation ranges from about 60 inches in high-altitude zones to about 85 inches 

in low-altitude zones(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). These climatic conditions lead 

to high evapotranspirative loss, allowing only about 5 percent of precipitation to 

recharge the aquifers (USGS, 1995). 
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Figure 5.2   Sonoran Desert and Mexican Highland sections of the Basin and Range  
            Province (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 
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6      CONCEPTUAL MODEL DESCRIPTION 

The level of hydrogeologic and climatic variation described above can be narrowed 

into two representative generic watersheds, which we will call Geometry 1 and 

Geometry 2. These generic watersheds represent the two primary types of 

hydrogeologic systems that exist within the study area, as defined by the United 

States Geologic Survey’s (USGS) Regional Aquifer System Analysis program 

(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). This simplification allows us to make the transition 

from having to create many complex, individualized models to only having to create 

two genericized model ensembles that categorically cover the main hydrogeologic 

aspects of each aquifer.  Further individualization of the model ensemble can be 

included through narrowing the hydrogeologic parameters to locally specific values.  

6.1   Hydrogeologic foundation for Generalized Watersheds 

Geometry 1 and Geometry 2 are built on the same foundation, but with slight 

differences in boundary conditions, surface water activity, and climatic conditions. 

We will first describe the common foundation between the two and then detail the 

individualization that the geometric choices offer. 

 The average size of the aquifers in the study area is about 16 x 40 miles (Anderson, 

Freethey, 1995). Due to the similar depositional processes these basin and range 

aquifers experienced during formation, the generalization of the hydrogeologic 

structure of these basins is quite simple and inclusive. As stated above, the typical 

hydrogeologic strata of these basins begins with an impermeable bedrock base, 

which is overlain by a sequence of pre-basin and range volcanic and sedimentary 
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rock, lower basin fill, upper basin fill, and stream alluvium. This succession of strata 

can be simplified into three water-bearing layers: the pre-basin and range volcanic 

and sedimentary rocks, lower basin fill, and upper basin fill. This simplification 

assumes that the stream alluvium layer may be lumped into the upper basin fill 

layer due to their similarities in hydrologic behavior and geologic origin, as well as 

its extremely limited spatial scale compared to the other three primary layers.  

Impermeable bedrock serves as a convenient no-flow hydrologic boundary 

condition where it exists. In the basin and range aquifers within our study area, 

bedrock typically appears at the base of the pre-basin and range volcanic and 

sedimentary rocks, as well as along inflow boundary and the mountainous sides of 

the basin, where crustal extension forced the bedrock to the surface. Therefore, no-

flow boundaries have been implemented at these boundaries throughout the entire 

ensemble. However, this process did not thrust the bedrock up at a 90˚ angle, but 

rather at a slant, creating somewhat of a half-bowl out of the uplifted bedrock. 

Therefore, the layers that overlay the bedrock thin as they extend away from the 

valley. All of the basins are categorized as having constant head boundaries at the 

outflow, allowing underflow into down-gradient basins (Anderson and Freethey, 

1995). 

Recharge predominantly occurs along losing streams and the mountain fronts in the 

area, where the slope begins to decrease and the basin fill begins (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). In some regions, significant recharge occurs along the stream 

during flooding events. Loss from evapotranspiration differs greatly due to 
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differences in surface water activity between the two genericized types of basins, 

which will be described in detail below.  

6.2   Geometry 1 

Geometry 1 represents the southeastern basins in the area, as defined by the map 

shown in Figure 6.1. Notable characteristics of Geometry 1 in comparison to 

Geometry 2 are the existence of an active stream, evapotranspiration along the 

riparian area along the active stream, and a confining upper basin fill layer along the 

center of the valley (Figure 6.2). It should be noted that these characteristics do not 

exist in every basin within the southeast section of the study area. However, they 

are the most typical combination of hydrologic properties found within this area 

and were therefore chosen to represent the hydrogeologic characteristics of the 

section (Anderson and Freethey, 1995).  

6.3   Geometry 2 

Geometry2 represents the southwestern basins in the area, as defined by the map 

shown in Figure 6.3. Notable characteristics of Geometry 2 in comparison to 

Geometry 1 are the lack of notable surface water, negligible to non-existent 

evapotranspirative losses, and entirely unconfined conditions (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). Again, it should be noted that these characteristics do not exist in 

every basin within the southwest section of the study area. However, they are the 

most typical combination of hydrologic properties found within this area and were 

therefore chosen to represent the hydrogeologic characteristics of the section 

(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 
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Figure 6.1    The Northwest, Highland, Southwest, and Southeast sections of the USGS’s  
RASA study (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). The Southwest and Southeast 
sections depicted in this map were used in this study to create the 
Geometry 1 and Geometry 2 conceptual models described above. 
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Figure 6.2   Geometry 1 illustration (Adapted from Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 
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  Figure 6.3    Geometry 2 Illustration. (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 
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7      MODEL DESCRIPTION 

 

The conceptual model described above was implemented as a numerical model 

using MODFLOW within the Python environment. This task required use of the 

FloPy package, in which you can write MODFLOW packages, run the  models, and 

extract model results for analysis and presentation within a Python script. The 

model could be adapted to fit other regions relatively easily through adjusting 

parameter ranges, boundary conditions, or structure. Its adaptability is a key 

component of its general utility. 

7.1     Mass Conservation 

All models within the ensemble were run as steady-state systems to maintain 

simplicity and applicability of the ensemble to aquifers with varying historic, 

current, and predicted future water usages. Representing these basins as steady-

state systems also minimizes storage and processing time for these models and 

optimizes ease of use and comprehension for stakeholders of different educational 

and professional backgrounds.This necessary simplification, in combination with 

the hydrogeologic and climatic site characteristics, create the water balance 

equation shown below:  

𝑅𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 − 𝐸𝑇 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 − 𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑈𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑂𝑢𝑡 = 0 

 Where ET, and Pumping are 0 in certain models.  
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7.2   Model Structures 

Model Grid Shape, Orientation, and Resolution 

The model is a rectangular representation of the average basin within our study 

area. Figure 7.1 shows a particular basin within the study area, the Dougals-Agua 

Prieta Basin, next to a model grid for orientation. Each model within the ensemble is 

a 50 x 50 grid, where each cell is 0.8 km in length and width to start. However, as 

previously stated, the average size of the aquifers in the study area is about 25km x 

64km. To mimic this size and shape, we introduced the ability to recalculate the size 

of each cell based on an aspect ratio value. The aspect ratio value for our models is 

2.5 and the cell sizes are recalculated using this ratio as follows: 

Column Width along rows = 0.8km/((Aspect_Ratio)**0.5)  

Row length along columns  = 0.8km *((Aspect_Ratio)**0.5)  

With the equations above and an aspect ratio of 2.5, we have a total grid size of 

about 25km x 64km and a cell resolution of about 0.5km x 1.3km. This method was 

chosen rather than simply creating a grid of 50 x 128 cells with a half kilometer 

length and width so that the aspect ratio can be varied between models in the 

ensemble while maintaining the same cellular area. Maintaining the cellular area 

throughout the ensemble is important because calculations of recharge and 

evapotranspiration are dependent on the number of cells they are applied to and 

how large the cells are. Although we have chosen a permanent aspect ratio of 2.5 to 

mimic the average basin size for now, this method introduces the possibility of 

expanding the ensemble to include multiple aspect ratios in the future. 
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Figure 7.1   Model grid orientation with Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin for reference.  
         Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin map adapted from Anderson and Freethey,  
         1995. 
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Hydrologic Boundaries 

As stated in the conceptual model, bedrock surrounds most of the basin, serving as a 

hydrologic barrier on most sides and the bottom of the basin (USGS, 1995). For most 

southwestern transboundary aquifers, underflow into the basin can be assumed to 

be negligible ( Anderson and Freethey, 1995). There is typically only one portion of 

the basin with significant underflow and stream discharge out of the basin, and that 

is located at the basin outflow. Therefore, no-flow boundaries have been 

implemented on all sides, except for the basin outflow. A constant head boundary 

has been set for the outflow boundary to allow for underflow out of the basin 

(Figure 7.2). The constant head value at this boundary is one of the alterable 

parameter values within the GUI and its range will be discussed in a subsequent 

section.  

 

Figure 7.2   Hydrologic Boundary Conditions. 
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The upper boundary of the model has a set topography to fit the typical basin and 

range topographic structure (Figure 7.2). The shape is similar to an elongated half-

bowl. The basin axis sits at the topographic minimum, while the mountain ranges at 

the input and sides of the basin sit at the topographic maximum. The elevation 

slopes linearly from the ranges to the center of the valley and along the basin axis, 

decreasing incrementally by 1m per cell in the upper basin. As the basin flattens out 

in the direction of the output boundary, the slope flattens to a linear decrease of 

0.1m per cell. Although topography varies significantly from basin to basin, the 

general topographic pattern is captured within the models. Modest variations in 

topographic slopes do not significantly change the model results. However, if the 

general topography used is not representative of the user’s aquifer of interest and 

use of the general topography yields erroneous results, then the model ensemble 

should be re-run using the basin’s topography.  

Evapotranpsirative losses along riparian areas, recharge, and stream interactions 

occur across the upper boundary. Evapotranspiration (ET) was implemented using 

the EVT MODFLOW package and was split into three initial zones: Mountain ET, 

Valley ET, and Riparian ET (Figure 7.3). The Mountain ET zone was set to fill the 

space where the topographic slope is 1 m/cell. The Valley ET zone was set to fill the 

remaining space where the topographic slope is 0.1 m/cell. Finally, the Riparian ET 

zone was set to fill 3 cells on either side of the stream.  

Recharge was implemented using the RCH MODFLOW package and was also split 

into three initial zones: mountain-block recharge, mountain-front recharge, and 
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valley recharge (Figure 7.4). Similar to ET, mountain-block recharge was applied to 

the area of the model with high relief, or the mountainous region. Mountain-front 

recharge was set to affect the cells along the edge of the mountain-block recharge 

zone, where the slope decreases from 1m/cell to 0.1 m/cell (Figure 7.4). The valley 

recharge was set to fill the remaining space surrounding the axis of the basin where 

the topographic slope decreases to 0.1m/cell (Figure 7.4). A stream was 

implemented at the top boundary along the basin axis for Geometry 1 models using 

the STR MODFLOW package. This package calculates groundwater-stream 

interactions, applying recharge for losing streams or negative recharge for gaining 

streams. However, the STR package does not simulate riparian recharge due to 

flooding along the stream corridor, which can be a significant form of recharge in 

some basins within the study area. This occurrence is not accounted for within these 

models, but could be easily added if necessary to accurately model the user’s aquifer 

of interest. This occurrence could be represented through adding another recharge 

zone along the riparian corridor, similar to the Riparian Evapotranspiration zone 

shown in Figure 7.3. Due to the steady-state nature of the model ensemble, this 

process would not capture the transient nature of these flooding events, however 

flooding could be represented as an average annual value. Transience could be 

added for further complexity, however this modeling tool will not include transience 

for the sake of storage, processing time, and ease of use and comprehension for 

stakeholders of different educational and  professional backgrounds. No stream was 

added to the Geometry 2 models. 
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Figure 7.3   Evapotranspiration Zones. 

               

Figure 7.4  Recharge Zones.Hydrogeologic Layers 

As stated in the conceptual model, there are three primary water-bearing units in 

the study area: the upper basin fill layer (Layer 1), the lower basin fill layer (Layer 

2), and the pre-basin and range volcanic and sedimentary rock layer (Layer 3). 

These layers are primarily unconfined, except for the central portion of the lower 

basin fill layer that extends along the entire length of the valley in the Geometry 1 

scenario (Figure 7.5). To implement this conceptual model in FloPy, three layers 

were added and written into the discretization package. The bottom elevation grid 
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for each layer was specified. Each layer thins outwards from the basin axis to 

represent typical basin and range sediment depositional patterns. The bottom 

elevation and thickness of each layer was determined by averaging the basin layer 

thickness approximations given in Anderson and Freethey (1995), from which the 

two conceptual geometries for this research were derived (Figure 7.5).  

 

Figure 7.5   The two conceptual  models from which average layer extents and  
                                       thicknesses were derived (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 
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Stream alluvium is noted as a layer in the Geometry 1 plot in Figure 7.5, however 

stream alluvium was not included as a layer in this research. It was assumed to have 

a negligible effect on the overall hydrologic behavior of these systems due to its 

relatively small spatial scale compared to the other three primary layers. Figure 7.5 

also shows that the uplifted bedrock underlying the three primary layers forms a 

bowl-like shape. To represent this geologic structure, a bedrock base was 

implemented by adding no-flow cells in the shape of a half-bowl in each model 

(Figure 7.6). Layer 1 has two 6x6 triangles of no-flow cells in the upper basin 

corners, layer 2 has two 8x8 triangles of no-flow cells in the upper basin corners, 

and layer 3 has two 10x10 triangles of no-flow cells in the upper basin corners. 

 

Figure 7.6    Implementation of half-bowl bedrock base through addition of no-flow  
          cells in upper corners of basin layers. Turquoise cells are no-flow cells      
          and extend farther into the basin as you move deeper into the basin. 

 

The bottom of the pre-basin and range volcanic and sedimentary rock layer at the 

basin axis was set to zero elevation. The bottom elevation of the lower basin fill 

layer at the basin axis was assumed to be about 150 meters above datum, making 

the thickness of the pre-basin and range volcanic and sedimentary rock layer 150m 
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at the center of the basin. The bottom of the upper basin fill layer was set to be 

600m above datum at the basin axis, making the thickness of the upper basin fill 

layer 450m at the center of the basin. The top of the basin was set as the basin 

topography. The top elevation for the center of the basin was set to be 675m above 

datum, making the thickness of the upper basin fill layer 225m at the basin axis. 

Each layer thins from the above-specified basin axis thickness moving outward 

toward the high elevations (Figure 7.5).  

The central portion of the valley in the Geometry 1 models was not directly set to be 

confined; instead, the upper basin fill layer was set to have a sufficiently small 

hydraulic conductivity relative to the lower basin fill to replicate confining 

conditions. This allowed the center portion of layer 1 to have a confining hydraulic 

conductivity, while the outer portions of the layer were set to the same hydraulic 

conductivity as the lower basin fill layer. Hydraulic conductivity ranges will be 

discussed in subsequent sections.  

7.3     Hydrologic Parameters 

The above model structures were transformed into a model ensemble through the 

assignment of a range of hydrologic parameter values. Some parameters were kept 

constant throughout the ensemble, some were set differently between Geometry 1 

and Geometry 2, and some were allowed to vary within an appropriate range for 

each model in the ensemble.  
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Constant Parameters Over All Models 

Table 7.1 
 Constant parameter values, sources, and explanations for all models. 

 
Model Parameters 
 

Parameter Value Source Notes 

Specific Yield 0.16 (Anderson and 
Freethey, 1995) 

Average of specific yields in  
Anderson and Freethey’s 

“Southeast” and “Central/West” 
Basins. 

Specific Storage 0.0001 (Anderson and 
Freethey, 1995) 

Average of specific yields in  
Anderson and Freethey’s 

“Southeast” and “Central/West” 
Basins. 

Horizontal Anisotropy 
Ratio 

1 N/A No horizontal anisotropy 
implemented. 

Layer 2 Vertical 
Hydraulic Conductivity 
Ratio (HK/VK) 

38.2 m/day (Pool and 
Dickinson, 2007) 

Lower Basin Fill-Interbedded 
value listed in Table 3 of Pool and 

Dickinson Report. 

Layer 3 Vertical 
Hydraulic Conductivity 
Ratio (HK/VK) 

3.5 m/day (Pool and 
Dickinson, 2007) 

Undifferentiated Basin Fill value 
listed in Table 3 of Pool and 

Dickinson Report. 

Mountain Block 
Recharge 

2e-6 m/day Adapted from 
(Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995) 

Anderson and Freethey only used 
mountain-front recharge, but we 
added minimal mountain-block 

recharge for more realistic 
hydraulic head outputs. 

Valley Recharge 5e-9 m/day N/A Minimal valley recharge. 

Mountain ET 0 (Anderson and 
Freethey, 1995) 

Negligible mountain ET 

Valley ET 0 (Anderson and 
Freethey, 1995) 

Negligible mountain ET 

Streambed Hydraulic 
Conductivity Ratio 
(Streambed K/Layer 1 K) 

1e-1 N/A Higher conductivity in streambed 
than surrounding sediment . 
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Constant Parameters Over Geometry 1 Models 

Table 7.2 
Additional constant parameter values, sources, and explanations for all 

Geometry 1 models. 
Geometry 1 Model 
Parameters 

Parameter Values Source Notes 

ET Extinction Depth 3m (Anderson and Freethey, 
1995) 

Depth used for 
Southeast basins in 
Anderson and Freethey 
paper. 

Layer 1 Hydraulic 
Conductivity-

Confined Portion 

0.229 m/day (Anderson and Freethey, 
1995) 

Average conductivity 
used in Anderson and 
Freethey’s Southeaster 
basins for the upper 
confining layer. 

Layer 1 Vertical 
Hydraulic 

Conductivity Ratio 
(HK/VK)- Confined 

Portion 

65 (Pool and Dickinson, 
2007) 

Upper Basin Fill-Silt and 
Clay value listed in Table 
3 of Pool and Dickinson 
Report. 

 

Constant Parameters Over Geometry 2 Models 

Table 7.3 
 Additional constant parameter values, sources, and explanations for 

all Geometry 2 models. 
Geometry 2 
Parameters 

Parameter 
Values 

Source Notes 

Layer 1 Vertical 
Hydraulic 

Conductivity Ratio 
(HK/VK)- 

Unconfined 

27.3 (Pool and Dickinson, 
2007) 

Upper Basin Fill-
Interbedded value listed 
in Table 3 of Pool and 
Dickinson Report. 

 

Parameters to Vary 

Seven hydrologic parameters were set to vary over a range throughout the model 

ensemble, including the hydrologic conductivities of all three layers, recharge rate, 

evapotranspiration rate, constant head boundary at the outflow, well locations, and 
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well flow. These parameters were chosen because they varied greatly over the 

basins in the study area. Additionally, slight changes in their values typically lead to 

significant differences in model results. Therefore, allowing these parameters to 

vary over a realistic range allows the Graphical User Interface to be adjusted to fit 

many basins of interest while also allowing for the inclusion of basin- specific 

uncertainty within the ensemble.  

Hydraulic Conductivity of Layers 

Varying the hydraulic conductivity values of the layers allows a user to tailor the 

model to their local hydrogeologic conditions and to allow for uncertainty in this 

key parameter. For Geometry 1, Layer 1 consists of two hydraulic conductivity 

zones (Figure 7.7). The confining zone stretches along the center of the valley and 

the unconfined zone covers the mountainous and foothill regions. These zones were 

created to represent the difference in grain sizes along the elevation gradient due to 

differing depositional environments. This zoning was only applied to the Geometry 

1 models because it is more common and significant in the Southeastern aquifers in 

the study area (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). The confined zone was set to have a 

constant hydraulic conductivity of 0.229 m/day, as shown in Table 7.2. The 

unconfined zone hydraulic conductivity ranged over values reported for lower basin 

fill in Anderson and Freethey (1995). The range was chosen using lower basin fill 

transmissivity values for twelve basins within the study area, which produced 

general selectable values of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5 m/day. Layer 2 was given five 

hydraulic conductivity options because it is the largest water-bearing unit in the 
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model. Therefore, differences in conductivity within this layer are expected to have 

a large impact on the model results. Layer 3 is a smaller portion of the water-

bearing section of the aquifer and was given a range of three selectable values: 0.3, 

0.75, and 1.5 m/day (Pool and Dickinson, 2007). 

 

Figure 7.7   Geometry 1, Layer 1 hydraulic conductivity zones. 

Geometry 2 has the same hydraulic conductivity options for Layers 2 and 3. 

However, Layer 1 in this geometry is entirely unconfined. To include the range over 

which the upper basin fill conductivity varies within the ensemble, the parameter 

was given the selectable values of 2.25, 2.75, and 3.25 m/day. These values were 

defined by averaging the upper basin fill hydraulic conductivities used for the 

Western and Central basins in Anderson and Freethey (1995). 

 Mountain-Front Recharge 

The primary form of recharge in the basins of the study area is mountain-front 

recharge (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). As shown in Table 7.1, minimal mountain-

block and valley recharge were added to the models as well. It is essential to capture 

the wide range of recharge values found within the basins of the study area because 
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recharge rate has such a large impact on the model results, being the only form of 

recharge to the basin. Basins within the study area vary greatly with respect to 

recharge. Rates decrease significantly as you move westward from higher elevation 

wet regions to lower elevation dry regions. The average recharge rate for 

Southeastern basins in the study area is about 0.00236 m/day (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). The average recharge rate for Western and central basins in the 

study area is about 0.000157 m/day (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). Both of these 

rates were adapted from Anderson Freethey (1995) by taking the documented 

average volumetric recharge rate for the geographical sections of the study area and 

dividing it by the area of the 50 mountain-front recharge cells applied within the 

models. To capture this variation and include the possibility of decreased recharge 

with climate change, the selectable mountain-front recharge values for the models 

are 2e-5, 2e-4, and 2e-3 m/day. 

 Evapotranspiration  

Evapotranspiration rates were also allowed to vary over an appropriate range for 

Geometry 1 models. Geometry 2 models have no groundwater-derived 

evapotranspiration included due to drier climatic conditions, lower water tables, 

and a lack of streams and riparian areas. Southeastern, or Geometry 1, basins are 

also rather dry. This leads to evapotranpiration primarily occurring along riparian 

areas, where water tables are high enough to incur evapotranspirative losses 

(Figure 7.3). Mountain ET and valley ET were assumed to be zero due to their 

relatively negligible magnitudes compared to riparian ET (Anderson and Freethey, 
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1995). Riparian ET was given selectable values of 0, 5.2e-5, and 1.3e-3 m/day. These 

values represent no ET, ET rates in predominantly mesquite covered areas, and ET 

rates in riparian woodlands, respectively (Pool and Dickinson, 2007). 

 Well Locations  

One well can be inserted into the model. The wells are screened in layer 2, which 

covers most of the range of typical well depths in the study area.  There are five 

options for well location within the ensemble. All five locations reside on one side of 

the basin. Because the model is symmetric, an identical result would be found if any 

of the models were reflected across the stream. The five locations are dispersed 

evenly throughout the eastern side of the basin (Figure 7.8). Table 7.4 shows all five 

well locations. 

 
Table 7.4    

Well location options 
Well Number Location (column, row) Location (x, y)  [km] 

1 (12,12) (15.25, 6.12) 
2 (20,20) (25.45, 10.18) 
3 (5,28) (35.62, 2.54) 
4 (22,36) (45.79, 11.20) 
5 (10,44) (55.97, 5.09) 

 
 

 

   Figure 7.8   Well Location Options. 
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Well Pumping Rates  

Each well can be pumped at one of two rates: 2000 m3/day or 2500 m3/day. These 

rates were chosen because they represent the water required for a cluster of 

municipal wells, an average municipal well, or a large agricultural well (ADWR, 

2009). More options for the well pumping rates were not offered in an attempt to 

limit the number of models in the model ensemble. An increase of  500m3/day was 

added to the initial pump rate of 2000m3/day  to create the second option of 

2500m3/day to evaluate the effects of increasing well pumping rates due to an 

increase in demand on the aquifer. This increase could be a result of an increase in 

population, decrease in precipitation, or a combination of the two.  

Constant Head Boundary at Outflow 

The constant head boundary at the outflow also has a selectable range. This 

boundary was set by choosing a depth beneath the bottom of the streambed and 

setting the water level constant to that depth. Hydraulic head data for these basins 

are rare, and the few records that are available vary extremely from basin to basin. 

As a result, it was not possible to select constant head values directly from 

measured data. Instead, the head values chosen cover a wide range of depths below 

the streambed in an attempt to capture this uncertainty and cover all general 

scenarios. The selectable values are 1, 3, and 5 meters (3.2, 9.8, and 16.4 feet) below 

the bottom of the streambed. 
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7.4     Model Ensemble Creation  

There are about 3,000 models in the ensemble. Each model within the ensemble is a 

unique combination of the above parameter options. Each combination was chosen 

by randomly selecting parameter values from each parameter range and assigning 

them to the individual models. The naming convention reflects this process, with 

each model receiving a string of numbers following the letter ‘m’ that represent the 

parameter values chosen from each range. The number values in the naming scheme 

follow this order: well location value, layer 2 hydraulic conductivity value, well 

pump rate value, whether or not there is a confining portion in the first layer, 

constant head boundary value, Layer 1 hydraulic conductivity value, mountain-front 

recharge value, evapotranspiration rate value, and Layer 3 hydraulic conductivity 

value. Each parameter value in the name is not the actual parameter value, but 

rather the index of the value within the list of allowed parameter values. For 

example, if a model had a well located at row 12, column 12, then the first number in 

the model name would be 0. If it had a well located at row 20, column 20, then the 

first number in the model number would be 1. This results in a model name that 

looks like this: ' m301021211'. In this example, the model fits within the Geometry 1 

category, as seen by the 4th digit, or the ‘confining layer’ digit, in the name (Table 

7.5). If the confining layer digit were 1 instead of 0, this would signify that the model 

was in the Geometry 2 category (Table 7.5). Similarly, the 6th digit in the model 

name represents the Layer 1 hydraulic conductivity. However, Geometry 1 has a 

constant confining unit conductivity. Therefore, the 6th digit in the naming scheme is 

irrelevant for Geometry 1 models.  
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Table 7.5 
 Model Name Examples 

 Geometry 1: m301021211 Geometry 2: m301121211 
Naming Digit Corresponding 

Parameter Value 
Naming Digit Corresponding 

Parameter 
Value 

Well Location 
(row,column) 

3 (5,28) 3 (5,28) 

Layer 2 Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

(m/day)  

0 0.5 0 0.5 

Well Pump Rate 
(m3/day) 

1 2,500 1 2,500 

Confining layer 0 Yes 1 No 

Constant Head 
Boundary (m 

below streambed) 

2 5 2 5 

Layer 1 Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

(m/day) 

1 N/A 1 2.25 m/day 

Mountain-Front 
Recharge 
(m/day) 

2 2e-3 2 2e-3 

Riparian ET rate 
(m/day) 

1 5.2e-5 1 5.2e-5 

Layer 3 Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

(m/day) 

1 0.75 1 0.75 

 

7.5   Benefits of an Uncalibrated Model Ensemble 

This model ensemble is uncalibrated. In other words, it has not been compared to 

data to measure its accuracy. This choice was made for several reasons. The first is 

that there is very little data to compare the models to. The second is that the 

ensemble represents many different basins, all of which have different behavior and 

data. The third is that the data that is available quite often has significant 

uncertainty, so calibrating our models to that data may lead to erroneous results. 

Therefore, it is directly because we have uncalibrated models that we are able to 
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create the ensemble in the way that we did. Uncalibrated models are often looked at 

as useless due to their general inability to precisely match historical data and 

simulate accurate and precise future events. However, this is not their goal and 

therefore these abilities should not be used as the criteria by which it is deemed 

useful. Instead, the goal of these uncalibrated models is to reveal the general 

behavior of the aquifers within our study area. As such, they can be used to develop 

hydrologic intuition and are an extremely useful tool in visualizing how the system 

responds to changes in parameter values while not getting bogged down in the by 

the limitations that calibrating it to limited data brings.  
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8     GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE 

 

8.1   Approach 

The primary goal of creating a Graphical User Interface (GUI) is to increase the 

accessibility and efficiency of viewing and analyzing model ensemble results for 

stakeholders. This tool increases accessibility by allowing stakeholders to alter 

complex Python code at the push of a button or the movement of a slider bar in a 

manner that doesn’t require prior coding experience or knowledge. This approach 

allows for accessibility of model results across many different educational and 

professional backgrounds. This tool also increases efficiency by allowing 

stakeholders to access the results of pre-run models, rather than running the 

models in real-time. This method is significantly more time-efficient, however it 

does set some limitations on the number of variables that can be altered efficiently 

and the resolution of parameter ranges, as shown in Table 8.1. As the number of 

variable parameters increases, so does the storage required to hold the model 

results. Similarly, as the number of models in storage increases, so does the amount 

of processing time required to produce the plots within the GUI. Therefore, the 

number of variable parameters was limited to focus on the most impactful 

hydrologic parameters, as listed in the Model Description section. The resulting GUI 

produces model ensemble results easily and efficiently, while maintaining the ability 

to visualize system responses to important hydrologic parameter alterations. It is 

important to note that this GUI can be relatively easily altered to tailor it to a model 

ensemble that represents another area.  
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Table 8.1 
Ensemble Size Storage and Processing Time within GUI ** 

Number of Models Storage Size Approximate Processing Time 

500 412.5 MB 5 seconds 

3000 (Current Size) 2,475 MB 18 seconds 

10000 8,250 MB 1 minute 

**Note: Processing Times using Dell XPS 13 computer with a 10th generation Intel Core 
i5-10210U Processor and 2133 MHz RAM. 

 

8.2   Methods 

The GUI was constructed within the Python Jupyter Notebook environment through 

using Panel Pyviz. Panel Pyviz enables the creation of interactive plots through  

several plotting utilities, which can then be formatted and deployed into a 

standalone server. The GUI put these capabilities to use through integrating 

interactive widgets that allow the user to easily navigate through the GUI and access 

the model results that best fit their aquifer of interest.  

8.3   GUI Tour 

The user can navigate through the pages of the GUI by clicking through the tabs at 

the top left of each page (Figure 8.1). There are seven main tabs: Home, Model 

Description, User Guide, Basin Selection, Model Results, and References. The first of 

these tabs is the “Home” tab, which is the first page that users will see upon opening 

the GUI. 

 

Figure 8.1 The seven main navigation tabs within the GUI, with the Home tab selected. 
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Home Page 

The Home page welcomes the user into the GUI with a brief introduction to the 

purpose and utility of the GUI, as well as a list of contacts for the user if questions 

arise that aren’t covered within the materials provided in the GUI itself or this 

report (Figure 8.2). 

 

 

Figure 8.2   The Home Page of the GUI.  

 

Model Description Page 

The Model Description Page is the next on the list in the main navigation tabs 

(Figure 8.3). This page covers everything that the Model Description section covers 
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in this report, including the model structures, boundaries, hydrologic parameters, 

and model ensemble creation technique (Figure 8.4). 

 

Figure 8.3   Model Description tab placement in main navigation tabs list. 

 

Figure 8.4   Model Description Page. 
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User Guide Page 

The User Guide page is third on the list of main navigation tabs (Figure 8.5). This 

section gives instructions for how to navigate through the GUI, what each page 

within the GUI holds, and how to use the interactive Model Results page (Figure 

8.6).  

  

Figure 8.5   User Guide tab placement in main navigation tabs list. 

 

Figure 8.6 User Guide page in the GUI. 
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Basin Selection Page 

The Basin Selection page is the fourth tab in the main navigation tabs list (Figure 

8.7). The Basin Selection page is where the user selects which general aquifer 

description best fits their aquifer of interest: Geometry 1 or Geometry 2. To guide 

the user through this process, the GUI uses a visual approach. It shows figures of 

both aquifer geometry options, with a list of their identifying qualities in 

comparison to the other geometry (Figure 8.8). Once the user identifies which basin 

description and image best suits their aquifer of interest, the aquifer geometry can 

be chosen by clicking either “Geometry 1” or “Geometry 2” located directly below 

the descriptions (Figure 8.9). Upon doing so, the GUI will narrow down the pre-run 

model ensemble results to the models that have the selected geometry only. These 

results can be seen and further refined within the Model Results page. 

 

Figure 8.7   Basin Selection tab placement in main navigation tabs list. 
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Figure 8.8   Basin Selection Page. 

 

 

Figure 8.9    Aquifer Geometry Selection buttons. 

 

Model Results Page 

Model Results Page General Setup 

The Model Results tab is the fifth item in the main navigation tabs list (Figure 8.10). 

It is where the user can interactively alter parameter values to create a model 

ensemble that fits their aquifer of interest to visualize and interpret how the aquifer 

behaves. The layout of the page can be seen in Figure 8.11. At the top of the page, the 

currently selected geometry, number of models in the current ensemble, and a table 
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of the current parameter ranges based on user selection can be seen (Figure 8.12). 

The table of current parameter ranges seen in Figure 8.12 is controlled by the 

adjustable parameter widgets, located at the right of the plots (Figure 8.13). Within 

this panel,  the user can select a well location and pumping rate from a drawdown 

menu (Figure 8.14 and 8.15). They can also adjust the parameter ranges by sliding 

the lower and upper limits of the range to the left or right (Figure 8.16). The ability 

to choose the range over which a parameter is set allows the user to include 

uncertainty in parameter values due to lack of hydrologic data or knowledge of 

where to find such data. A single parameter value can also be chosen when sufficient 

data is available by sliding both sides of the parameter bar to the same value (Figure 

8.17). The lowest value in each range is 0, which represents the first parameter 

value in each parameter range listed in Table 8.1. So, if the parameter slider range 

for Layer 2 Hydraulic Conductivity ranges from 1-3, then the parameter values 

implemented in the ensemble are the second to fourth parameter values in the 

Layer 2 Hydraulic Conductivity range: [1, 1.5, 2] m/day. This is a product of coding 

in the Python environment, where indexing starts at 0. The parameter value table at 

the top of the page repopulates the new parameter range values each time the 

parameter widgets are altered in the parameter panel, making it easy to check 

which parameter values you are implementing.  

 

Figure 8.10     The Model Results tab placement in main navigation tabs list. 
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Figure 8.11    Model Results page layout. 

 

Figure 8.12    Summary of model ensemble information based on user selections. 
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   Figure 8.13    Adjustable parameter panel. 

 

   

    Figure 8.14   Drawdown menu for well location (Row, Column). 

 

    

    Figure 8.15    Drawdown Menu for well pump rate (m3/day). 
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    Figure 8.16     Adjusting the Layer 2 Hydrualic Conductivity parameter range from 
                      0-4 to 1-3.     
 

     

    Figure 8.17     Adjusting the parameter slider to have a single value, rather than a 
        range. 

     

Table 8.2 
Parameter Ranges 

Parameter Name Parameter Range Values 
Layer 2 Hydraulic 

Conductivity(m/day) 
[0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5] 

Layer 3 Hydraulic 
Conductivity(m/day) 

[0.3, 0.75, 1.5] 

Constant Head 
Outflow(m below 

streambed) 

[1,3,5] 

Mountain Front 
Recharge(m/day) 

[2e-5, 2e-4,2e-3]    

Geometry 1 Only 
Riparian ET(m/day) [0, 5.2e-5, 1.3e-3] 

Geometry 2 Only 
Layer 1 Hydraulic 

Conductivity(m/day) 
[2.25, 2.75, 3.25] 
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Plot Descriptions and Interpretations 

The plots are repopulated to show the appropriate model results each time the 

parameter ranges are updated. If Geometry 1 is selected, six relevant plots are 

populated: a mean unperturbed water level plot, a  mean perturbed water level plot, 

a mean drawdown plot, a well capture likelihood plot, a mean unperturbed 

streamflow plot, and a mean perturbed streamflow plot (Figure 8.18). If Geometry 2 

is chosen, no streamflow plots are populated because this geometry does not 

include a stream (Figure 8.19).  

The unperturbed and perturbed water level plots show the model results with and 

without a well , respectively. These plots convey the direction of groundwater 

movement an illustrate the impact of pumping on the direction of groundwater flow. 

The drawdown plot is the difference between the heads with and without pumping, 

showing the magnitude of decrease in water level across the entire model grid. The 

well capture likelihood plot allows the user to visualize where the water being 

pumped from the well is captured from. The well capture zone is the area that 

contributes water to the well. Each well in the ensemble identifies the cells that 

contribute water to a well.  The likelihood of capture in any given cell is the fraction 

of the models in the ensemble that forecast that water will be captured from that 

cell by the well.  Capture likelihood ranges from zero to one. Lastly, the unperturbed 

and perturbed streamflow plots illustrate the impact on the stream of pumping 

and/or a change in  climate through alterations in recharge or evapotranspiration 

rates. Specific point-values can be seen in any of the plots by hovering the mouse 
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over the point of interest. By doing so, an informational box with the location 

(row,column) and value of interest will pop up (Figure 8.21). 

The corresponding standard deviation plot for each mean plot can be seen by 

selecting the standard deviation tab just above the graph (Figure 8.22). Standard 

deviation plots are essential to understand the level of uncertainty in the model 

results. These measures of uncertainty allow the user to better understand how 

uncertainty in model parameters propagate into their predictions of interest.  By 

changing the parameter ranges and regenerating the plots, a user can conduct a 

simple sensitivity analysis to show the potential benefit of collecting local hydraulic 

property information with respect to model forecasts that might inform their 

decision making.  Ultimately, the goal of this research is not to create calibrated 

models for each basin in the study area, but rather to create an ensemble that 

generally models the behavior of each system for this kind of entry-level decision 

support and education/outreach.  

The water level and drawdown plots show the standard deviation for each cell in 

the model grid (Figure 8.22). Higher standard deviation corresponds to higher 

uncertainty in the ensemble, which decreases down gradient because the outflow 

boundary is set as a constant head. The constant head options given in the 

parameter panel provide a small range in which the water levels can fluctuate 

between models compared to the uncontrolled head values in the rest of the model 

grid. Therefore, the water level at the outflow boundary does not deviate as 

significantly as the rest of the model grid (Figure 8.22). The standard deviation 
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streamflow graphs show the mean streamflow, the mean streamflow plus one 

standard deviation, and the mean streamflow minus one standard deviation (Figure 

8.22).The well likelihood graph does not have a standard deviation plot attached to 

it because the capture likelihood plots already show the mean and standard 

deviation.  
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Figure 8.18     Six plots automatically populated for Geometry 1 model ensemble. 
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         Figure 8.19     Four plots automatically populated for Geometry 2 model ensemble. 
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Figure 8.20    Standard deviation plot tab for water level plots. 

 

 

Figure 8.21    Informational box with location and point value upon hovering mouse over 
location of interest. 
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Figure 8.22    Standard deviation plots for all Geometry 1 mean plots. 
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Figure 8.23    Standard deviation plots for all Geometry 2 mean plots. 
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References Page 

The references page lists the sole source used directly wihtin the GUI.  

 

Figure 8.24    References Page. 
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9  EVALUATION OF RESULTS 

 

To evaluate the results of the model ensemble and the efficacy of the Graphical User 

Interface, the Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin was chosen as a demonstration test case. 

Its location, hydrogeology, and lack of groundwater data and representative 

groundwater models placed it perfectly within the scope of this research.  

9.1   Test Case Site Description 

Location and Hydrogeologic Description 

The Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin lies in the Southeastern portion of Arizona, 

extending from northeastern Sonora, Mexico to the Gila River in Arizona (Figure 

9.1). It is a north-south trending structural trough, with the Mule and Dragoon 

Mountain Ranges defining the western boundary and the Perilla and Swisshelm 

Mountain Ranges defining the Eastern boundary (Figure 9.2). The Sulphur Spring 

Valley lies between these ranges, with Whitewater Draw running through the center 

of the valley. Whitewater Draw heads in Rucker Canyon in the Chiricahua Mountains 

and flows southward into Mexico (White and Childers, 1967). 

Like most southern Arizona aquifers, the Douglas-Agua Prieta aquifer is an isolated 

fault-block system, with mountains rising steeply from the alluvial sediment-filled 

basin below (White and Childers, 1967). Elevation ranges from about 1,200 meters 

above sea level at the point where Whitewater Draw crosses the international 

boundary to about 1,325 meters above sea level in the foothills at the base of the 

mountains (White and Childers, 1967). The average elevation of the mountain peaks 
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alongside the basin is about 2250 meters above sea level. The central water-bearing 

portion of the basin extends 56km from North to South and 24km from East to West 

(White and Childers, 1967), covering and area of about 2082 km2 (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). The alluvium extends more than 750 feet in depth and consists of 

permeable lenses of sand and gravel interbedded with silt and clay (White and 

Childers, 1967).  Groundwater flows primarily under unconfined conditions, 

although there are sections where water in under artesian pressure (White and 

Childers, 1967).   Groundwater generally flows from the mountainous basin margins 

to the basin axis and then down-gradient toward Mexico (Anderson and Freethey, 

1995). 

The surrounding mountains consist of impermeable igneous, metamorphic, and 

sedimentary rocks that range from Precambrian to Tertian in age. They serve as an 

impermeable boundary around the basin borders, effectively preventing movement 

of groundwater into the basin from surrounding basins (White and Childers, 1967). 

The only known movement of groundwater into the basin is provided by recharge 

from Turkey Creek, which bridges the surface water divide between Wilcox and 

Douglas basin (Coates and Cushman, 1955). Groundwater discharges from the basin 

as base flow in Whitewater Draw and as underflow at the southern boundary 

(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). Evapotranspiration is also a discharge mechanism 

but has decreased significantly post-development due to decreases in water levels 

(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). Precipitation at the higher elevations creates runoff 

that provides recharge into the coarse sediments at the base of the mountains, or 

“mountain-front recharge” (Anderson and Freethey, 1995).  
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Figure 9.1    Location of Douglas Basin on the Arizona-Sonora border (shaded) 
(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 

 

Figure 9.2    Geographic features of Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin on the Arizona-Sonora 
border (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 
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Climatologic Description 

The climate of the Douglas-Agua Prieta basin is arid to semi-arid, with 

comparatively low precipitation and high evapotranspiration in the basin compared 

to the mountains. Precipitation rates range from about 304mm near Douglas, AZ to 

about 483mm in the Chiricahua Mountains (White and Childers, 1967). Surface 

water is limited to Whitewater Draw and its runoff-charged tributaries. These 

streams are all intermittent, except for two perennial reaches. One lies at the 

headwaters of Whitewater Draw in Rucker Canyon, and the other stretches across 

the international border from Douglas, Arizona to Agua-Prieta, Sonora (White and 

Childers, 1967). The United States Geological Survey (USGS) has intermittent stream 

gage data for Whitewater Draw at Douglas, AZ for the past 100 years. The mean 

discharge over the past 40 years for this gage, with some significant gaps in annual 

measurements, is about 5,050 m3/day (USGS NWIS). 

Land Use  

The basin has a population of about 38,000 in the Arizona portion and about 80,000 

in the Sonora portion (ADWR, 2009). Land use consists primarily of agricultural use, 

with some municipal, domestic, and mining use (ADWR, 2009). There has been no 

industrial land use recorded since 1980 (ADWR, 2009). Groundwater is the sole 

source of water within the basin and about three-fourths of the water demand goes 

directly to agriculture (ADWR, 2009). The majority of agricultural use lies along 

Highway 191 and north of Elfrida, AZ, while the majority of municipal use is 

attributed to the clustered communities of Douglas, AZ, Pirtleville, AZ, and Agua 
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Prieta, Sonora (Figure 9.3). There are also a few sizable mines in the area: the 

Copper Queen Mine and the Paul Spur Quarry, as shown in Figure 9.3. 

 

Figure 9.3   Land Use Features of Douglas Basin. Map does not include southernmost 
part of basin that extends into Sonora. ( ADWR, 2009). 
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9.2    Test Case Scenario Description 

The majority of municipal groundwater use in the basin is produced for the urban 

cluster of Douglas, AZ, Pirtleville, AZ, and Agua Prieta, SO, which lie at the 

intersection of Whitewater Draw and the international border. This scenario has 

been created to evaluate the impacts of one of these municipal wells on the 

surrounding groundwater and surface water levels. A well will be inserted near the 

Douglas- Agua Prieta city center and pumped at a rate similar to the average 

municipal well pump rate for this area. Then it will be pumped at a higher rate 

related to a population growth estimate to evaluate the impacts of increased 

pumping. Additionally, a change in climate for the basin will be simulated through 

decreasing recharge rates. Impacts on the groundwater and surface water levels will 

be analyzed. Accuracy and implications will be evaluated.   

9.3    Test Case Implementation in the GUI 

Suitability of Pre-Determined Model Structure and Size  

The basic basin shape and size of the Douglas-Agua Prieta basin is well represented 

through the pre-determined model grid dimensions (Figure 9.4 and 9.5). The 

Douglas-Agua Prieta basin is 56km long and 24km wide (White and Childers, 1967). 

The model grid is 63.5 km long and 25.5km wide.  The pre-determined model 

topographic relief is also suitable for the basin. The surrounding mountains in 

Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin range up to an average height of about 2250 meters 

above sea level, while the foothills that lie between the mountains average at about 

1325 meters above sea level (White and Childers, 1967). The low point in the basin, 

along Whitewater Draw lies at about 1200 meters above sea level (White and 
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Childers, 1967). Taking the average relief from Whitewater Draw to the foothills and 

the highest peaks of the surrounding mountains gives an average of about 595 

meters. The pre-determined model relief from the lowest point to the surrounding 

mountains is 500 meters (Figure 9.5).  

The Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin also characteristically fits the Southern Arizona 

basin and range structural features used to create the generalized models. As an 

isolated fault-block system, the surrounding mountains consist of uplifted 

impermeable bedrock. This structural characteristic allows the pre-determined 

boundary conditions of the model to work well. Specifically, this basin has negligible 

groundwater inflow from neighboring basins, allowing for no-flow boundaries to be 

applied at the North, East, and West basin boundaries (Anderson and Freethey, 

1995). As stated previously, groundwater discharges from the basin as base flow in 

Whitewater Draw and as underflow at the southern boundary (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995). This hydrogeologic characteristic can be represented through the 

pre-determined constant head boundary set for the outflow of all the models. The 

constant head boundary value can be varied within the GUI. Lastly, this basin’s 

primary form of recharge is mountain-front recharge, which is represented within 

the models through assigning limited mountain-block recharge rates and higher 

mountain-front recharge rates (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 

The above information has confirmed that the model ensemble as a whole is 

generically suitable to represent this basin. However, it may be unclear whether 

Geometry 1 or 2 provides the best representation. First and foremost, this basin is 

located within the Southeastern portion of our study area, which is typically 
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represented by Geometry 1. Upon evaluating a few key hydrogeologic 

characteristics of the Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin further, it was determined that it is 

best represented by Geometry 1. First, the basin has an intermittent stream, with a 

few perennial reaches. This characteristic requires that the model representing it 

have groundwater-stream interactions and riparian evapotranspirative losses 

included in the calculations. Second, the aquifer has confining portions. Both of 

these key characteristics allow for a clear decision that Geometry 1 is more 

representative of the hydrogeologic conditions than Geometry 2. To narrow the 

model ensemble to only Geometry 1 models within the GUI, the “Geometry 1” radio 

button was selected in the “Aquifer Geometry” tab (Figure 9.6). 
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Figure 9.4     Map of Douglas Basin adapted from Anderson and Freethey (1995). 
Figure 9.5     Topographic model grid for Douglas Basin application [rows and  

            columns in kilometers, elevation in meters]. Well 4 option used to  
            represent municipal well within Douglas. 
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Figure 9.6    Selecting Geometry 1 within the Aquifer Geometry Tab in the GUI (Whole  
          page and enlarged radio button). 

 

Adjusting Parameter Ranges to Fit Aquifer of Interest 

Adapting the model ensemble through the graphical user interface to generally fit 

the Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin characteristics was done in a few simple steps. The 

first step was data collection to inform parameter range choices. A thorough search 

of the available literature on the Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin yielded estimates, or 

information from which estimates could be derived, for all seven adjustable 

parameters within the GUI for Geometry 1.  Table 9.1 shows the Douglas-Agua 

Prieta estimated parameter values, the resources used to collect each parameter 

value, and the parameter range used within the GUI to represent the basin.  
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Table 9.1 

Douglas – Agua Prieta Hydrologic Parameter Values, References, and 
Corresponding GUI Parameter Ranges Used for Simulation 

 
Parameter Name 

Parameter Research 
Information 

 
Reference 

 

Corresponding 
GUI Parameter 

Range 

Well Location    

(Figure 9.4 & 9.5)            

Municipal Well in 
Douglas, AZ 

1.) (ADWR, 2009)  Well 4 

Average Well  

Pump Rate  

1,987 m3/day 
(2005) 
*Approximated using municipal 
well discharge from Arizona 
Water atlas and correcting for 
population of Douglas vs. whole 
basin. Divided by total number 
of municipal wells within 
Douglas city limits on ADWR 
GWSI for average well pump 
rate. 

1.) (ADWR, 2009) 
 
2.) (ADWR GWSI) 

2,000 m3/day 

Layer 2 Hydraulic 

Conductivity  

0.208 m/day 

*Calculated given transmissivity 
from Anderson and Freethey 
through dividing by 
approximate layer thickness. 

1.) (Anderson and 
Freethey,1995) 

0.5-1.0 m/day 

*Including range important 
because layer 2 hydraulic 
conductivity was an 
estimated value. 

Layer 3 Hydraulic 

Conductivity  

N/A N/A 0.3 – 1.5 m/day 

 

Mountain-Front 

Recharge Rate  

20,000 acre-
feet/year 

1.) (Anderson and 
Freethey, 1995). 

0.0002 m/day 
/recharge cell 
*Calculated by dividing total 
recharge in m3/day by 
number of recharge cells in 
model and the area of each 
cell.  

 

Riparian 

Evapotranspiration 

(ET)  

Vegetation primarily 
semi-desert grassland 
with some Chihuahuan 
desertscrub. Some 
Cottonwood/Willows 
in riparian areas. 

1.) (ADWR, 2009) 
 

0– 1.3e-3 m/day 
*Dependent on reach. 
Perennial reaches higher 
limit, dry reaches near 0. 
Upper limit obtained from 
Upper San Pedro Report for 
Riparian Woodlands ET 
value. 

Constant Head at 

Outflow (Depth to 

Water)  

Depth to water for 

selected wells: 

18 – 90 m 

*Range given for selected wells. 
Not entirely representative. 

1.) (ADWR, 2009) 
 

3-5 m below 
streambed. 
 
*Depth to water increases 
as you move away from 
stream due to topography. 
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Including Uncertainty 

As shown in Table 9.1, many of the parameter value estimates retrieved from the 

literature come with significant uncertainty. Through allowing the parameter values 

to vary over that range of uncertainty, we are ensuring that all plausible 

representations of the system are being included in the model ensemble. For 

example, no data supporting a specific hydraulic conductivity for layer three of the 

model was found in the literature. Rather than choosing an unsupported specific 

value, we input a range of conductivities based on data from surrounding basins and 

overlying layers. This method avoids inadvertently excluding the true parameter 

value from the ensemble in exchange for unsupported forecast precision. The 

inclusion of uncertainty is essential when it comes to analyzing the model results 

and eventually making decisions. 

Scenario Implementation 

To input the extracted information on parameter values from the literature into the 

GUI, adjustments to the parameter widgets in the “Plots” tab of the GUI must be 

made. Implementation of the chosen parameter ranges from Table 9.1 in the 

widgets panel can be seen in Figure 9.7, and the resulting parameter values seen in 

Table 9.2. Both of these features are found under the “Plot” tab in the GUI. This 

combination of parameter selections resulted in a model ensemble of 324 models.  
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Figure 9.7     Implementation of Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin Parameter Ranges in GUI  
           Parameter Widget Panel. 
 

Table 9.2 

 Implemented Parameter Range Table 

Parameter Range Low Value High Value 

Well Location 

(row,column) 

(22,36) N/A 

Pumping Rate (m3/day) 2,000 N/A 

Layer 2 Hyd. Cond. (m/day) 0.5 1.0 

Layer 3 Hyd. Cond. (m/day) 0.3 1.5 

Mountain Front Recharge 

(m/day) 

N/A 2e-3 

Riparian ET (m/day) 5.2e-5 1.3e-3 

Constant head at Outflow 

(meters below streambed) 

3 5 
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9.4   Test Case Scenario Results 

Base Case Results 

Upon initial constraint of parameters based on the literature review (Table 9.2), the 

model ensemble narrowed to 324 models. These results represent the basin with 

one municipal well near the Douglas-Agua Prieta city-center being pumped at 

2,000m3/day. The mean unperturbed and perturbed water level plots, mean 

drawdown and well capture likelihood plots, and mean unperturbed and perturbed 

streamflow plots can be seen in Figure 9.8. 

Figure 9.8    Initial Model Ensemble Results for Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin. [A-D in  
          meters, E and F in m/day]. 
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The impacts of the well can be seen in the head and drawdown plots (Figure 9.8 A, 

B, and C). The hydraulic head of the entire basin dropped from about 0.2 -3m. 

Drawdown increases more in close proximity to the well, resulting in a cone of 

depression of about 9-21m in the surrounding cells and in the cell containing the 

well. The origin of the water being pumped can be visualized in the well capture 

likelihood plot (Figure 9.8 D). All of the water within the capture zone originates 

from the mountain-front recharge zone; this may be surprising to a user given how 

close the well is located to the stream. The impacts on streamflow can be seen 

directly in the streamflow plots in Figure 9.8 E and F.  Pre-well streamflow peaks at 

2,145m3/day, whereas post-well streamflow peaks at about 2,109m3/day. This 

results in a peak streamflow loss of about 36m3/day. 

Visualizing and Interpreting Uncertainty 

As previously stated, including uncertainty in parameter values through 

implementing parameter ranges is essential to producing meaningful results. 

Viewing the standard deviation plots of the model ensemble is extremely 

informative when attempting to interpret the effects of uncertainty. Standard 

Deviation plots are available for the mean unperturbed and perturbed head plots, 

mean drawdown plot, and mean unperturbed and perturbed streamflow plots 

(Figure 9.9 A,B,C,E, and F). They can be accessed by navigating the standard 

deviation tabs at the top of each plot. The capture likelihood plot inherently allows 

you to visualize the uncertainty of well capture through showing the likelihood that 
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each cell would be included in the well capture zone based on each model’s particle 

tracking results within your model ensemble (Figure 9.9 D).       

Figure 9.9    Standard Deviation of Initial Model Ensemble Results for 
          Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin [A-D in meters, E and F in m/day]. 

 
 

Visualizing the uncertainty of the model ensemble’s results in Figure 9.9 allows us to 

interpret the effects that parameter uncertainty had on the model outputs. First, the 

head values at the inflow (left) boundary of the basin have significantly higher 
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standard deviations than the heads closer to the outflow (right) boundary of the 

basin (Figure 9.9 A and B). This result is due to the boundary conditions set for this 

basin. The heads deviate from the mean less at the outflow because the outflow 

boundary is a constant head boundary. So, by definition, the outflow boundary 

cannot deviate from its set value. However, the inflow boundary was set to be a no-

flow boundary. Therefore, the head at this boundary is able to fluctuate in response 

to changes within the system, which creates a higher standard deviation from the 

mean head values. The deviation among the head values between models within the 

ensemble is a culmination of the differences in their parameter value combinations.   

Figure 9.9 A and B shows that the standard deviation for these head values ranges 

from about 0 to 100m.  

The drawdown that results from the well pumping have much lower standard 

deviations (Figure 9.9 C). This is  an important point to illustrate: even if the 

absolute water level is not known exactly, the drawdown that results from pumping 

at 2000m3/day is fairly consistent.  The standard deviation for drawdown ranged 

from zero to one meter over most of the basin, increasing to two to four meters in 

the cell being pumped and the cells surrounding the pumped cell. (Figure 9.9 C). 

Similarly, the well capture likelihood graph shows very little deviation from the 

model ensemble consensus. Most of the well capture zone visualized in Figure 9.9 D 

has 100% likelihood within the model ensemble, with only cells at the very edge of 

the capture zone having lower capture likelihoods.  
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Variations in parameter value combinations within the model ensemble also led to 

uncertainty in the prediction of streamflow (Figure 9.9 E and F). The range of 

streamflow within one standard deviation above and below the mean streamflow 

varies between about 1000m3/day to 3000m3/day in both the unperturbed and 

perturbed scenarios. 

If a few reliable points of observed data for hydraulic head or streamflow within the 

basin were available, it could be used to limit the uncertainty caused by unknown 

parameter values through a process known as calibration. Calibration is the process 

of altering the combination of parameter values within the range of uncertainty 

until the ensemble produces results similar to the measured data. This process is 

especially informative when parameter values or ranges cannot be found in the 

literature. When limited parametric information is available, producing a wide 

range of plausible parameter values, calibration is helpful to narrow the plausible 

range down and reduce uncertainty in the modeling process. 

For example, the only consistent streamflow gage in the basin is located at 

Whitewater Wash near Douglas, AZ. It is recorded to have an average streamflow of 

about 5,050 m3/day. As shown, the average modeled streamflow near Douglas, AZ 

using the parameters given in the literature is about 2,000 m3/day (Figure 9.9). This 

source of inaccuracy is most likely due to the uncertainty of the estimated 

parameter values gathered from the literature. Therefore, parameter ranges were 

explored within this range of uncertainty in order to evaluate if a more accurate 

streamflow value would be produced using a different combination of parameters. 
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However, it was found that the original combination of parameter ranges produced 

the most accurate results in comparison to the stream gage measurement. 

Therefore, the calibration process affirmed our initial estimates.  

If significant data is available for the aquifer of interest, then a more formal 

calibration process could be conducted prior to analysis within the GUI. This 

process would ideally compare the models within the ensemble to the data available 

and rank the models from highest likelihood to lowest likelihood from this 

comparison. This ranking process would increase the accuracy of the plots through 

weighting the higher likelihood models heavier than the other models in the 

ensemble when calculating the average model results.  

If data is not available for this calibration process, then the user may be a bit 

overwhelmed by the level of uncertainty within the models. However, it is essential 

to remember that these models are not meant to create precise results due to the 

data-limited nature of the basin’s they represent. A high-level of precision would be 

false precision and would be misleading. Therefore, viewing the results with the 

corresponding uncertainty allows users to get a better picture of what can be 

determined from the data we have. It also allows them to determine what data can 

be collected to increase accuracy and precision of the model results through a 

simple sensitivity analysis.  

Uncertainty can be minimized through determining which parameters the models 

are most sensitive to, or a “sensitivity analysis”. The first step in conducting a 

sensitivity analysis in the GUI is to toggle the parameter widgets and evaluate which 
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parameters the results are most sensitive to. If the results are altered significantly 

when a parameter slider is changed, the models could be considered sensitive to 

that parameter. This knowledge is extremely useful because it allows users to 

evaluate what data would be most effective to collect. For example, if a change in  

recharge resulted in a significant difference the model results, it could be gathered 

that if data were collected to provide a more accurate recharge rate then the model 

results for the basin would also be more accurate and certain.  

Overall, the ability of the user to perform simple calibration and sensitivity analyses 

is one of the main capabilities of this modeling tool. It allows users to view the 

uncertainty caused by the lack of data for their aquifer of interest and evaluate 

which data would be most effective to collect within their basin to get a more 

accurate picture of its behavior. Once data is collected, the user will be able to 

narrow the parameter ranges, and therefore narrow the amount of models included 

in their representative ensemble. This process allows them to narrow uncertainty.  

The standard deviation was chosen as the metric of uncertainty because it is one of 

the most simple and commonly used metrics of uncertainty available. These 

characteristics make it an easily understood and informative metric for 

stakeholders of varying educational and professional backgrounds. There are ways 

to enhance the visualization of this uncertainty that were not included in the GUI for 

the sake of processing time. However, it is worth mentioning these enhancements 

here in case the user deems them valuable enough to include them despite the extra 

processing time. The first enhancement would be the ability for the user to hover 
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over a position on the plots to view a histogram with further detail on the 

granularity of models in the ensemble. Second, comparison graphs that include the 

previously run simulation’s results and the current simulation’s results on the same 

plot would be very visually informative. However, both of these additions would 

require a significant amount of coding and would result in a significant increase in 

processing time.  

Scenario 1: Increased Pumping 

The base case used for the previous results used a municipal well pumping rate of 

2,000m3/day based on information from the Arizona Water Atlas for the year 2005 

and the Arizona Department of Water Resources (ADWR) Groundwater Site 

Inventory (GWSI) (Table 9.1). However, population has increased steadily in the 

Douglas- Agua Prieta basin since 2005, likely increasing municipal water supply 

demand. This scenario was created to evaluate the model ensemble’s ability to take 

outdated or current data and project the impacts of growth on the hydrology of the 

basin in the future. By 2025, the population of the Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin is 

expected to by about 38% larger than in 2005 (ADWR, 2009). To project that 

growth into the municipal water supply demand, we assume that the municipal well 

pumping rate used in the previous results will also increase by about 38%. This 

leads to an increase in pumping from 2,000m3/day to about 2750m3/day. The GUI 

does not have exactly 2,750m3/day as a pumping rate option, however it does have 

2,500m3/day. Therefore, 2,500m3/day was used to analyze the hydrologic impacts 

of the projected increase in population and municipal water use. The results of this 

simulation are in Figure 9.10 below. 
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Figure 9.10    Scenario 1 Results for Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin. [A-D in meters, E and F in  

             m/day]. 

The biggest differences seen between the results of the 2,000m3/day pumping rate 

and the 2500m3/day pumping rate are resulting drawdowns and streamflow loss. 

First, the mean drawdown within the cell being pumped increased by about 5 

meters (Figures 9.8 C and 9.10 C). Throughout the rest of the model grid, the 

drawdown ranged from about 0.2m to 3.5m: an increase of about 0.5m from the 

base case. The increase in pumping also led to a slightly larger capture zone (Figures 
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9.8 D and 9.10 D). The streamflow also shows a noticeable difference between the 

two pumping rate scenarios, resulting in a decrease in mean peak streamflow from 

2,109m3/day to 2,100m3/day: a difference of about 9m3/day (Figures 9.8 F and 9.10 

F). This loss in streamflow is due to well capture of water that would have 

eventually travelled to the stream. Again, each model within the model ensemble 

produced different results, producing a range of drawdown and streamflow values. 

The standard deviation plots for each mean plot shown above are shown in Figure 

9.11. 

 

Figure 9.11    Standard Deviation Plots for Scenario 1. [A-D in meters, E and F in m/day]. 
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The standard deviation of drawdown increased slightly compared to the base case, 

increasing from a peak standard deviation of 4 to a peak standard deviation of 5 

within the cell being pumped. Streamflow maintained a similar range to the base 

case, varying from about 1,000m3/day to 3,000m3/day. 

Scenario 2: Change in Climatic Conditions 

Another scenario of interest for this basin is the impact that a change in climatic 

conditions would have on the hydrologic conditions. For this scenario, we simulated 

drier conditions by decreasing the rate of recharge. This aims to mimic the hotter 

and drier conditions that are becoming the norm in the southwest United States 

(Gutzler and Robbins, 2010). The evapotranspiration rate will remain within the 

initial range because it is set up to have our initial rate as the highest 

evapotranspiration rate possible. MODFLOW will decrease this rate if the water 

table begins to drop, making less water available for evapotranspiration. The 

mountain-front recharge rate was expanded from the initial 2e-3 m/day to range 

from 2e-4m/day – 2e-3m/day to represent the decrease in recharge. The pumping 

rate for the well was maintained at 2500m3/day. The results are shown in Figure 

9.12, below.  
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Figure 9.12    Scenario 2 Results for Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin. [A-D in meters, E and F in  
             m/day]. 
 

Expanding the range or recharge rates used in the model ensemble resulted in 

significant changes from Scenario 2. The first noticeable change is that the mean 

hydraulic heads of both the unperturbed and perturbed models decreased by about 

130m across the entire model grid (Figure 9.12 A and B). However, the drawdown 

resulting from pumping the well remained the same. The second noticeable change 
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is that the well capture zone expanded considerably to capture 2500 m3/day (Figure 

9.12 D). Well capture was expanded to include water originating from more 

mountain-front recharge cells to compensate for the decrease in recharge at each 

cell. Importantly, there is also a much higher likelihood that the well captures water 

directly from the stream. In other words, the well captures water from the stream 

through two primary mechanisms in this scenario: the first is through the capture of 

water that would have eventually recharged the stream, and the second is the 

capture of water directly from the stream. The third noticeable change is the 

significant decrease in mean streamflow. Mean streamflow under Scenario 1 was 

2,109m3/day in the unperturbed models and 2,100m3/day in the perturbed models. 

Mean peak streamflow under Scenario 2 was 1,135 m3/day in the unperturbed 

models and 1,092 m3/day in the perturbed models. This drop in streamflow is 

significant in two ways. The first is that unperturbed streamflow dropped by nearly 

1000m3/day from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2. The second is that the decrease in peak 

streamflow due to pumping increased significantly from Scenario 1 to Scenario 2. 

Pumping the well at 2500m3/day resulted in an average decrease in peak 

streamflow of 9 m3/day for Scenario 1. Pumping the well at 2500m3/day resulted in 

an average decrease in peak streamflow of 43 m3/day for Scenario 2. 
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Figure 9.13    Standard Deviation Plots for Scenario 2. [A-D in meters, E and F in m/day]. 

Expanding the mountain-front recharge parameter range in Scenario 2 led to a 

higher rate of uncertainty in the results, as expected. There was a higher standard 

deviation from the mean unperturbed and perturbed hydraulic heads, with the 

highest standard deviation being at the inflow (left side of the graph) with a value of 

140 (Figure 9.13 A and B). Just as the mean drawdown in Scenario 2 was about 

equal to the mean drawdown in Scenario 1, the standard deviation of the two 
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scenarios followed the same pattern (Figure 9.13 C). However, an increased 

uncertainty of where the water pumped from the well would be captured from 

arose. The well capture zone increased, however most of the well capture zone had 

a likelihood of about 60% or less (Figure 9.13 D). Last but not least, the streamflow 

showed extreme uncertainty with the expansion of the mountain-front recharge 

parameter to lower values. Models within the ensemble produced peak streamflow 

ranging from nearly 0m3/day to nearly 2500m3/day, with a mean of about 

1000m3/day. 

We can evaluate this uncertainty further by creating a model ensemble that includes 

only the lower recharge rate of 2e-4m/day, which we will call Scenario 3. The 

Scenario 3 ensemble and the Scenario 1 ensemble, which used the higher recharge 

rate of 2e-3 m/day, comprise the larger ensemble used in Scenario 2. By analyzing 

the two contributing ensembles, which differ only in recharge rate, we can then 

evaluate the impact that the change in recharge rate has on the results and interpret 

the uncertainty of the Scenario 2 results more clearly. Figure 9.14 and 9.15 show the 

mean and standard deviation results of the Scenario 3.  

The origin of uncertainty for mean head values in the Scenario 2 results becomes 

clear upon comparing the head values in all three cases. The Scenario 2 results 

predicted a mean peak head value of 820m, with a peak standard deviation of about 

140m (Figures 9.12 and 9.13). Scenario 1 has a peak mean head of about 950m and 

Scenario 3 has a peak mean head of about 700m (Figures 9.10 and 9.14). 

Acknowledging that each of these peak means also have uncertainty, it becomes 
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clear that they align with the upper and lower standard deviations of the Scenario 2 

results.  

Similarly, the Scenario 2 well capture likelihood plot also adds up upon comparing 

the high and low recharge rate ensemble results. The Scenario 1 ensemble created a 

smaller capture zone, with nearly all 100% likelihood (Figure 9.10). This zone also 

lies within the 100% likelihood of the Scenario 3 capture likelihood plot (Figure 

9.14). As a result, the entire Scenario 1 capture zone is shown clearly in the Scenario 

2 results as a 100% likely zone of capture (Figure 9.12). The origin of the remaining 

portion of the Scenario 2 capture zone can be seen upon looking at the shape and 

likelihoods of the Scenario 3 capture plot (Figure 9.14). The shape aligns perfectly 

with the Scenario 2 capture plot, but with slightly higher likelihoods because it has 

not been mixed with the Scenario 1 ensemble results as it has in Scenario 2. 

The origin of uncertainty due to the recharge range expansion in Scenario 2 shows 

itself when comparing the high recharge and low recharge ensembles that comprise 

it. The Scenario 2 results show a mean peak streamflow of about 1,200m3/day, with 

a standard deviation of +/- 1000 m3/day (Figures 9.12 and 9.13). The Scenario 1 

ensemble has a mean peak streamflow of about 2,100 m3/day and the Scenario 3 

ensemble has a mean peak streamflow of about 140 m3/day (Figures 9.10 and 9.14). 

Acknowledging that each of these model ensembles has uncertainty as well, the 

peak streamflow for each of the ensembles align with the upper and lower standard 

deviations for the Scenario 2 results (Figure 9.13). This process of analyzing the 
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uncertainty of an ensemble by narrowing the parameter ranges to look at its 

components can be done with any parameter and is highly informational. 

 

Figure 9.14    Low Recharge (2e-4m/day) Results for Douglas- Agua Prieta Basin.  
             [A-D in meters, E and F in m/day]. 
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Figure 9.15     Low Recharge (2e-4m/day) Standard Deviations for Douglas- Agua Prieta  
             Basin. [A-D in meters, E and F in m/day]. 
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10 DISCUSSION 

10.1     Evaluation of Results 

Scenario Results Overview and Explanation 

Increasing the municipal well pumping rate from 2000m3/day to 2500m3/day, 

resulted in a larger cone of depression and a decrease in streamflow. The drawdown 

within the cell being pumped increased from about 20m to 25m and the maximum 

drawdown in the rest of the model grid increased from about 3m to 3.5m. The 

increase in well demand decreased the amount of recharge available for baseflow, 

lowering the mean peak streamflow by about 9m3/day. Therefore, an increase in 

pumping decreased both groundwater water levels and streamflow. These results 

alone, although significant, are expected and not an extreme cause for concern. 

However, once you take into account that this is only one municipal well out of 

many, the combined increase in well pumping is likely to drastically affect the 

streamflow and water levels. Additionally, once an increase in pumping is combined 

with a change in climate, the impacts on the hydrologic system become even more 

significant.  

Expanding the mountain-front recharge parameter from 2e-3 m/day to range from 

2e-4 m/day to 2e-3 m/day resulted in more drastic hydrologic changes. The 

inclusion of a lower mountain-front recharge rate into the model ensemble was 

used to replicate the trend of the Southwestern region in the United States steadily 

becoming hotter and drier (Gutzler and Robbins, 2010). The addition of models with 

a lower mountain-front recharge rate to the Scenario 1 ensemble decreased the 
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mean head values by about 130m across the entire model grid. This likely occurred 

because there was less water available to replenish the aquifer, resulting in a 

greater decrease in the steady-state model storage. As a result, there was much less 

water available for streamflow, leading to a decrease in peak unperturbed flow of 

about 1,000m3/day compared to Scenario 1 streamflow.  

 In the perturbed results, the decrease in recharge led to an increase in the size of 

the well capture zone. The original capture zone was not sufficient once the 

recharge decreased because these cells were no longer being replenished as quickly 

as they were at the higher recharge rate.  For the well to produce the amount of 

water required, it had to increase the number of cells from which it captured water.  

This expansion included stream cells, increasing the likelihood that the well was 

capturing water directly from the stream. This is shown by the increased loss of 

streamflow due to pumping by about 34 m3/day. That is, in addition to there being 

less water available to generate streamflow, more streamflow was lost due to the 

same amount of pumping under these drier conditions. The well capture zone plot 

for this scenario shows this process (Figure 9.12 D). Upon decreasing the average 

recharge rate, the majority of the boundary of the capture zone extended to be flush 

with the stream, with a less likely portion being captured from under the stream. 

The fact that the capture zone boundary aligns with the stream for a significant 

portion suggests that the well is getting the amount of water it needs in part from 

this source.  
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The drawdown remained constant with the decrease in recharge and increase in 

capture zone because the amount of water being pumped was constant and the 

thickness of the aquifer did not change significantly. Drawdown is calculated using 

transmissivity and storativity, both of which are dependent on the thickness of the 

aquifer. In this case, the decrease in aquifer thickness due to the decrease in 

recharge was not large enough in comparison to the total aquifer thickness to cause 

an appreciable change in the drawdown. Overall, the model results show that a 

decrease in mountain-front recharge will likely result in a significant decrease in 

water levels and streamflow throughout the basin. Additionally, although well 

capture will increase significantly, likely impacting streamflow directly, the 

drawdown that results from pumping will likely not increase significantly.  

Implications of Uncertainty 

As shown in the scenario results, the uncertainty included in the parameter ranges 

resulted in significant uncertainty in the model outputs. The standard deviation of 

the head values reached over 100, and the streamflow projections varied by up to 

1,000m3/day. It is essential that we analyze the results with this uncertainty in 

mind, rather than simply taking the mean values as truth. One of the main purposes 

of this research was to provide a tool that can allow non-modelers to analyze the 

general behavior of a system and to understand model prediction uncertainty.  If 

nothing else, stakeholders will be better able to ask meaningful questions of 

modelers regarding their choice of model parameters and the resulting forecast 

uncertainties.    
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It is also essential that we discuss why the results are useful even with significant 

uncertainty. First and foremost,  

Comparison of Base Case Model Results to Actual Basin Data 

Although the purpose of these models is not to be perfectly calibrated to the basin, it 

is important to compare the modeled results with the available hydrologic data to 

ensure the general basin behavior is being captured. The most effective form of 

hydrologic comparison in this situation is streamflow location and magnitude. The 

main perennial reach of the Whitewater Wash in the Douglas- Agua Prieta basin is 

located at the intersection of the Wash with the international border, where 

Douglas, AZ lies. The USGS stream gage at Whitewater Wash near Douglas, AZ is 

recorded to have an average streamflow of about 5,050 m3/day over the past 40 

years (USGS NWIS).  The mean modeled streamflow results also peak near Douglas 

as the stream flows out of the basin, however the average magnitude ranges from 

about 1,000 m3/day to 2,000 m3/day (Figure 10.1). The discrepancy in real vs. 

modeled streamflow magnitudes is a result of lacking accurate recharge and 

hydraulic head data. Without these values, the modeled results cannot precisely 

match the recorded streamflow. However, it can be confirmed that the modeled 

streamflow location and magnitudes do match the general streamflow behavior of 

the basin. 

Due to the lack of hydraulic head data, a sufficient comparison of actual hydraulic 

head to modeled hydraulic head is not possible.  However, groundwater generally 

flows from the mountainous basin margins to the basin axis and then down-gradient 
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toward Mexico (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). This flow pattern also emerges 

when looking at the mean modeled hydraulic head graphs, confirming that the 

model sufficiently representative in that regard (Figures 10.2). 

If the user’s basin of interest has enough measured data for hydraulic head or 

streamflow, they would be able to use it to inversely refine the parameter values, or 

“calibrate” the model. This process is done through altering parameters with the 

intention of finding the parameter combination that produces the most accurate 

results. Through doing so, the user can narrow down the parameter ranges to find 

the most likely parameter value and produce more accurate results. For example, if 

the user’s basin has measured hydraulic head values across a significant portion of 

the basin, they would be able to alter the parameter ranges until the ensemble 

produces hydraulic heads that come close to matching these values.  
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Figure 10.1    Douglas – Agua Prieta Basin, Model Grid of Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin,  
and Typical Streamflow Graph Produced by Model Ensemble of 
Douglas– Agua Prieta Basin. Streamflow peaks around Douglas, AZ. Map 
of Douglas Basin adapted from Anderson and Freethey (1995). 
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Figure 10.2    Modeled mean hydraulic head decreases toward the basin axis and  
             toward outflow of basin, creating accurate head gradient [m]. 

 

10.2     Utility of Results 

Having confirmed that the models are sufficiently representative of the general 

hydrologic characteristics of the Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin, we can also confirm 

that the response of the model ensemble to perturbation is representative of the 

basin’s response to perturbation. Therefore, we can draw a few significant 

conclusions from the two scenarios implemented in the GUI. The first is that this 

system is a water-limited system, in which precipitation is low and mountain-front 

recharge is the primary source of recharge to the system. Water resources must be 
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managed with this in mind; acknowledging that aquifer storage is also limited as a 

result. Therefore, water use cannot sustainably increase linearly with population 

growth within the Douglas-Agua Prieta Basin. Additionally, the management of this 

aquifer should take into account climate change when promoting conservation of 

water or setting restrictions on use.  

These results can also be used as a sensitivity analysis of sorts. Expanding the range 

of the mountain-front recharge values led to significantly different water level and 

streamflow outputs than the base case or Scenario 1. Since this is the only 

parameter range that was altered, the changes in outputs can be directly attributed 

to the change in mountain-front recharge. The fact that this alteration resulted in 

such an extreme change in outputs gives us valuable information on the importance 

of data collection for this parameter. The recharge estimate used in Anderson and 

Freethey’s 1995 paper is a bit outdated and was not estimated from direct data. If 

more data were collected on the current magnitude of mountain-front recharge, a 

more precise value would be available for use and more accurate and precise model 

results would be possible. Knowing that gathering data to improve mountain-front 

recharge estimates would significantly improve model accuracy and precision is 

valuable because it allows for more efficient data collection. It allows stakeholders 

to prioritize data collection in a financially and temporally effective manner. 
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10.3     Achievement of Goals and Objectives 

Application of the Graphical User Interface to generically model the Douglas-Agua 

Prieta Basin successfully achieved the goals of this research. Its suitable location and 

hydrogeology allowed for a smooth transition from literature review to model 

creation within the GUI. As will commonly the be case, the hydrogeologic data and 

information characterizing the basin geometry were not readily tabulated; however, 

they could be found with only modest effort.  The GUI’s design enabled us to include 

both the most likely parameter values and parameter uncertainty in an approximate 

sense.  Ultimately, this provided a useful visualization of the impacts of uncertainty 

on model results that may inform stakeholder decisions. As important, the relative 

ease of modifying model parameters allows users with little or no modeling 

experience an opportunity to use models to gain better general understanding of 

how their aquifer behaves, while also promoting an understanding of the limitations 

of the model due to data scarcity.   
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11     CONCLUSIONS 

Due to social, political, and economic obstacles, many transboundary aquifers along 

the Arizona-Sonora border are data-limited. There are a few complex groundwater 

models for the basins that have sufficient data and resources, however the majority 

of the aquifers don’t have sufficient data or resources to support a complex model 

and are consequentially left unrepresented.  Some work has been done to transfer 

information from modeled basins to the data poor basins within the study area 

(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). However, the success of this research was limited 

by the inability of the generic models used to cover the wide range of parameter 

values found within the study area (Anderson and Freethey, 1995).  To expand the 

state of existing work done on these aquifers, this research created a generic model 

ensemble that represents the entire study area, with each model in the ensemble 

varying over feasible parameters, boundaries, and structures. To communicate 

these results effectively, an interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) was created in 

which the user can narrow the ensemble results to fit their aquifer of interest at the 

click of a button. This GUI serves stakeholders of all backgrounds, students of all 

levels, and people interested in adapting this tool to fit other regions.  

To create a generic model ensemble of the entire study area, a conceptual model of 

the aquifers was created from the typical hydrogeologic characteristics found in the 

region. All of the aquifers are basin and range alluvial aquifers, primarily enclosed 

by uplifted bedrock, or mountains (Anderson and Freethey, 1995).  They are 

climatologically arid to semi-arid and are generally water-limited catchments 
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(Anderson and Freethey, 1995). A general structure was created to account for 

these common features, while allowing some features to vary between two basin 

type options: Geometry 1 and Geometry 2. Models within the Geometry 1 subset of 

the ensemble typically represent the basins found in the southeastern portion of 

Arizona, have an active stream, riparian evapotranspiration, and a confined portion 

in the first layer along the center of the basin (Anderson and Freethey, 1995). 

Models within the Geometry 2 subset typically represent aquifers in the 

southwestern and central portion of Arizona, have an inactive stream, no riparian 

evapotranspiration, and operate fully under unconfined conditions (Anderson and 

Freethey, 1995).  

Each of these subsets within the ensemble were allowed to vary over appropriate 

hydrologic parameter ranges for the area. The conceptual model was applied as a 

computational model in the Python environment. The Python package FloPy was 

used to write and run MODFLOW models and then extract the results. Over 3,000 

models were run, covering most feasible aquifer structures, parameter ranges, and 

boundary options.  

The pre-run model ensemble results can be customized easily to fit a specific basin 

of interest and accessed within an interactive GUI. The GUI was created using the 

Python package called Panel PyViz. Within the GUI, the user can navigate through a 

main menu to view an introduction and contact information, model description,  

user manual, overview of the two basin type options, and the model results based on 

the parameter selections they’ve made. The user begins by selecting the Geometry 
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option that suits their aquifer best, and then views the model results associated with 

this Geometry. To further customize the results to their basin of interest, they can 

alter the parameter ranges to fit the parameter values reflected in the literature for 

that area. The user can add a well at one of five locations and select a corresponding 

pumping rate. Model result plots include unperturbed and perturbed hydraulic head 

values, drawdown, unperturbed and perturbed streamflow, and well capture 

likelihood.  

To assess the success of the model ensemble related to the goals and objectives set 

for this research, the Douglas-Prieta basin was used as an illustrative test case. It 

was chosen because it fits within the scope of the model ensemble and is a very 

data-limited basin with no existing models representing it. The structural, 

parametric, and boundary information found in the literature for the basin was 

implemented within the GUI as closely as possible. The results showed accurate 

general groundwater flow and streamflow patterns when compared to the limited 

data available for the basin, confirming that the selected subset of the model 

ensemble is a sufficient representation of the basin to assess its general behavior 

and response to perturbation.  

The initial scenario had a well at the approximate location of Douglas-Agua Prieta 

city center and pumped at the average municipal well rate of about 2,000m3/day. 

This pumping rate was then increased by 25% to evaluate the general response of 

the aquifer to an increase in pumping. The increased pumping rate resulted in 

slightly increased drawdown, loss of streamflow, and well capture likelihood area 

compared to the initial pumping rate scenario. Next, the recharge rate parameter 
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range was expanded to include a lower recharge rate to simulate the possibility of a 

hotter and drier climate, while the pumping rate was kept consistent with the 

previous simulation representing increased demand. This alteration revealed very 

interesting results. Although the drawdown due to pumping remained the same, the 

well capture area increased significantly. It expanded to include the stream, likely 

capturing water directly from the stream. Well capture directly from the stream was 

affirmed when comparing the loss of streamflow due to pumping at the higher 

recharge rate to the loss in streamflow due to pumping at the lower average 

recharge rate. This comparison showed that the same amount of pumping led to a 

higher loss of streamflow in the ensemble that included the lower recharge rate.  

Therefore, these results show us that a change in climate to hotter and drier 

conditions may lead to an expansion of well capture area and, subsequently, an 

increased capture of streamflow.  

 

Overall, the GUI proved successful in modeling the general behavior of an aquifer 

within the study area, allowing for important information to be gathered about the 

aquifer. The same can be done for other basins along the Arizona-Sonora border to 

expand the current state of knowledge on these data and resource-limited aquifers. 

As a result, it will reduce basin definition disparities caused by social, economic, and 

political inequalities. Lastly, the modeling framework developed in this research can 

be adapted easily for other regions, which expands its applicability significantly.   
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12     FUTURE WORK 

Although this work has made significant advances in combating the lack of data and 

resources available for transboundary aquifers along the Arizona-Sonora border, 

there are a number of ways in which this work can be expanded. The first is through 

the expansion of selectable parameters for a higher level of customization for the 

models. The benefits of this expansion should be weighed against the extra storage 

and processing time that accompany it to optimize the model ensemble size. To 

prioritize which parameters would be most effective to expand, stakeholder 

engagement should be conducted to gain information on what data is readily 

available to them and what results they are most interested in. It would also be 

beneficial to organize an event where stakeholders of different educational and 

professional backgrounds use the modeling tool to obtain their feedback on which 

aspects of the GUI were easily understood and which were more difficult to grasp. 

The modeling framework could be expanded to cover the U.S-Mexico transboundary 

aquifers located in California, New Mexico, and Texas. This would require adding 

additional basin type choices beyond the two initial examples, expanding parameter 

range options, and altering boundary conditions where needed. Ultimately, this tool 

could be expanded to include any data-limited region to support decision making in 

underserved stakeholder communities.  
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APPENDIX A : PYTHON CODE 

Geometry 1 Model Ensemble Code 

************************************************************************************** 

#Model Description 
#Code to write, run, and save Geometry 1 Models.  
  # - Active Stream, active riparian ET, confining portions of first layer.  
  #- Commonly represents Southeastern AZ basins. 

Import Packages 
#Import FloPy: 
import flopy 
 
#Import analysis & plotting tools: 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
import flopy.utils.binaryfile as bf 
import os 
import os.path 
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import matplotlib as mpl 
from matplotlib import cm 
import matplotlib.colors 
from matplotlib.ticker import LinearLocator, FormatStrFormatter 
import time 
import warnings 
import flopy.utils.binaryfile as bf 
import sys 
import random 
import json 
import pickle 
import holoviews as hv 
from holoviews import opts 
hv.extension('matplotlib','bokeh') 
 

Print Python and Flopy versions 
print(flopy.__version__)        #Flopy Version 
print(sys.version)                  #Python Version 
 

Setup Workspace 
os.getcwd()                              #Find what file directory we are in 
folder = 'Geometry_1'            #Set up workspace for model 
 

Setup Grid Space 
start = time.time() 
warnings.simplefilter(action='ignore', category=FutureWarning) 
 
nrow = 50                            # number of rows 
ncol = 50                              # number of columns 
delr_original = 804.5        # (meters) width of each cell along rows (so really this is column width along x axis) Set initially to half a mile              
                                                # (but in meters) so that cells add up to be 40 miles long with aspect ratio(anderson freethey). 
delc_original = 804.5        # (meters) width of each cell along columns (so really this is row height along y axis) Set initially to half  a    
                                                # mile(but in meters) so that cells add up to be 16 miles wide with aspect ratio (anderson freethey). 
 
nlay = 3                                 # number of layers 
layers = np.arange(nlay) # array of layer numbers 
 

Fixed Parameters 
### Parameter values to remain constant 
well_layer = 0                      # Need to look up and make sure wells are drilled to this depth 
#well_Q =-1000                  # Need to look up and make sure average-large wells are pumped at this level approx. 
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well_1_row = 12                   # Well Locations (row and column) 
well_1_col = 12 
well_2_row = 20 
well_2_col = 20 
well_3_row = 5 
well_3_col = 28 
well_4_row = 22 
well_4_col = 36 
well_5_row = 10 
well_5_col = 44 
lay1_thick = 75                     # (meters) Top layer thickness based on scales of two figures (southeast and west/central) in Anderson             
                                                  # Freethey reports 
lay2_thick = 450                  # (meters) Second Layer thickness based on AVERAGE of scales of two figures (southeast = 1500 and 
                                                  #  west/central = 2000) in Anderson Freethey report 
lay3_thick = 150                  # (meters) Third layer thickness based on scales of two figures (K can be set equal to 2nd layer if no important  
                                                  #   3rd water-bearing unit) 
Sy = 0.16                                #  (dimensionless ratio)  Average of specific yields used for southeast and central/west basins in  
                                                  #  Anderson/Freethey (Table 1) pg. D64 
Ss = 0.0001                            # (dimensionless ratio)   Most common value used for storage coefficient in southeast/ west/central aquifers  
                                                   # in anderson/ Freethey 
ext_depth = 3                         # (meters) 10 ft. (approx. 3meters) used in southeast simulation Anderson/Freethey.  
HK_lay_1_conf = 0.229        #  Hydralic Conductivity (m/day) in layer 1 if top layer is confining ( southeast basins in Anderson/Freethey)  
                                                   #  Value comes from average value used in USGS Upper San Pedro Report by Dickinson Table 3 under silt/clay           
                                                   #   upper basin fill, pg. 28  
                                                    #  poorly permeable clay and silt facies toward center of basin, acting. Unit primarily a confining bed where    
                                                    # saturated (USGS Upper San Pedro Model Report, Dickinson)pg. 8 
HK_lay_1_unconf = 2.89      # Hydraulic Conductivity (m/d) in layer 1 if top layer is not confining (west/central basins in   
                                                    # Anderson/Freethey). Value comes from Table 1, pg. D64 in A/F. Average K in top layer.  
K_ratio = 1                               # No Horizontal Anisotropy 
VK_ratio_lay1_conf = 65     # Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in Table 3  
                                                    # under Upper Basin Fill - Silt and Clay 
VK_ratio_lay1_unconf = 27.3         #  Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in Table  
                                                                # 3 under Upper Basin Fill - Interbedded 
VK_ratio_lay2 = 38.2                         #  Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in  
                                                                 # Table 3 under Lower Basin Fill - Interbedded 
VK_ratio_lay3 = 3.5                            #  Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in  
                                                                 # Table 3 under Undifferentiated Basin Fill - Silt and CLay. See HK_lay_3 for explanation. 
R_mountain_block = 2e-6                #  Anderson/Freethey used 0.00236 m/day for Southeast and  0.000157 for Central/West. This is  
                                                                 #assuming current topography. Where mnt. front recharge spans over 50 cells.  
R_valley = 5e-9                                    # Only mountain-front recharge simulated in Anderson Freethey basins 
ET_mountains = 0                               # Only riparian ET simulated in Anderson/Freethey Basins 
ET_valley = 0                                         # Only riparian ET simulated in Anderson/Freethey Basins  
Aspect_Ratio = 2.5                               # Length/Width of grid cells. Obtained by average aspect ratios of southeast and central/west basins  
                                                                  # in anderson/freethey report. Southeast 17x52 cells, each 1mi2. Central/West 14x32 cells.  
Kratio_streambed = 1e-1                  # ratio of K in streambed to baseline K (-). Chose this value because no info otherwise and was mid- 
                                                                  #range in options from Ty's model. 
Lay1_conf = 1                                       # Confinement of Layer 1 : (0=confined, 1=unconfined) 
Lay2_conf = 1                                       # Confinement of Layer 1 : (0=confined, 1=unconfined)  
Lay3_conf = 1                                       # Confinement of Layer 1 : (0=confined, 1=unconfined) 
porosity = 0.1 
ipakcb = 50                                           # unit to save cell-by-cell outputs to 
 
 

Parameters to Vary 
# well location Options chosen below. Five options correspond to 5 well coordinate options.  
well_Q_options = [-2000,-2500]                         #Option for pumping Q amount (m/day) 
conf_layer_options = [0,0]                                    #Layer one is always confined in Geometry 1 
#conf_layer_options = [0, 1]                                # Option for having top layer be confining. 0=yes, 1=no  (not in use, see above comment.)                    
underflow_in_options = [-0.5,0,2]                     #Constant Head for inflow boundary: Depth beneath streambed at inflow. 
ch_out_depth_options = [3,4,5]                          # Constant head for outflow boundary: Depth beneath streambed 
R_mountain_front_options = [2e-5, 2e-4,2e-3]         # Original values from Anderson/Freethey used 0.00236 m/day for Southeast and   
                                                                                                 #0.000157 for Central/West, assuming mnt. frnt recharge spans over 50 cells  
ET_riparian_options = [ 0, 5.2e-5, 1.3e-3]       # Mesquite and riparian woodlands ET values respectively from Upper sand pedro paper,  
                                                                                      # zero for Central/West representation Anderson/Freethey 
HK_lay2_options = [0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5]               # Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity for Layer 2 (Lower Basin Fill) Taken from the  
                                                                                      #transmissivity ranges given in Anderson Freethey (m/day) 
HK_lay3_options = [0.3, 0.75, 1.5]                      # Horizontal Hydrualic Conductivity for layer 3 (Pantano Formation/ continuation of lower  
                                                                                       #basin fill). First two options are for silt/clay and sand/gravel, respectively (USGS Upper  
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                                                                                 #San Pedro, Table 1 Undifferentiated basin fill) Third option is if third layer is to be same  
                                                                                 # material as second layer. (m/day) 
 
 

Choose a fixed number of unique random combinations of selected parameters 
 
#Create a text string to use in filenames from the ID: 
fnamebase = 'm' 
addname=[] 
numsamples = 1500                                        # number of random samples to generate 
numvariables_5=2                                           # Number of variables as defined in "Parameters to Vary Cell" that have 5 options 
numvariables_3=5                                           # Number of variables as defined in "Parameters to Vary Cell" that have 3 options 
numvariables_2=2                                           # Number of variables as defined in "Parameters to Vary Cell" that have 2 options 
fname = [] 
endcount=int(np.floor(2*numsamples))  # generate more than requested and then pair down in case of duplicates  
for jj in range(endcount): 
    tempname=fnamebase 
    for aa in range(numvariables_5):             #loop to choose random integers for parameters with 5 options      
        WellLayDigit=random.randint(0,4) 
        tempname=tempname+str(int(WellLayDigit))       #Add random diget to model name. build file name one random digit at a time   
    for ii in range(numvariables_2):                                       #loop to choose random integers for parameters with 2 options 
        namedigit=random.randint(0,1)         
        tempname=tempname+str(int(namedigit))              # build file name one random digit at a time 
    for kk in range(numvariables_3):                                      #loop to choose random integers for parameters with 3 options 
        namedigit2=random.randint(0,2) 
        tempname=tempname+str(int(namedigit2))           #Add parameters to name one random digit at a time 
    fname.append(tempname)                                                  #Add model name to model name list. 
fname=np.unique(fname)                                                        # remove duplicates 
random.shuffle(fname)                                                             # unique seems to sort names, without this you don't get 'high number' options 
fname=fname[0:numsamples]                                                # pair down to requested number 
for i in np.arange(np.shape(addname)[0]):                        # Replace first few model names with model names in "add name" list you defined   
                                                                                                          # above, if any there. 
    fname[i]=addname[i] 
     
## Name of model goes 'm + [well_loc, HK_lay_2, well_Q_options, conf_layer_options,ch_out_depth_options, underflow_in,  
 ##                                                   R_mountain_front, ET_riparian, HK_lay_3]' 
modelname = "BASE"                                                               # name to use to create files that don't need to be kept for each run 
nruns=np.shape(fname)[0]                                                     # how many models are there 
 
print('there is a total of ',nruns,' run(s)') 
print(fname) 
 
 

Stream 
##Stream location & properties (for STR package): 
 
nreach = 48                                                                              # number of reaches (# of cells in stream) 
nseg = 1                                                                                     # number of segments 
ntrib=0                                                                                      # no tributaries 
segments = np.ones((nreach),dtype=np.int32)           # integer array of segment numbers for each reach 
reaches = np.arange(1,nreach+1)                                    # create an array of reach #s 
reach_flow = np.zeros((nreach),dtype=np.int32)       # initially set all inflows to zero for all reaches 
str_rows = 25*np.ones((nreach),dtype=np.int32)     # integer array of col #s for each reach (Python indexing)  
str_cols = np.arange(1,nreach+1)                                   # integer array of row #s for each reach  
icalc = 1                                                                                   # 0 = fixed stage, >0 = calculated stage 
const = 86400.0                                                                   # multiplication constant for m3/day - see documentation for other units 
istcb2 = 50                                                                             # save outflows to cbb file 
lay = 0                                                                                     # layer for stream (Python indexing) 
stage = 0.5                                                                             # stage of stream (height above streambed surface in m) 
width = 1.                                                                              # x-sectional width of channel (m) 
slope = 0.001                                                                       # slope of streambed (m/m) 
rough = 0.04                                                                        # roughness of streambed 
thickness = 1.                                                                      # thickess of streambed sediment (meters) 
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Write, Run, and Save Models (with and without pumping.) 
## first run with no pumping and no modpath package, then with pumping and modpath package. 
## To run models without pumping, run everything except for code in red colored font. 
## To run models with pumping, run code as it is below. 
 
failedmodels=[] 
 
run = 1                                                                                               # only used to report progress of runs, so use 1 basis 
 
for ii in np.arange(nruns):                                                          # Loop over all models                                                    
    savefile=True                                                                             # assume that each steady state case will converge and models will be saved 
    transient = False 
    oc_spd = {} 
    # for each period & step, save these things: 
    oc_spd = {(0,0):['save head','save drawdown','save budget','print head','print budget']}            
 
    ##Wells 
    ##Note that the index is +1 from tempid because the filename starts with 'm' 
     
    well_spd = {}                                                                                    # Initiate dictionary for well stress period data 
     
    well_Q = well_Q_options[int(fname[ii][3])]                           # Set Well Pumping rate 
 
    well_loc = int(fname[ii][1])                                                         # Set well location 
    #### For models with no pumping: replace well_Q with 0. 
    if well_loc==0: 
        well = [well_layer, well_1_row, well_1_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==1: 
        well = [well_layer, well_2_row, well_2_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==2: 
        well = [well_layer, well_3_row, well_3_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==3: 
        well = [well_layer, well_4_row, well_4_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==4: 
        well = [well_layer, well_5_row, well_5_col, well_Q] 
     
    well_spd = [well] 
  
 
    ztop_original = np.genfromtxt('BASE_top_elev.csv', delimiter=',')               # top elevation of top layer (import from csv file) (dim:                       
                                                                                                                                               # nrow,ncol) 
    ztop_original[0,0] = 1180.                                                                                          # insert missing initial value (not sure why didn't import) 
    ztop = ztop_original 
 
 
    ### Elevation of Layer bottom arrays 
    botm = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                                                          # initialize array of zeros for bottom elevation for each model  
                                                                                                                                                 # cell (dim: nlay,nrow,ncol) 
    # Bottom of layer 3 is zero 
    zbot = 0. 
    botm[2,:,:] = zbot 
    # Bottom of layer 2 thins as you move away from stream 
    lay2_bottom = lay3_thick 
    for n in range(23,-1,-1): 
        botm[1,n,:] = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17)                  
        lay2_bottom = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17) 
    botm[1,24,:] = 150 
    lay2_bottom = lay3_thick 
    for m in range(26,50,1): 
        botm[1,m,:] = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17)                  
        lay2_bottom = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17) 
    botm[1,25,:] = lay3_thick 
    #Bottom of layer 1 thins as you move away from stream 
    lay1_bottom = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
    for n in range(23,-1,-1): 
        botm[0,n,:] =  lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225) 
        lay1_bottom =  lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225) 
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    botm[0,24,:] = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
    lay1_bottom = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
    for m in range(26,50,1): 
        botm[0,m,:] = lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225)                  
        lay1_bottom = lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225) 
    botm[0,25,:] = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
 
     
    ##Hydraulic Conductivity by layer parameters for each run 
    HK_lay2 = HK_lay2_options[int(fname[ii][2])]                        #Layer 2 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz) 
    HK_lay3 = HK_lay3_options[int(fname[ii][9])]                        #Layer 3 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz)  
     
    conf_layer = int(fname[ii][4]) 
    if conf_layer==1: 
        HK_zones=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
        HK_lay1 = HK_lay_1_unconf                                                         #Layer 1 HK Conductivity if top layer is not confining 
    elif conf_layer==0:    
        HK_lay1_nzone = [0,1]                                                                   #Set zones so confining layer is only 16 cells wide (5 miles as per  
                                                                                                                      # Anderson/freethey) 
        HK_zones = np.zeros((nrow,ncol))                                            # define an array of ones the size of the model grid 
        #Assign ones to unconfined zones    
        HK_zones[0:17,:] = 1 
        HK_zones[33:50,:] = 1 
        HK_val = [HK_lay_1_conf,HK_lay2]                                               # HK of confining bed is HK_lay1 and HK outside of that is equal to HK_lay2  
                                                                                                                         # (m/day) 
        HK_lay1=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
        for zone in range(0,len(HK_lay1_nzone)):            
            mask = 1 * (HK_zones[:,:] == zone)                                            # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
            HK_lay1 = (mask * HK_val[zone]) + HK_lay1                          # assign current HK value to current zone and keep ET assigned to  
                                                                                                                           # previous zones 
         
    HK_array = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                            #Create array for HKx conductivities (layers,rows,columns) 
    HK_array[2,:,:] = HK_lay3 
    HK_array[1,:,:] = HK_lay2 
    HK_array[0,:,:] = HK_lay1 
     
    ## Extinction Depth Array 
    extinction_depth = np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
    extinction_depth = ext_depth 
     
    ##Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity by layer parameters for each run 
    VK_lay2 = HK_lay2/VK_ratio_lay2                                                        #Layer 2 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz) 
    VK_lay3 = HK_lay3/VK_ratio_lay3                                                        #Layer 3 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz)                       
     
    if conf_layer==0: 
        VK_zones = np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
        VK_lay1 = HK_lay_1_unconf/VK_ratio_lay1_unconf 
    elif conf_layer==1: 
        VK_lay1_nzone = [0,1]                                                                          #Set zones so confining layer is only 16 cells wide (5 miles as per  
                                                                                                                             # Anderson/freethey) 
        VK_zones = np.zeros((nrow,ncol))                                                   # define an array of ones the size of the model grid 
        #Assign ones to unconfined zones 
        VK_zones[0:17,:] = 1 
        VK_zones[33:50,:] = 1 
        VK_val = [(HK_lay_1_conf/VK_ratio_lay1_conf),(HK_lay2/VK_ratio_lay2)]                # HK of confining bed is HK_lay1 and HK outside of                                 
                                                                                                                                                                     # that is equal to HK_lay2 (m/day) 
        VK_lay1=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
        for zone in range(0,len(VK_lay1_nzone)):            
            mask = 1 * (VK_zones[:,:] == zone)                                                 # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
            VK_lay1 = (mask * VK_val[zone]) + VK_lay1                                # assign current HK value to current zone and keep ET assigned to   
                                                                                                                                # previous zones 
         
 
    VK_array = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                                  #Create array for HKx conductivities (layers,rows,columns) 
    VK_array[2,:,:] = VK_lay3  
    VK_array[1,:,:] = VK_lay2 
    VK_array[0,:,:] = VK_lay1 
 
    ##Depth beneath streambed for constant head at outflow 
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    ch_out_depth = ch_out_depth_options[int(fname[ii][5])] 
     
     
    ##Underflow in parameter for each run 
    underflow_in = underflow_in_options[int(fname[ii][6])] 
 
    ##Recharge in Mountain parameter for each run 
    R_mountain_front = R_mountain_front_options[int(fname[ii][7])] 
     
 
    ##Evapotranspiration 
    ET_riparian = ET_riparian_options[int(fname[ii][8])] 
 
    ##Hydralic conductivity ratio of streambed to HKx (not used yet) 
    Kstream = HK_lay_1_unconf * Kratio_streambed                                          # calculate streambed K 
 
    ##Length and Width of Model in meters (defined by aspect ratio) 
    delc = delc_original/((Aspect_Ratio)**0.5)                                                    #Column Width along rows 
    delr = delr_original*((Aspect_Ratio)**0.5)                                                    #Row length along columns 
 
    Lx = ncol*delr                                                                                                          # width of domain in x (across columns) = number of columns x  
                                                                                                                                          # cell width 
    Ly = nrow*delc                                                                                                       # width of domain in y (across rows) = number of rows x cell  
                                                                                                                                          # height 
 
 
    ##Confinement Parameter 
    uncnf = np.zeros(nlay) 
    uncnf[0] = Lay1_conf 
    uncnf[1] = Lay2_conf 
    uncnf[2] = Lay3_conf 
 
 
    ##RECHARGE and ET ZONES 
    #Recharge: 
    #zone 0: valley (right side of model) 
    #zone 1: mountain front(intersection of valley and mountains) 
    #zone 2: mountain block(left 
 
 
    R_nzone = [0,1,2]                                                                                                      # list recharge zone #s 
    R_zones = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                                               # define an array of zeros the size of the model grid 
    column1 = 25                                                                                                              # assign 2 to the coordinates for zone 2  
    for j in range(0,25,1): 
        R_zones[0,j,0:column1] = 2 
        column1 = column1-1 
    column2 = 1 
    for k in (np.arange(26,50,1)): 
        R_zones[0,k,0:column2] = 2 
        column2 = column2 + 1 
     
    column3 = 25                                                                                                                # assign 1 to the coordinates for zone 1 (mountain front) 
    for n in range(0,26,1): 
        R_zones[0,n,column3] = 1 
        column3 = column3-1 
    column4 = 1 
    for l in (np.arange(26,50,1)): 
        R_zones[0,l,column4] = 1 
        column4 = column4 + 1 
 
     
 
 
    #ET: 
    #zone 0: mountains (left side) 
    #zone 1: valley (right side of top layer) 
    #zone 2: riparian area in top layer (rows 23-29) 
    ET_nzone = [0,1,2]                                                                                                             # list ET zone #s 
    ET_zones = np.ones((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                                                       # define an array of ones the size of the model grid 
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    #Assign 0 to mountains 
    column5 = 25 
    for n in range(0,25,1):                                  
        ET_zones[0,n,0:column5] = 0 
        column5=column5-1 
    column6 = 1 
    for n in range (26,50,1): 
        ET_zones[0,n,0:column6] =0 
        column6=column6+1 
    #Ones already assinged to valley 
    #Assign 2 to riparian area 
    ET_zones[0,22:29, :] = 2                                                                                      # assign 2 to the coordinates for zone 2 
 
    ##Distribute recharge over domain  
    R_val = [R_valley,R_mountain_front,R_mountain_block]                            # recharge rates by zone (m/day) 
    #R_val = [R_valley, R_mountain_front]                                                             # recharge rates by zone (m/day) 
    R=[np.zeros((nrow,ncol))] 
    for zone in range(0,len(R_nzone)):                                                                    # apply recharge to zones for all stress periods? 
        mask = 1 * (R_zones[0,:,:] == zone)                                                                 # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
        R = (mask * R_val[zone]) + R                                                                            # assign current R value to current zone and keep R assigned to  
                                                                                                                                            #previous zones 
 
    #Distribute ET over domain  
    ET_surf = ztop                                                                                                            # set ET surface to land surf. elev. (ET surf. is elev. with respect  
                                                                                                                                            #  to  datum at which max ET rate occur 
 
    ET_val = [ET_mountains, ET_valley, ET_riparian]                                           # ET rates in mountains, basin, and riparian area (m/day) 
    ET=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
    for zone in range(0,len(ET_nzone)):            
        mask = 1 * (ET_zones[0,:,:] == zone)                                                                 # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
        ET = (mask * ET_val[zone]) + ET                                                                       # assign current ET value to current zone and keep ET assigned  
                                                                                                                                              # to previous zones 
     
     ###STREAM 
    #Calculate streambed elevations: 
    surf_elev = np.zeros((nreach))                                                                               # create array of zeros the length of the stream 
    lay = 1                                                                                                                              # stream is in top layer 
    for i in np.arange(nreach):                                                                                      # iterate over stream reaches 
        surf_elev[i] = ztop[str_rows[i],str_cols[i]]                                                       # pull land surface elevation from ztop for each stream cell 
         
    Stop = surf_elev - 1.                                                                                                     # elevation of the top of the streambed (1 m below land  
                                                                                                                                               # surface) (m) 
    Sbot = Stop - thickness                                                                                                # elevation of the bottom of the streambed (m) 
    stage_elev = Stop + stage                                                                                            # elevation of the water surface in the stream (m) 
 
    ##Stress Period Data and Segment Data 
    str_info = np.zeros((nreach,13)) 
    for r in np.arange(nreach):                                                                                        # iterate over reaches 
                #create stream info array: [lay, row, col, seg, reach, flow, stage, cond, sbot, stop, width, slope, rough] 
                str_info[r] = [lay, str_rows[r], str_cols[r], nseg, reaches[r], reach_flow[r], stage_elev[r], Kstream, Sbot[r], Stop[r], width, slope, 
rough] 
    seg_info = np.zeros((nreach, 11))  #this shouldn't get used if no tributaries or divisions 
    str_spd = {0: str_info}                                                                                                  # create dictionary of stream info, size depends on number of 
stress periods through str_info 
    str_segd = {0: seg_info} 
     
    ###BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
     ##Constant head boundary conditions: 
    #if ibound < 0, constant head, if = 0, inactive/no-flow, if > 0 active. 
 
    #create arrays to indicate active cells (ibound) and starting heads (H_init):  
    ibound = np.ones((nlay, nrow, ncol), dtype=np.int32)                                             #integer array of dim (z,y,x), makes all cells active                                                      
    H_init = np.ones((nlay, nrow, ncol), dtype=np.float32)                                           #float (i.e. decimal) array, sets all initial heads to 1.0 
 
    #set head at right boundary: 
    H_right = Stop[47] - thickness - ch_out_depth                                                             #define constant head value (m) 
    ibound[:,:,ncol-1] = -1                                                                                                          #replace rightmost column (all zs, all ys, last x) with -1 to          
                                                                                                                                                         # indicate constant head 
    H_init[:,:,:] = H_right                                                                                                               #set initial head value across entire model grid 
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    ##Model Geometry 
    #set no-flow cells at corners: 
    corners = [6, 8, 10]                                                                            # list corner values of no-flow triangles in each possible layer 
    for lay in layers:                                                                                  # iterate over layers 
        corner = corners[lay]                                                                     # choose corner value for current layer 
        for row in np.arange(corner):                                                      # iterate over rows               
            col = (corner-row)                                                                        # calculate max column corresponding to current row 
            ibound[lay,row,0:col] = 0                                                           # replace top corner cells with 0s to indicate no flow 
            ibound[lay,49-row,0:col] = 0                                                     # replace bottom corner cells with 0s to indicate no flow 
 
 
    ##Print model run progress and progress run number 
    print('Model',run,' of ', nruns,'     - ',fname[ii])                                #print number of combinations 
    run = run + 1 
 
    ##CREATE MODEL & PACKAGE OBJECTS FOR MODFLOW: 
    #Note: running this section multiple times without changing filenames will overwrite the existing  
    #files & generate a warning that existing packages are being replaced. This is fine. 
 
    #Create model object: 
    mf = flopy.modflow.Modflow(modelname, exe_name='mf2005')      # MODFLOW executable must be in same folder, named mf2005.exe 
    #Create objects for each package (see GHW1 notebook for details): 
    dis = flopy.modflow.ModflowDis(mf, nlay, nrow, ncol, delr=delr, delc=delc, top=ztop, botm=botm,  
        steady=True)                                                                                                                                                                 # DIS (Discretization): grid & time 
    bas = flopy.modflow.ModflowBas(mf, ibound=ibound, strt=H_init)                                                         # BAS (Basic): assigns head boundaries 
    lpf = flopy.modflow.ModflowLpf(mf, laytyp=uncnf, chani=0, hk=HK_array, hani=K_ratio, vka=VK_array,  
        ss=Ss, sy=Sy, storagecoefficient=False, ipakcb=ipakcb)                                                             # LPF (Layer Property Flow): assigns flow 
props between cells 
    oc = flopy.modflow.ModflowOc(mf, stress_period_data=oc_spd, compact=True)    # OC (Output Control): Decides what outputs to save 
    pcg = flopy.modflow.ModflowPcg(mf)                                                                                     # PCG (Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient) 
    rch = flopy.modflow.mfrch.ModflowRch(mf, rech=R)                                                          # RCH (Recharge) 
    evt = flopy.modflow.mfevt.ModflowEvt(mf, surf=ET_surf, evtr=ET, exdp=extinction_depth, ipakcb=50)   # EVT (Evapotranspiration) 
    wel = flopy.modflow.mfwel.ModflowWel(mf, stress_period_data=well_spd)                                                         # WEL (Well)   
    strm = flopy.modflow.mfstr.ModflowStr(mf, mxacts=nreach, nss=nseg, ntrib=ntrib, ndiv=0,icalc=icalc, const=const,    # STR (Stream) 
        ipakcb=ipakcb,  istcb2=istcb2, dtype=None, stress_period_data=str_spd, segment_data = str_segd, extension='str') 
     
    ##Create model & package objects for MODPATH: 
    mp = flopy.modpath.Modpath(modelname=modelname+'_mp', exe_name='mp6.exe',  
            modflowmodel=mf, model_ws=None, dis_file=modelname+'.dis',  
            head_file=modelname+'.hds', budget_file=modelname+'.cbc')                                                     # create MODPATH model object 
    mpb = flopy.modpath.ModpathBas(mp, hdry=mf.lpf.hdry, laytyp=mf.lpf.laytyp,  
            ibound=ibound, prsity=porosity, prsityCB=porosity)                                                                     # create MODPATH BAS object 
    sim = mp.create_mpsim(simtype='pathline', trackdir='forward', packages='RCH')                      # create forward particle MODPATH  
                                                                                                                                                                                       # simulation  
 
    ##Write input files & run model: 
    #MODFLOW: 
    mf.write_input()                                                                                                                                                    # write MODFLOW input files 
    success, buff = mf.run_model(silent=True,report=True)                                                                          
    #BASE.plot() 
    tempreport=(ii,success) 
 
    #MODPATH 
    mp.write_input()                                                                                                                                                    # write MODPATH input files 
    mp.run_model(silent=True)                                                                                                                               # run MODPATH 
    ##Get outputs: 
    #This section usually doesn't change much - ignore the FutureWarning 
    #String options for CBB cell-by-cell outputs are in the list file under output control (make sure to include spaces!) 
 
    try:  
        hds = bf.HeadFile(modelname+'.hds')                                                                                                           # reads the binary head file 
    except: 
        savefile=False 
        print('       &&&&&&&&& did not run successfully &&&&&&&&&') 
 
    if savefile==False: 
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        failedmodels.append(fname[ii]) 
    else: 
        #MODFLOW: 
        lst = flopy.utils.MfListBudget(modelname+'.list')                                    # read list file 
        hds = bf.HeadFile(modelname+'.hds')                                                         # reads the binary head file 
        times = hds.get_times()                                                                                    # returns a list of timesteps 
 
        # output the following for each period of interest, too 
        cbb = bf.CellBudgetFile(modelname+'.cbc')                                              # reads the cell budget file     
        kstpkper_list = cbb.get_kstpkper()                                                               # returns a list of stress periods & timesteps 
        frf = cbb.get_data(text='FLOW RIGHT FACE', totim=times[-1])[0]      # returns an array of flow rates for right face of cells 
        fff = cbb.get_data(text='FLOW FRONT FACE', totim=times[-1])[0]      # returns an array of flow rates for front face of cells 
        
        #MODPATH:     
        endobj = flopy.utils.EndpointFile(modelname+'_mp.mpend')             # get the MODPATH endpoint file 
        ept = endobj.get_alldata()                                                                                 # import the endpoint data to FloPy 
 
         
        head_array = hds.get_data(totim=times[-1])                                              # numpy array of steady state heads 
        budget_array = lst.get_data(totim=times[-1])                                            # numpy array of budget components 
        stf_array = cbb.get_data(text='STREAM FLOW OUT ', totim=times[-1])[0]     # returns an array of flow rates in stream 
        stl_array = cbb.get_data(text='  STREAM LEAKAGE', totim=times[-1])[0]       # returns an array of leakage rates in stream 
        etf_array = cbb.get_data(text='              ET', totim=times[-1])[0]                           # returns array of ET flow rates 
        ept_array = np.zeros((len(ept),len(ept[0])-1))                                            # create an empty array the same dimensions as the ept file 
        for row in np.arange(len(ept)):                                                                         # loop over the ept file rows 
            for col in np.arange(len(ept[0])-1):                                                              # loop over the ept file columns (except the last one) 
                ept_array[row,col] = ept[row][col]      
        #Save outputs to binary files in NumPy (.npy) format: 
        #can be loaded later using heads = np.load(name+'_heads.npy') 
        ## FOR UNPERTURBED, DELETE _PER. USED LATER TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN PERTURBED AND UNPERTURBED MODELS FOR           
        ##GUI 
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_heads_per', head_array) 
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_budget_per', budget_array)        
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_strflow_rates_per', stf_array)        
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_strleak_rates_per', stl_array)        
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_et_rates_per', etf_array)  
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_epts_per', ept_array) 
         
        #Write list of parameter values to use in analyze code 
        parvals = [nrow,ncol,delr,delc,Lx,Ly,nlay,ztop,well, lay1_thick, lay2_thick, lay3_thick,  
                    Ss, ext_depth,HK_lay1,HK_lay2,HK_lay3,HK_zones, K_ratio, VK_lay1,VK_lay2,VK_lay3, Sy, R_mountain_front, R_mountain_block,  
                    R_valley, ET_mountains, ET_valley, ET_riparian,Lay1_conf,Lay2_conf,Lay3_conf,ET_zones,R_zones,ibound, well_loc, conf_layer,  

ch_out_depth,underflow_in,well_Q] 
        with open(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_parvals_per', 'wb') as fp: 
            pickle.dump(parvals, fp) 
failedmodels=np.unique(failedmodels) 
print(nruns, 'runs completed.') #print when all runs complete 
print(np.shape(failedmodels)[0], ' model or models failed to run successfully') 
print(failedmodels) 
end = time.time() 
print('time elapsed = ',int((end - start)/60/60*100)/100,' hours.') 
 
 
 

************************************************************************************** 
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Geometry 2 Model Ensemble Code 

************************************************************************************** 

#Model Description 
#Code to write, run, and save Geometry 2 Models.  
  # - No Stream, no riparian ET, unconfined everywhere.  
  #- Commonly represents Southwestern/ Central AZ basins. 

Import Packages 
#Import FloPy: 
import flopy 
 
#Import analysis & plotting tools: 
import numpy as np 
import pandas as pd 
import flopy.utils.binaryfile as bf 
import os 
import os.path 
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import matplotlib as mpl 
from matplotlib import cm 
import matplotlib.colors 
from matplotlib.ticker import LinearLocator, FormatStrFormatter 
import time 
import warnings 
import flopy.utils.binaryfile as bf 
import sys 
import random 
import json 
import pickle 
import holoviews as hv 
from holoviews import opts 
hv.extension('matplotlib','bokeh') 
 

Print Python and Flopy versions 
print(flopy.__version__)        #Flopy Version 
print(sys.version)                  #Python Version 
 

Setup Workspace 
os.getcwd()                              #Find what file directory we are in 
folder = 'Geometry_2'            #Set up workspace for model 
 

Setup Grid Space 
start = time.time() 
warnings.simplefilter(action='ignore', category=FutureWarning) 
 
nrow = 50                            # number of rows 
ncol = 50                              # number of columns 
delr_original = 804.5        # (meters) width of each cell along rows (so really this is column width along x axis) Set initially to half a mile              
                                                # (but in meters) so that cells add up to be 40 miles long with aspect ratio(anderson freethey). 
delc_original = 804.5        # (meters) width of each cell along columns (so really this is row height along y axis) Set initially to half  a    
                                                # mile(but in meters) so that cells add up to be 16 miles wide with aspect ratio (anderson freethey). 
 
nlay = 3                                 # number of layers 
layers = np.arange(nlay) # array of layer numbers 
 

Fixed Parameters 
### Parameter values to remain constant 
well_layer = 0                      # Need to look up and make sure wells are drilled to this depth 
#well_Q =-1000                  # Need to look up and make sure average-large wells are pumped at this level approx. 
well_1_row = 12                   # Well Locations (row and column) 
well_1_col = 12 
well_2_row = 20 
well_2_col = 20 
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well_3_row = 5 
well_3_col = 28 
well_4_row = 22 
well_4_col = 36 
well_5_row = 10 
well_5_col = 44 
lay1_thick = 75                     # (meters) Top layer thickness based on scales of two figures (southeast and west/central) in Anderson             
                                                  # Freethey reports 
lay2_thick = 450                  # (meters) Second Layer thickness based on AVERAGE of scales of two figures (southeast = 1500 and 
                                                  #  west/central = 2000) in Anderson Freethey report 
lay3_thick = 150                  # (meters) Third layer thickness based on scales of two figures (K can be set equal to 2nd layer if no important  
                                                  #   3rd water-bearing unit) 
Sy = 0.16                                #  (dimensionless ratio)  Average of specific yields used for southeast and central/west basins in  
                                                  #  Anderson/Freethey (Table 1) pg. D64 
Ss = 0.0001                            # (dimensionless ratio)   Most common value used for storage coefficient in southeast/ west/central aquifers  
                                                   # in anderson/ Freethey 
ext_depth = 3                         # (meters) 10 ft. (approx. 3meters) used in southeast simulation Anderson/Freethey.  
HK_lay_1_conf = 0.229        #  Hydralic Conductivity (m/day) in layer 1 if top layer is confining ( southeast basins in Anderson/Freethey)  
                                                   #  Value comes from average value used in USGS Upper San Pedro Report by Dickinson Table 3 under silt/clay           
                                                   #   upper basin fill, pg. 28  
                                                    #  poorly permeable clay and silt facies toward center of basin, acting. Unit primarily a confining bed where    
                                                    # saturated (USGS Upper San Pedro Model Report, Dickinson)pg. 8 
K_ratio = 1                               # No Horizontal Anisotropy 
VK_ratio_lay1_conf = 65     # Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in Table 3  
                                                    # under Upper Basin Fill - Silt and Clay 
VK_ratio_lay1_unconf = 27.3         #  Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in Table  
                                                                # 3 under Upper Basin Fill - Interbedded 
VK_ratio_lay2 = 38.2                         #  Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in  
                                                                 # Table 3 under Lower Basin Fill - Interbedded 
VK_ratio_lay3 = 3.5                            #  Vertical Anisotropy ratio values equal to Kh/Kv. Obtained from  USGS UPPer san pedro paper in  
                                                                 # Table 3 under Undifferentiated Basin Fill - Silt and CLay. See HK_lay_3 for explanation. 
R_mountain_block = 2e-6                #  Anderson/Freethey used 0.00236 m/day for Southeast and  0.000157 for Central/West. This is  
                                                                 #assuming current topography. Where mnt. front recharge spans over 50 cells.  
R_valley = 5e-9                                    # Only mountain-front recharge simulated in Anderson Freethey basins 
ET_mountains = 0                               # Only riparian ET simulated in Anderson/Freethey Basins 
ET_valley = 0                                         # Only riparian ET simulated in Anderson/Freethey Basins  
Aspect_Ratio = 2.5                               # Length/Width of grid cells. Obtained by average aspect ratios of southeast and central/west basins  
                                                                  # in anderson/freethey report. Southeast 17x52 cells, each 1mi2. Central/West 14x32 cells.  
Kratio_streambed = 1e-1                  # ratio of K in streambed to baseline K (-). Chose this value because no info otherwise and was mid- 
                                                                  #range in options from Ty's model. 
Lay1_conf = 1                                       # Confinement of Layer 1 : (0=confined, 1=unconfined)  
Lay2_conf = 1                                       # Confinement of Layer 1 : (0=confined, 1=unconfined)  
Lay3_conf = 1                                       # Confinement of Layer 1 : (0=confined, 1=unconfined)  
porosity = 0.1 
ipakcb = 50                                           # unit to save cell-by-cell outputs to 
 
 

Parameters to Vary 
# well location Options chosen below. Five options correspond to 5 well coordinate options.  
well_Q_options = [-2000,-2500]                         #Option for pumping Q amount (m/day) 
conf_layer_options = [1,1]                                    #Layer one is always non-confining in Geometry 1 
#conf_layer_options = [0, 1]                                # Option for having top layer be confining. 0=yes, 1=no  (not in use, see above comment.)                    
ch_out_depth_options = [3,4,5]                          # Constant head for outflow boundary: Depth beneath streambed 
R_mountain_front_options = [2e-5, 2e-4,2e-3]         # Original values from Anderson/Freethey used 0.00236 m/day for Southeast and   
                                                                                                 #0.000157 for Central/West, assuming mnt. frnt recharge spans over 50 cells  
ET_riparian_options = [ 0,0,0]       # Mesquite and riparian woodlands ET values respectively from Upper sand pedro paper,  
                                                                                      # zero for Central/West representation Anderson/Freethey 
HK_lay1_options = [2.25, 2.75, 3.25]               # Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity for Layer 1 (Upper Basin Fill) if top layer is not confining   
                                                                                    # (west/central basins in Anderson/Freethey). Value comes from Table 1, pg. D54 in A/F.   
                                                                                    #Average K in top layer. 
 
HK_lay2_options = [0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5]               # Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity for Layer 2 (Lower Basin Fill) Taken from the  
                                                                                      #transmissivity ranges given in Anderson Freethey (m/day) 
HK_lay3_options = [0.3, 0.75, 1.5]                      # Horizontal Hydrualic Conductivity for layer 3 (Pantano Formation/ continuation of lower  
                                                                                       #basin fill). First two options are for silt/clay and sand/gravel, respectively (USGS Upper  
                                                                                 #San Pedro, Table 1 Undifferentiated basin fill) Third option is if third layer is to be same  
                                                                                 # material as second layer. (m/day) 
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Choose a fixed number of unique random combinations of selected parameters 
 
#Create a text string to use in filenames from the ID: 
fnamebase = 'm' 
addname=[] 
numsamples = 1500                                        # number of random samples to generate 
numvariables_5=2                                           # Number of variables as defined in "Parameters to Vary Cell" that have 5 options 
numvariables_3=5                                           # Number of variables as defined in "Parameters to Vary Cell" that have 3 options 
numvariables_2=2                                           # Number of variables as defined in "Parameters to Vary Cell" that have 2 options 
fname = [] 
endcount=int(np.floor(2*numsamples))  # generate more than requested and then pair down in case of duplicates  
for jj in range(endcount): 
    tempname=fnamebase 
    for aa in range(numvariables_5):             #loop to choose random integers for parameters with 5 options      
        WellLayDigit=random.randint(0,4) 
        tempname=tempname+str(int(WellLayDigit))       #Add random diget to model name. build file name one random digit at a time   
    for ii in range(numvariables_2):                                       #loop to choose random integers for parameters with 2 options 
        namedigit=random.randint(0,1)         
        tempname=tempname+str(int(namedigit))              # build file name one random digit at a time 
    for kk in range(numvariables_3):                                      #loop to choose random integers for parameters with 3 options 
        namedigit2=random.randint(0,2) 
        tempname=tempname+str(int(namedigit2))           #Add parameters to name one random digit at a time 
    fname.append(tempname)                                                  #Add model name to model name list. 
fname=np.unique(fname)                                                        # remove duplicates 
random.shuffle(fname)                                                             # unique seems to sort names, without this you don't get 'high number' options 
fname=fname[0:numsamples]                                                # pair down to requested number 
for i in np.arange(np.shape(addname)[0]):                        # Replace first few model names with model names in "add name" list you defined   
                                                                                                          # above, if any there. 
    fname[i]=addname[i] 
     
## Name of model goes 'm + [well_loc, HK_lay_2, well_Q_options, conf_layer_options,ch_out_depth_options, HK_lay_1,  
 ##                                                   R_mountain_front, ET_riparian, HK_lay_3]' 
modelname = "BASE"                                                               # name to use to create files that don't need to be kept for each run 
nruns=np.shape(fname)[0]                                                     # how many models are there 
 
print('there is a total of ',nruns,' run(s)') 
print(fname) 
 
 

Write, Run, and Save Models (with and without pumping.) 
## first run with no pumping and no modpath package, then with pumping and modpath package. 
## To run models without pumping, run everything except for code in red colored font. 
## To run models with pumping, run code as it is below. 
 

failedmodels=[] 
run = 1     # only used to report progress of runs, so use 1 basis 
for ii in np.arange(nruns):                                                                                   # loop through models to write files, run models, save outputs.  
    savefile=True                                                                                                      # assume that each steady state case will converge and models will  
                                                                                                                                     # be saved 
    transient = False 
    oc_spd = {} 
    # for each period & step, save these things: 
    oc_spd = {(0,0):['save head','save drawdown','save budget','print head','print budget']}       
 
    ##Wells 
    ##Note that the index is +1 from tempid because the filename starts with 'm' 
     
    well_spd = {}                                                                                                        #Initiate dictionary for well stress period data. 
     
    well_Q = well_Q_options[int(fname[ii][3])]                                               # Set well pumping rate 
 
    well_loc = int(fname[ii][1])                                                                            # Set well location 
    ## REPLACE well_Q WITH 0 FOR UNPERTURBED MODELS 
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    if well_loc==0: 
        well = [well_layer, well_1_row, well_1_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==1: 
        well = [well_layer, well_2_row, well_2_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==2: 
        well = [well_layer, well_3_row, well_3_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==3: 
        well = [well_layer, well_4_row, well_4_col, well_Q] 
    elif well_loc==4: 
        well = [well_layer, well_5_row, well_5_col, well_Q] 
     
    well_spd = [well]               
                     
                     
    ### upload elevation file### 
     
    ztop_original = np.genfromtxt('BASE_top_elev.csv', delimiter=',')     # top elevation of top layer (import from csv file) (dim: nrow,ncol) 
    ztop_original[0,0] = 1180.                                                                               # insert missing initial value (not sure why didn't import) 
    ztop = ztop_original 
 
 
    ### Elevation of Layer bottom arrays 
    botm = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                                              # initialize array of zeros for bottom elevation for each model cell  
                                                                                                                                     # (dim: nlay,nrow,ncol) 
    # Bottom of layer 3 is zero 
    zbot = 0. 
    botm[2,:,:] = zbot 
    # Bottom of layer 2 thins as you move away from stream 
    lay2_bottom = lay3_thick 
    for n in range(23,-1,-1): 
        botm[1,n,:] = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17)                  
        lay2_bottom = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17) 
    botm[1,24,:] = 150 
    lay2_bottom = lay3_thick 
    for m in range(26,50,1): 
        botm[1,m,:] = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17)                  
        lay2_bottom = lay2_bottom + (lay2_bottom/17) 
    botm[1,25,:] = lay3_thick 
    #Bottom of layer 1 thins as you move away from stream 
    lay1_bottom = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
    for n in range(23,-1,-1): 
        botm[0,n,:] =  lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225) 
        lay1_bottom =  lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225) 
    botm[0,24,:] = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
    lay1_bottom = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
    for m in range(26,50,1): 
        botm[0,m,:] = lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225)                  
        lay1_bottom = lay1_bottom + (lay1_bottom/225) 
    botm[0,25,:] = lay2_thick + lay3_thick 
 
     
    ##Hydraulic Conductivity by layer parameters for each run 
    HK_lay1 = HK_lay1_options[int(fname[ii][6])]                                                             #Layer 1 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz) 
    HK_lay2 = HK_lay2_options[int(fname[ii][2])]                                                             #Layer 2 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz) 
    HK_lay3 = HK_lay3_options[int(fname[ii][9])]                                                             #Layer 3 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz) 
     
    conf_layer = conf_layer_options[int(fname[ii][4])] 
    if conf_layer==1: 
        HK_zones=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
    elif conf_layer==0:    
        HK_lay1_nzone = [0,1]                                                        #Set zones so confining layer is only 16 cells wide (5 miles as per  
                                                                                                           # Anderson/freethey) 
        HK_zones = np.zeros((nrow,ncol))                                 # define an array of ones the size of the model grid  
        #Assign ones to unconfined zones 
        HK_zones[0:17,:] = 1 
        HK_zones[33:50,:] = 1 
        HK_val = [HK_lay_1_conf,HK_lay2]                                 # HK of confining bed is HK_lay1 and HK outside of that is equal to HK_lay2 
(m/day) 
        HK_lay1=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
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        for zone in range(0,len(HK_lay1_nzone)):            
            mask = 1 * (HK_zones[:,:] == zone)                             # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
            HK_lay1 = (mask * HK_val[zone]) + HK_lay1           # assign current HK value to current zone and keep ET assigned to previous 
zones 
         
    HK_array = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                            #Create array for HKx conductivities (layers,rows,columns)  
    HK_array[2,:,:] = HK_lay3 
    HK_array[1,:,:] = HK_lay2 
    HK_array[0,:,:] = HK_lay1 
     
    ## Extinction Depth Array 
    extinction_depth = np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
    extinction_depth = ext_depth 
     
    ##Vertical Hydraulic Conductivity by layer parameters for each run 
    VK_lay2 = HK_lay2/VK_ratio_lay2                                      #Layer 2 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz) 
    VK_lay3 = HK_lay3/VK_ratio_lay3                                      #Layer 3 HKx Conductivity (kx=ky=kz)                       
     
    if conf_layer==0: 
        VK_zones = np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
        VK_lay1 = HK_lay1/VK_ratio_lay1_unconf 
    elif conf_layer==1: 
        VK_lay1_nzone = [0,1]                                                         #Set zones so confining layer is only 16 cells wide (5 miles as per  
                                                                                                            # Anderson/freethey) 
        VK_zones = np.zeros((nrow,ncol))                                 # define an array of ones the size of the model grid 
        #Assign ones to unconfined zones 
        VK_zones[0:17,:] = 1 
        VK_zones[33:50,:] = 1 
        VK_val = [(HK_lay_1_conf/VK_ratio_lay1_conf),(HK_lay2/VK_ratio_lay2)]   # HK of confining bed is HK_lay1 and HK outside of that is 
equal to HK_lay2 (m/day) 
        VK_lay1=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
        for zone in range(0,len(VK_lay1_nzone)):            
            mask = 1 * (VK_zones[:,:] == zone)                               # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
            VK_lay1 = (mask * VK_val[zone]) + VK_lay1             # assign current HK value to current zone and keep ET assigned to previous 
zones 
         
 
    VK_array = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                               #Create array for HKx conductivities (layers,rows,columns) 
    VK_array[2,:,:] = VK_lay3 
    VK_array[1,:,:] = VK_lay2 
    VK_array[0,:,:] = VK_lay1 
 
    ##Depth beneath streambed for constant head at outflow 
    ch_out_depth = ch_out_depth_options[int(fname[ii][5])] 
     
     
    ##Recharge in Mountain parameter for each run 
    R_mountain_front = R_mountain_front_options[int(fname[ii][7])] 
     
 
    ##Evapotranspiration 
    ET_riparian = ET_riparian_options[int(fname[ii][8])] 
 
    ##Hydralic conductivity ratio of streambed to HKx (not used yet) 
    Kstream = HK_lay1 * Kratio_streambed                                                                        # calculate streambed K 
 
    ##Length and Width of Model in meters (defined by aspect ratio) 
    delc = delc_original/((Aspect_Ratio)**0.5)                                                                  #Column Width along rows 
    delr = delr_original*((Aspect_Ratio)**0.5)                                                                   #Row length along columns 
 
    Lx = ncol*delr                                                                                                                         # width of domain in x (across columns) = number of  
                                                                                                                                                        # columns x cell width 
    Ly = nrow*delc                                                                                                                      # width of domain in y (across rows) = number of rows x  
                                                                                                                                                        # cell height 
 
 
    ##Confinement Parameter 
    uncnf = np.zeros(nlay) 
    uncnf[0] = Lay1_conf 
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    uncnf[1] = Lay2_conf 
    uncnf[2] = Lay3_conf 
 
 
    ##RECHARGE and ET ZONES 
 
    #Recharge: 
    #zone 0: valley (right side of model) 
    #zone 1: mountain front(intersection of valley and mountains) 
    #zone 2: mountain block(left 
 
    R_nzone = [0,1,2]                                                                                                                   # list recharge zone #s 
    R_zones = np.zeros((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                                                           # define an array of zeros the size of the model grid 
    column1 = 25                                                                                                                        # assign 2 to the coordinates for zone 2  
    for j in range(0,25,1): 
        R_zones[0,j,0:column1] = 2 
        column1 = column1-1 
    column2 = 1 
    for k in (np.arange(26,50,1)): 
        R_zones[0,k,0:column2] = 2 
        column2 = column2 + 1 
     
    column3 = 25                                                                                                                          # assign 1 to the coordinates for zone 1 (mountain front) 
    for n in range(0,26,1): 
        R_zones[0,n,column3] = 1 
        column3 = column3-1 
    column4 = 1 
    for l in (np.arange(26,50,1)): 
        R_zones[0,l,column4] = 1 
        column4 = column4 + 1 
 
 
    #ET: 
    #zone 0: mountains (left side) 
    #zone 1: valley (right side of top layer) 
    #zone 2: riparian area in top layer (rows 23-29) 
    ET_nzone = [0,1,2]                                                                                                                   # list ET zone #s 
    ET_zones = np.ones((nlay,nrow,ncol))                                                                             # define an array of ones the size of the model grid 
    #Assign 0 to mountains 
    column5 = 25 
    for p in range(0,25,1):                                                                                                            # assign 0 to the coordinates for zone 0(mountain block) 
        ET_zones[0,p,0:column5] = 0 
        column5=column5-1 
    column6 = 1 
    for q in range (26,50,1): 
        ET_zones[0,q,0:column6] =0 
        column6=column6+1 
    #Ones already assinged to valley 
    #Assign 2 to riparian area 
    ET_zones[0,22:29, :] = 2                                                                                # assign 2 to the coordinates for zone 2(riparian area) 
 
 
    ##Distribute recharge over domain  
    R_val = [R_valley,R_mountain_front, R_mountain_block]                   # recharge rates by zone (m/day)  
    R=[np.zeros((nrow,ncol))] 
    for zone in range(0,len(R_nzone)):                                                            # apply recharge to zones for all stress periods? 
        mask = 1 * (R_zones[0,:,:] == zone)                                                        # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
        R = (mask * R_val[zone]) + R                                                                   # assign current R value to current zone and keep R assigned to  
                                                                                                                                   # previous zones 
 
    #Distribute ET over domain  
    ET_surf = ztop                                                                                                  # set ET surface to land surf. elev. (ET surf. is elev. with respect to   
                                                                                                                                  # datum at which max ET rate occur 
 
    ET_val = [ET_mountains, ET_valley, ET_riparian]                                 # ET rates in mountains, basin, and riparian area (m/day) 
    ET=np.zeros((nrow,ncol)) 
    for zone in range(0,len(ET_nzone)):            
        mask = 1 * (ET_zones[0,:,:] == zone)                                                      # create an array of 1s & 0s where each cell in current zone = 1     
        ET = (mask * ET_val[zone]) + ET                                                             # assign current ET value to current zone and keep ET assigned to  
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                                                                                                                                    #previous zones 
     
    
 
 ###BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
     ##Constant head boundary conditions: 
    #if ibound < 0, constant head, if = 0, inactive/no-flow, if > 0 active. 
 
    #create arrays to indicate active cells (ibound) and starting heads (H_init):  
    ibound = np.ones((nlay, nrow, ncol), dtype=np.int32)                                             #integer array of dim (z,y,x), makes all cells active                                                      
    H_init = np.ones((nlay, nrow, ncol), dtype=np.float32)                                            #float (i.e. decimal) array, sets all initial heads to 1.0 
 
    #set head at right and left boundaries: 
    H_right = ztop[25,47] - ch_out_depth                                                                              #define constant head value (m) 
    ibound[:,:,ncol-1] = -1                                                                                                           #replace rightmost column (all zs, all ys, last x) with -1 to  
                                                                                                                                                         # indicate constant head 
    H_init[:,:,:] = H_right                                                                                                              #set initial head value across entire model grid 
     
     
    ##Model Geometry 
    #set no-flow cells at corners: 
    corners = [6, 8, 10]                                                                                                                  # list corner values of no-flow triangles in each possible  
                                                                                                                                                          # layer 
    for lay in layers:                                                                                                                      # iterate over layers 
        corner = corners[lay]                                                                                                        # choose corner value for current layer 
        for row in np.arange(corner):                                                                                         # iterate over rows               
            col = (corner-row)                                                                                                          # calculate max column corresponding to current row 
            ibound[lay,row,0:col] = 0                                                                                             # replace top corner cells with 0s to indicate no flow 
            ibound[lay,49-row,0:col] = 0                                                                                      # replace bottom corner cells with 0s to indicate no flow 
 
 
 
    ##Print model run progress and progress run number 
    print('Model',run,' of ', nruns,'     - ',fname[ii])     #print number of combinations 
    run = run + 1 
 
    ##CREATE MODEL & PACKAGE OBJECTS FOR MODFLOW: 
    #Note: running this section multiple times without changing filenames will overwrite the existing  
    #files & generate a warning that existing packages are being replaced. This is fine. 
 
    #Create model object: 
    mf = flopy.modflow.Modflow(modelname, exe_name='mf2005')                                                               # MODFLOW executable must be in 
same folder, named mf2005.exe 
    #Create objects for each package (see GHW1 notebook for details): 
    dis = flopy.modflow.ModflowDis(mf, nlay, nrow, ncol, delr=delr, delc=delc, top=ztop, botm=botm,  
        steady=True)                                                                                                                                                          # DIS (Discretization): grid & time 
    bas = flopy.modflow.ModflowBas(mf, ibound=ibound, strt=H_init)                                                         # BAS (Basic): assigns head boundaries 
    lpf = flopy.modflow.ModflowLpf(mf, laytyp=uncnf, chani=0, hk=HK_array, hani=K_ratio, vka=VK_array,  
        ss=Ss, sy=Sy, storagecoefficient=False, ipakcb=ipakcb)                                                                            # LPF (Layer Property Flow): assigns            
                                                                                                                                                                                              # flow props between cells 
    oc = flopy.modflow.ModflowOc(mf, stress_period_data=oc_spd, compact=True)                                 # OC (Output Control): Decides what  
                                                                                                                                                                                              # outputs to save 
    pcg = flopy.modflow.ModflowPcg(mf)                                                                                                                  # PCG (Preconditioned Conjugate                  
                                                                                                                                                                                                # Gradient) 
    rch = flopy.modflow.mfrch.ModflowRch(mf, rech=R)                                                                                       # RCH (Recharge) 
    evt = flopy.modflow.mfevt.ModflowEvt(mf, surf=ET_surf, evtr=ET, exdp=extinction_depth, ipakcb=50)        # EVT (Evapotranspiration) 
    wel = flopy.modflow.mfwel.ModflowWel(mf, stress_period_data=well_spd)                                             # WEL (Well)   
     
    ##Create model & package objects for MODPATH: 
    mp = flopy.modpath.Modpath(modelname=modelname+'_mp', exe_name='mp6.exe',  
            modflowmodel=mf, model_ws=None, dis_file=modelname+'.dis',  
            head_file=modelname+'.hds', budget_file=modelname+'.cbc')                                           # create MODPATH model object 
    mpb = flopy.modpath.ModpathBas(mp, hdry=mf.lpf.hdry, laytyp=mf.lpf.laytyp,  
            ibound=ibound, prsity=porosity, prsityCB=porosity)                                                            # create MODPATH BAS object 
    sim = mp.create_mpsim(simtype='pathline', trackdir='forward', packages='RCH')             # create MODPATH simulation  
 
    ##Write input files & run model: 
    #MODFLOW: 
    mf.write_input()                                                                                                                                            # write MODFLOW input files 
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    success, buff = mf.run_model(silent=True,report=True)                                                                          
    #BASE.plot() 
    tempreport=(ii,success) 
 
    #MODPATH 
    mp.write_input()                                                                                                                            # write MODPATH input files 
    mp.run_model(silent=True)                                                                                                       # run MODPATH 
    ##Get outputs: 
    #This section usually doesn't change much - ignore the FutureWarning 
    #String options for CBB cell-by-cell outputs are in the list file under output control (make sure to include spaces!) 
    try:  
        hds = bf.HeadFile(modelname+'.hds')     # reads the binary head file 
    except: 
        savefile=False 
        print('       &&&&&&&&& did not run successfully &&&&&&&&&') 
 
    if savefile==False: 
        failedmodels.append(fname[ii]) 
    else: 
        #MODFLOW: 
        lst = flopy.utils.MfListBudget(modelname+'.list')                                                              # read list file 
        hds = bf.HeadFile(modelname+'.hds')                                                                                   # reads the binary head file 
        times = hds.get_times()                                                                                                              # returns a list of timesteps 
 
        # output the following for each period of interest, too 
        cbb = bf.CellBudgetFile(modelname+'.cbc')                                                                          # reads the cell budget file     
        kstpkper_list = cbb.get_kstpkper()                                                                                           # returns a list of stress periods & timesteps 
        frf = cbb.get_data(text='FLOW RIGHT FACE', totim=times[-1])[0]                   # returns an array of flow rates for right face of cells 
        fff = cbb.get_data(text='FLOW FRONT FACE', totim=times[-1])[0]                   # returns an array of flow rates for front face of cells 
        
        #MODPATH:     
        endobj = flopy.utils.EndpointFile(modelname+'_mp.mpend')                            # get the MODPATH endpoint file 
        ept = endobj.get_alldata()                                                                                                # import the endpoint data to FloPy 
        head_array = hds.get_data(totim=times[-1])                                                             # numpy array of steady state heads 
        budget_array = lst.get_data(totim=times[-1])                                                           # numpy array of budget components 
        etf_array = cbb.get_data(text='              ET', totim=times[-1])[0]                          # returns array of ET flow rates 
        ept_array = np.zeros((len(ept),len(ept[0])-1))                                                         # create an empty array the same dimensions as the ept                         
                                                                                                                                                          # file 
        for row in np.arange(len(ept)):                                                                                      # loop over the ept file rows 
            for col in np.arange(len(ept[0])-1):                                                                          # loop over the ept file columns (except the last one) 
                ept_array[row,col] = ept[row][col]      
        #Save outputs to binary files in NumPy (.npy) format: 
        #can be loaded later using heads = np.load(name+'_heads.npy') 
        ## DELETE _per FOR UNPERTURBED FILE NAMES SO THAT GUI CAN DISTINGUISH UNPERTURBED AND PERTURBED MODELS 
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_heads_per', head_array) 
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_budget_per', budget_array)        
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_et_rates_per', etf_array)  
        np.save(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_epts_per', ept_array) 
         
        #Create a list of parameter values for use in analyze code. 
        parvals = [nrow,ncol,delr,delc,Lx,Ly,nlay,ztop,well, lay1_thick, lay2_thick, lay3_thick,  
                    Ss, ext_depth,HK_lay1,HK_lay2,HK_lay3,HK_zones, K_ratio, VK_lay1,VK_lay2,VK_lay3, Sy, R_mountain_front, R_mountain_block,  
                    R_valley, ET_mountains, ET_valley, ET_riparian,Lay1_conf,Lay2_conf,Lay3_conf,ET_zones,R_zones,ibound, well_loc, conf_layer, 
ch_out_depth,well_Q] 
        with open(folder + '/' + fname[ii]+'_parvals_per', 'wb') as fp: 
            pickle.dump(parvals, fp) 
failedmodels=np.unique(failedmodels) 
print(nruns, 'runs completed.') #print when all runs complete 
print(np.shape(failedmodels)[0], ' model or models failed to run successfully') 
print(failedmodels) 
end = time.time() 
print('time elapsed = ',int((end - start)/60/60*100)/100,' hours.') 

 
************************************************************************************** 
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Model Analysis and GUI Server Deployment Code 

************************************************************************************** 

Description 

## Code to gather model results from geometry 1 and 2 models, create graphs, and populate them in an interactive GUI. 

Import Python Packages 

#Import Flopy 
import flopy 
 
#Import Analysis and Plotting Tools 
import numpy as np 
 
import os 
import os.path 
import sys 
 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from matplotlib import cm 
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import make_axes_locatable 
import matplotlib.patches as patches 
 
import warnings 
import pickle 
import time 
 
import csv 
 
import holoviews as hv 
from holoviews import opts 
hv.extension('bokeh','matplotlib') 
from holoviews.plotting.links import DataLink 
 
import xarray as xr 
import pandas as pd 
 
from bokeh.layouts import row, column 
from bokeh.models import CustomJS, Slider 
from bokeh.plotting import figure, output_file, show, ColumnDataSource 
 
import panel as pn 
pn.extension() 
 
from PIL import Image 
 
import sys, time, threading 
import plotly 
 
warnings.simplefilter(action='ignore', category=UserWarning)            # suppress warnings related to older versions of some packages  
                                                                                                                                     # that we need to use to run flopy 
warnings.simplefilter(action='ignore', category=RuntimeWarning)    # suppress warnings related to older versions of some packages  
                                                                                                                                     # that we need to use to run flopy 

Geometry 1 File Upload 
Locate output files and figure folder for Geometry 1 
def output_directory():     # use this to define where your output files reside 
    os.chdir(r'C:\Thesis models\TAAP_Ensemble_Models\Geometry_1')                         #Personal  Laptop Directory (Replace with yours) 
def figure_directory():     # use this to define where to put your figure files  
    os.chdir(r'C:\Thesis models\TAAP_Ensemble_Models\Geometry_1\Figures')         #Personal  Laptop Directory  (Replace with yours)  

Read in all models from output directory for analysis for Geometry 1 
files = os.listdir(output_directory())                                                                                            # all files in output directory 
counter=-1                                                                                                                                           # used to step through files 
runcounter=-1                                                                                                                                    # used to count number of steady state models  
runnumbers_1=[]                                                                                                                              # file ids for steady state models 
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holdtempvar=[]                                                                 # previous model file analyzed - used to indicate next steady state model found 
 
for f in files:                                                                        # loop over all models in directory 
    counter=counter+1 
    if files[counter][0]=='m':                                           # only consider output model files 
        tempvar=files[counter][0:10] 
        if counter==-1: 
            holdtempvar=tempvar 
        elif holdtempvar!=tempvar:  
            runcounter=runcounter+1 
            runnumbers_1.append(tempvar)                   # make a list of run names 
            holdtempvar=tempvar 
 
runnumbers_1=np.unique(runnumbers_1)            # remove duplicates from perterbation files 
             
del counter                                                                         # clear temporary variables 
del runcounter 
del holdtempvar 
runnumbers_1 
 

Basic Input for Plot Features – Geometry 1 
run_params=np.zeros((np.shape(runnumbers_1)[0],8))                          # prepare an array to store parameter values that  differ among 
model runs 
for i in np.arange(np.shape(runnumbers_1)[0]):                                         # loop over models to read parameter values from parvals file - not  
                                                                                                                                      # used for now, but may be 
    with open (runnumbers_1[i]+'_parvals', 'rb') as fp: 
        [nrow,ncol,delr,delc,Lx,Ly,nlay,ztop,well, lay1_thick, lay2_thick, lay3_thick,  
        Ss, extinction_depth,HK_lay1,HK_lay2,HK_lay3,HK_zones, K_ratio, VK_lay1,VK_lay2,VK_lay3, Sy, R_mountain_front, R_mountain_block, 
        R_valley, ET_mountains, ET_valley, ET_riparian,Lay1_conf,Lay2_conf,Lay3_conf,ET_zones,R_zones,ibound,well_loc,   
        conf_layer,ch_out_depth, underflow_in,well_Q] = pickle.load(fp) 
        run_params[i,0]=well_loc 
        run_params[i,1]=HK_lay2 
        run_params[i,2]=conf_layer 
        run_params[i,3]=ch_out_depth 
        run_params[i,4]=underflow_in 
        run_params[i,5]=R_mountain_front 
        run_params[i,6]=ET_riparian 
        run_params[i,7]=HK_lay3      
Import Unperturbed Geometry 1 Results 
###INITIALIZE ARRAYS 
allheads_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),50,50))                         # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
allbudgets_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),14))                           # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
 
###BUDGET AND HEAD 
budget_1=np.zeros((36)) 
for i in range(len(runnumbers_1)): 
    heads_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_heads.npy')[0][:][:]          # use heads in top layer 
    allheads_1[i][:][:]=heads_1 
    budget_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_budget.npy') 
    for j in np.arange(14): 
        allbudgets_1[i][j]=budget_1[j][1] 
 
 
# budget components are: 
# 0: STORAGE_IN 
# 1: CONSTANT_HEAD_IN 
# 2: WELLS_IN 
# 3: ET_IN 
# 4: RECHARGE_IN 
# 5: STREAM_LEAKAGE_IN 
# 6: TOTAL_IN 
# 7: STORAGE_OUT 
# 8: CONSTANT_HEAD_OUT 
# 9: WELLS_OUT 
#10: ET_OUT 
#11: RECHARGE_OUT 
#12: STREAM_LEAKAGE_OUT 
#13: TOTAL_OUT 
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#14: IN-OUT 
#15: PERCENT_DISCREPANCY 
 
allheads_1[allheads_1<0]=0                                                            # remove the corners as they confused the standard deviation calculation 
 
alldwt_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),50,50))                      # initialize arrays to accept all water table depths for each ss run   
maxdwt_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1)))                              # initialize arrays to accept maximum water table depth for each ss run 
            
 
for i in np.arange(np.shape(allheads_1)[0]):                             # calculate depths of the water table 
    tempvar=ztop-allheads_1[i,:,:]  
    alldwt_1[i,:,:]=tempvar 
    maxdwt_1[i]=np.max(tempvar) 
     
###INITIALIZE STREAMFLOW ARRAY 
allflows_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),48))                         # initialize arrays to accept all flows for each ss run 
  
###FLOW     
for i in range(len(runnumbers_1)): 
    flows_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_strflow_rates.npy')  # import flows at each stream cell across models for ntna 
    flow_1 = [] 
    for tup in range(len(flows_1)): 
        flow_1.append(flows_1[tup][1]) 
    allflows_1[i][:][:] = flow_1 
 
###INITIALIZE LEAKAGE ARRAY 
allleaks_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),48))                          # initialize arrays to accept all leakages for each ss run    
    
###LEAKS 
for i in range(len(runnumbers_1)): 
    leaks_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_strleak_rates.npy')    # import leakage at each stream cell across models for ntna 
    leak_1 = [] 
    for tup in range(len(leaks_1)): 
        leak_1.append(leaks_1[tup][1]) 
    allleaks_1[i][:][:] = leak_1 
 
 
del flow_1                                                                                              # Clear temporary variables 
del flows_1 
del leak_1 
del leaks_1 
 

Import Geometry 1 Perturbed Model Results 
###INITIALIZE ARRAYS 
allheads_per_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),50,50))                  # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
allbudgets_per_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),14))                   # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
 
###BUDGET AND HEAD 
budget_per_1=np.zeros((36)) 
for i in range(len(runnumbers_1)): 
    heads_per_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_heads_per.npy')[0][:][:]  # use heads in top layer 
    allheads_per_1[i][:][:]=heads_per_1 
    budget_per_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_budget_per.npy') 
    for j in np.arange(14): 
        allbudgets_per_1[i][j]=budget_per_1[j][1] 
 
 
# budget components are: 
# 0: STORAGE_IN 
# 1: CONSTANT_HEAD_IN 
# 2: WELLS_IN 
# 3: ET_IN 
# 4: RECHARGE_IN 
# 5: STREAM_LEAKAGE_IN 
# 6: TOTAL_IN 
# 7: STORAGE_OUT 
# 8: CONSTANT_HEAD_OUT 
# 9: WELLS_OUT 
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#10: ET_OUT 
#11: RECHARGE_OUT 
#12: STREAM_LEAKAGE_OUT 
#13: TOTAL_OUT 
#14: IN-OUT 
#15: PERCENT_DISCREPANCY 
 
allheads_per_1[allheads_per_1<0]=0                                       # remove the corners as they confused the standard deviation calculation 
 
dd_1=allheads_1-allheads_per_1                                           # define drawdown for each model at each location in top layer  
 
alldwt_per_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),50,50))                         # initialize arrays to accept all water table depths for each ss run   
maxdwt_per_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1)))                               # initialize arrays to accept maximum water table de pth for each ss run 
            
 
for i in np.arange(np.shape(allheads_per_1)[0]):                         # calculate depths of the water table 
    tempvar_per=ztop-allheads_per_1[i,:,:]  
    alldwt_per_1[i,:,:]=tempvar_per 
    maxdwt_per_1[i]=np.max(tempvar_per) 
     
###INITIALIZE STREAMFLOW ARRAY 
allflows_per_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),48))                          # initialize arrays to accept  
  
###FLOW     
for i in range(len(runnumbers_1)): 
    flows_per_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_strflow_rates_per.npy')        # import flows at each stream cell across models for ntna 
    flow_per_1 = [] 
    for tup_per in range(len(flows_per_1)): 
        flow_per_1.append(flows_per_1[tup_per][1]) 
    allflows_per_1[i][:][:] = flow_per_1 
 
###INITIALIZE LEAKAGE ARRAY 
allleaks_per_1=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_1),48))                           # initialize arrays to accept all flows for each ss run    
    
###LEAKS 
for i in range(len(runnumbers_1)): 
    leaks_per_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[i]+'_strleak_rates_per.npy')         # import leakage at each stream cell across models for ntna 
    leak_per_1 = [] 
    for tup_per in range(len(leaks_per_1)): 
        leak_per_1.append(leaks_per_1[tup_per][1]) 
    allleaks_per_1[i][:][:] = leak_per_1 
 
 
 
del flow_per_1                                                             # Clear temporary variables 
del flows_per_1 
del leak_per_1 
del leaks_per_1 
 

Import Perturbed MODPATH Results 
 
testepts_per_1=np.load(runnumbers_1[0]+'_epts_per.npy')                     # read this file to set dimensions of arrays in next lines 
allepts_per_1=np.zeros((np.shape(runnumbers_1)[0],np.shape(testepts_per_1)[0],np.shape(testepts_per_1)[1])) # initialize arrays to  
                                                                                                                                       #accept all particle data for each ss run  
   
counter=-1 
for i in runnumbers_1:                                        
    counter=counter+1                                                                      # count the models as loaded to form joint array with all models' results 
    epts_per_1=np.load(i+'_epts_per.npy')                                   # load output for each model in ensemble  
     
    for j in np.arange(np.shape(testepts_per_1)[0]): 
        allepts_per_1[counter,j,0]=epts_per_1[j][8]                      # start point column (all particles assumed to start in top layer, as recharge) 
        allepts_per_1[counter,j,1]=epts_per_1[j][7]                      # start point row  
        allepts_per_1[counter,j,2]=epts_per_1[j][20]                    # end point column  
        allepts_per_1[counter,j,3]=epts_per_1[j][19]                    # end point row  
        allepts_per_1[counter,j,4]=epts_per_1[j][4]                       # end point time      
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Geometry 2 File Upload 
 
Locate output files and figure folder for Geometry 2 
def output_directory_2():     # use this to define where your output files reside 
    os.chdir(r'C:\Thesis models\TAAP_Ensemble_Models\Geometry_2')                            # Laptop Directory 
def figure_directory_2():     # use this to define where to put your figure files  
    os.chdir(r'C:\Thesis models\TAAP_Ensemble_Models\Geometry_2\Figures')            # Laptop Directory 
 

Read in all models from output directory for analysis for Geometry 2 
files = os.listdir(output_directory_2())                     # all files in output directory 
counter=-1                                                                        # used to step through files 
runcounter=-1                                                                # used to count number of steady state models  
runnumbers_2=[]                                                          # file ids for steady state models 
holdtempvar=[]                                                              # previous model file analyzed - used to indicate next steady state model found 
 
for f in files:                                                                     # loop over all models in directory 
    counter=counter+1 
    if files[counter][0]=='m':                                        # only consider output model files 
        tempvar=files[counter][0:10] 
        if counter==-1: 
            holdtempvar=tempvar 
        elif holdtempvar!=tempvar:  
            runcounter=runcounter+1 
            runnumbers_2.append(tempvar)                # make a list of run names 
            holdtempvar=tempvar 
 
runnumbers_2=np.unique(runnumbers_2)          # remove duplicates from perterbation files 
             
del counter                                                                       # clear temporary variables 
del runcounter 
del holdtempvar 
runnumbers_2 
 

Import Unperturbed Geometry 2 Model Results 
 
###INITIALIZE ARRAYS 
allheads_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2),50,50))                           # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
allbudgets_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2),14))                             # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
 
###BUDGET AND HEAD 
budget_2=np.zeros((36)) 
for i in range(len(runnumbers_2)): 
    heads_2=np.load(runnumbers_2[i]+'_heads.npy')[0][:][:]           # use heads in top layer  
    allheads_2[i][:][:]=heads_2 
    budget_2=np.load(runnumbers_2[i]+'_budget.npy') 
    for j in np.arange(14): 
        allbudgets_2[i][j]=budget_2[j][1] 
 
 
# budget components are: 
# 0: STORAGE_IN 
# 1: CONSTANT_HEAD_IN 
# 2: WELLS_IN 
# 3: ET_IN 
# 4: RECHARGE_IN 
# 5: STREAM_LEAKAGE_IN 
# 6: TOTAL_IN 
# 7: STORAGE_OUT 
# 8: CONSTANT_HEAD_OUT 
# 9: WELLS_OUT 
#10: ET_OUT 
#11: RECHARGE_OUT 
#12: STREAM_LEAKAGE_OUT 
#13: TOTAL_OUT 
#14: IN-OUT 
#15: PERCENT_DISCREPANCY 
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allheads_2[allheads_2<0]=0                                                            # remove the corners as they confused the standard deviation calculation 
 
alldwt_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2),50,50))                      # initialize arrays to accept all water table depths for each ss run   
maxdwt_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2)))                               # initialize arrays to accept maximum water table depth for each ss run 
            
 
for i in np.arange(np.shape(allheads_2)[0]):                               # calculate depths of the water table 
    tempvar=ztop-allheads_2[i,:,:]  
    alldwt_2[i,:,:]=tempvar 
    maxdwt_2[i]=np.max(tempvar) 
  

Import Perturbed Geometry 2 Model Results 
###INITIALIZE ARRAYS 
allheads_per_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2),50,50))                      # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
allbudgets_per_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2),14))                         # initialize arrays to accept all heads for each ss run 
 
###BUDGET AND HEAD 
budget_per_2=np.zeros((36)) 
for i in range(len(runnumbers_2)): 
    heads_per_2=np.load(runnumbers_2[i]+'_heads_per.npy')[0][:][:]        # use heads in top layer  
    allheads_per_2[i][:][:]=heads_per_2 
    budget_per_2=np.load(runnumbers_2[i]+'_budget_per.npy') 
    for j in np.arange(14): 
        allbudgets_per_2[i][j]=budget_per_2[j][1] 
 
 
# budget components are: 
# 0: STORAGE_IN 
# 1: CONSTANT_HEAD_IN 
# 2: WELLS_IN 
# 3: ET_IN 
# 4: RECHARGE_IN 
# 5: STREAM_LEAKAGE_IN 
# 6: TOTAL_IN 
# 7: STORAGE_OUT 
# 8: CONSTANT_HEAD_OUT 
# 9: WELLS_OUT 
#10: ET_OUT 
#11: RECHARGE_OUT 
#12: STREAM_LEAKAGE_OUT 
#13: TOTAL_OUT 
#14: IN-OUT 
#15: PERCENT_DISCREPANCY 
 
allheads_per_2[allheads_per_2<0]=0                                              # remove the corners as they confused the standard deviation calculation 
 
dd_2=allheads_2-allheads_per_2                                                      # define drawdown for each model at each location in top layer 
 
alldwt_per_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2),50,50))                # initialize arrays to accept all water table depths for each ss run   
maxdwt_per_2=np.zeros((len(runnumbers_2)))                         # initialize arrays to accept maximum water table depth for each ss run 
            
 
for i in np.arange(np.shape(allheads_per_2)[0]):                        # calculate depths of the water table 
    tempvar_per=ztop-allheads_per_2[i,:,:]  
    alldwt_per_2[i,:,:]=tempvar_per 
    maxdwt_per_2[i]=np.max(tempvar_per) 
 

Import Perturbed MODPATH Results 
testepts_per_2=np.load(runnumbers_2[0]+'_epts_per.npy')                  # read this file to set dimensions of arrays in next lines 
allepts_per_2=np.zeros((np.shape(runnumbers_2)[0],np.shape(testepts_per_2)[0],np.shape(testepts_per_2)[1])) # initialize arrays to 
accept all particle data for each ss run  
   
 
counter=-1 
for i in runnumbers_2:                                        
    counter=counter+1                                                                                        # count the models as loaded to form joint array with all models'  
                                                                                                                                  # results 
    epts_per_2=np.load(i+'_epts_per.npy')                                                    # load output for each model in ensemble 
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    for j in np.arange(np.shape(testepts_per_2)[0]): 
        allepts_per_2[counter,j,0]=epts_per_2[j][8]                      # start point column (all particles assumed to start in top layer, as recharge) 
        allepts_per_2[counter,j,1]=epts_per_2[j][7]                      # start point row  
        allepts_per_2[counter,j,2]=epts_per_2[j][20]                     # end point column  
        allepts_per_2[counter,j,3]=epts_per_2[j][19]                     # end point row  
        allepts_per_2[counter,j,4]=epts_per_2[j][4]                      # end point time 

     
 
Create GUI using Panel Pyviz and Holoviews graphing utilities 
 
Upload Images to use in GUI 
img1 = Image.open("pic_1.jpg")                                                            # 1-6 are home page pics sized to be 150  
                                                                                                                         #  height, width autosized to fit that in  
                                                                                                                          # computer picture editor. 
img2 = Image.open("pic_2.jpg") 
img3 = Image.open("pic_3.jpg") 
img4 = Image.open("pic_4.jpg") 
img5 = Image.open("pic_5.jpg") 
img6 = Image.open("pic_6.jpg") 
img7 = Image.open("SE_basin.jpg")                                                     #SE Basin Geometry pic  
img8 = Image.open("CEWE_basins.jpg")                                            #Central adn West Basin Geometry pic  
img9 = Image.open ("Geometry 1 Identifying Features.jpg")  
img10 = Image.open ("Geometry 2 Identifying Features.jpg") 
img11 = Image.open("Geometry 1 Label.jpg") 
img12 = Image.open("Geometry 2 Label.jpg") 
img13 = Image.open("Introduction.jpg") 
img14 = Image.open("MD_1.jpg") 
img15 = Image.open("MD_2.jpg") 
img16 = Image.open("MD_3.jpg") 
img17 = Image.open("MD_4.jpg") 
img18 = Image.open("MD_5.jpg") 
img19 = Image.open("MD_6.jpg") 
img20 = Image.open("MD_7.jpg") 
img21 = Image.open("MD_8.jpg") 
img22 = Image.open("MD_9.jpg") 
img23 = Image.open("MD_10.jpg") 
img24 = Image.open("MD_11.jpg") 
img25 = Image.open("MD_12.jpg") 
img26 = Image.open("MD_13.jpg") 
img27 = Image.open("MD_14.jpg") 
img28 = Image.open("MD_15.jpg") 
img29 = Image.open("MD_16.jpg") 
img30 = Image.open("MD_17.jpg") 
img31 = Image.open("UG_1.jpg") 
img32 = Image.open("UG_2.jpg") 
img33 = Image.open("UG_3.jpg") 
img34 = Image.open("UG_4.jpg") 
img35 = Image.open("UG_5.jpg") 
img36 = Image.open("UG_6.jpg") 
img37 = Image.open("UG_7.jpg") 
img38 = Image.open("UG_8.jpg") 
img39 = Image.open("UG_9.jpg") 
img40 = Image.open("UG_10.jpg") 
img41 = Image.open("UG_11.jpg") 
img42 = Image.open("UG_12.jpg") 
img43 = Image.open("UG_13.jpg") 
img44 = Image.open("UG_14.jpg") 
img45 = Image.open("UG_15.jpg") 
img46 = Image.open("Pres_Intro.jpg") 
img47 = Image.open("Pres_1.jpg") 
img48 = Image.open("Pres_2.jpg") 
img49 = Image.open("Pres_Orientation.jpg") 

 
Define function to update graphs upon slider change 
 
def updategraph(Well_loc, Well_Q,K1, K2,K3,ch_in,ch_out,R_mount_front,ET_rip,Geometry): 
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    if Geometry == 'Geometry 1':                                                                   # If User selects geometry 1, call geometry 1 output files to graph 
        Geometry_Title = '###Geometry 1' 
        runnumbers = runnumbers_1 
        allheads = allheads_1 
        allheads_per = allheads_per_1 
        dd = dd_1 
        allepts_per = allepts_per_1 
        allflows = allflows_1 
        allflows_per = allflows_per_1 
         
    else:                                                                                                                # If User selects geometry 2, call geometry 2 output files to graph 
        Geometry_Title = '###Geometry 2' 
        runnumbers = runnumbers_2 
        allheads = allheads_2 
        allheads_per = allheads_per_2 
        dd = dd_2 
        allepts_per = allepts_per_2 
     
    #Create arrays to put new model ensembles based on user parameter choices. 
    runnumbers_slider = [] 
    allheads_slider = [] 
    allheads_per_slider = [] 
    dd_slider = [] 
    allepts_per_slider =[] 
    allflows_slider = [] 
    allflows_per_slider = [] 
     
    # Define what well locations correspond to well location index in model name.  
    for z in np.arange(len(runnumbers)): 
        Well_val = int(runnumbers[z][1]) 
        if Well_val == 0: 
            Well = (12,12) 
        elif Well_val == 1:  
            Well = (20,20) 
        elif Well_val == 2: 
            Well = (5,28) 
        elif Well_val == 3: 
            Well = (22,36) 
        else: 
            Well = (10,44) 
         
        #Define what well pump rate corresponds to well pump index in model name. 
        Well_Q_val = int(runnumbers[z][3]) 
        if Well_Q_val == 0: 
            well_Q = 2000 
        else: 
            well_Q = 2500 
         
     
        #If user chooses geometry 1: 
        if Geometry == 'Geometry 1': 
            ### Define parameter ranges for geometry 1 
            ch_in_depth_options = [-0.5,0,2]                                                           # Constant head for inflow boundary: Depth beneath streambed 
            ch_out_depth_options = [3,4,5]                                                             # Constant head for outflow boundary: Depth beneath streambed 
            R_mountain_front_options = [2e-5, 2e-4,2e-3]                       # Original values from Anderson/Freethey used 0.00236 m/day for  
                                                                                                                              # Southeast and  0.000157 for Central/West, assuming mnt. frnt  
                                                                                                                              # recharge spans over 50 cells  
            ET_riparian_options = [0, 5.2e-5,1.3e-3]                                     # Mesquite and riparian woodlands ET values respectively from Upper  
                                                                                                                              # sand pedro paper, zero for Central/West representation   
                                                                                                                              #Anderson/Freethey 
            HK_lay2_options = [0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5]                                           # Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity for Layer 2 (Lower Basin Fill)  
                                                                                                                              # Taken from the transmissivity ranges given in Anderson Freethey  
                                                                                                                              # (m/day) 
            HK_lay3_options = [0.3, 0.75, 1.5]                                                 # Horizontal Hydrualic Conductivity for layer 3 (Pantano Formation/  
                                                                                                                              # continuation of lower basin fill). First two options are for silt/clay and  
                                                                                                                              # sand/gravel, respectively (USGS Upper San Pedro, Table 1  
                                                                                                                              # Undifferentiated basin fill) Third option is if third layer is to be same  
                                                                                                                              # material as second layer. (m/day)  
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            ###  Updatable table of parameter ranges in GUI ### 
             
            #Create dictionary of current parameter values, to be updated upon widget selection.  
            graph_dict = {'Well Loc(row, column)':(Well_loc,Well_loc),'Pumping (m3/day)':(Well_Q, Well_Q), 
                          'Layer 2 K (m/day)':(HK_lay2_options[K2[0]],HK_lay2_options[K2[1]]), 
                          'Layer 3 K (m/day)':(HK_lay3_options[K3[0]],HK_lay3_options[K3[1]]), 
                          #'Water Level Below Streambead In':(ch_in_depth_options[ch_in[0]],ch_in_depth_options[ch_in[1]]), 
                          'WaterLevel Below Streambed Out (m)':(ch_out_depth_options[ch_out[0]],ch_out_depth_options[ch_out[1]]),  
                          'MF Rech.(m/day)':(R_mountain_front_options[R_mount_front[0]],R_mountain_front_options[R_mount_front[1]]), 
                          'Rip. ET (m/day)':(ET_riparian_options[ET_rip[0]],ET_riparian_options[ET_rip[1]])} 
            #Create pandas dataframe from dictionary above 
            gd_df = pd.DataFrame(graph_dict, index = ('Low','High')) 
            #Change index value 
            gd_df.rename_axis("Param Range", axis='index', inplace=True) 
            #Make pandas dataframe a panel widget. Disabled = true so that it's not editable by the user within the GUI. 
            df_widget = pn.widgets.DataFrame(gd_df, name='DataFrame',disabled = True) 
             
            # Define what model name digits correspond to what variable 
            K2_val = int(runnumbers[z][2])                                              #Layer 2 conductivity variable 
            K3_val = int(runnumbers[z][9])                                              #Layer 3 conductivity variable 
            ch_in_val = int(runnumbers[z][6])                                         #constant head at inflow variable 
            ch_out_val=int(runnumbers[z][5])                                         #constant head at outflow variable 
            R_mount_front_val = int(runnumbers[z][7])                       #Mountain front recharge variable 
            ET_rip_val=int(runnumbers[z][8])                                         #riparian evapotranspiration variable 
            #Add 1 to upper value of slider range so that uppermost value in range is included in the search below 
            K2upper = K2[1] + 1 
            K3upper = K3[1] + 1 
            ch_in_upper = ch_in[1] + 1 
            ch_out_upper = ch_out[1] + 1 
            R_mount_front_upper = R_mount_front[1] + 1 
            ET_rip_upper = ET_rip[1] + 1 
            #If model number for each parameter is within slider range, add model to the slider-dependent model ensemble arrays 
            if K2_val in range(K2[0],K2upper) and K3_val in range (K3[0],K3upper) and Well == Well_loc and well_Q == Well_Q and ch_in_val  
            in range(ch_in[0],ch_in_upper) and ch_out_val in range(ch_out[0],ch_out_upper) and  R_mount_front_val in  
            range(R_mount_front[0],R_mount_front_upper) and ET_rip_val in range(ET_rip[0],ET_rip_upper): 
                runnumbers_slider.append(runnumbers[z]) 
                allheads_slider.append(allheads[z]) 
                allheads_per_slider.append(allheads_per[z]) 
                dd_slider.append(dd[z]) 
                allepts_per_slider.append(allepts_per[z]) 
                allflows_slider.append(allflows[z]) 
                allflows_per_slider.append(allflows_per[z]) 
                 
        #If user choses Geometry 2: 
        else:           
            #Define parameter ranges for geometry 2 
            ch_in_depth_options = [-0.5,0,2]                                                  # Constant head for inflow boundary: Depth beneath streambed 
            ch_out_depth_options = [3,4,5]                                                    # Constant head for outflow boundary: Depth beneath streambed 
            R_mountain_front_options = [2e-4, 2e-5, 2e-6]                       # Original values from Anderson/Freethey used 0.00236 m/day for  
                                                                                                                            # Southeast and  0.000157 for Central/West, assuming mnt. frnt  

  # recharge spans over 50 cells...  
            ET_riparian_options = [1.3e-3, 5.2e-5, 0]                                   # Mesquite and riparian woodlands ET values respectively from Upper  

  # sand pedro paper, zero for Central/West representation        
   # Anderson/Freethey 

            HK_lay1_options = [2.25,2.75,3.25]                                              # Hydraulic Conductivity (m/d) in layer 1 if top layer is not confining              
            HK_lay2_options = [0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5]                                     # Horizontal Hydraulic Conductivity for Layer 2 (Lower Basin Fill)  
            HK_lay3_options = [0.3, 0.75, 1.5]                                           # Horizontal Hydrualic Conductivity for layer 3  
 
            ### Create updatable table of parameter ranges upon slider change ### 
             
            #Create dictionary of parameter ranges        
            graph_dict = {'Well Loc (row,column)':(Well_loc,Well_loc),'Pumping':(Well_Q, Well_Q),  
                          'Layer 1 K (m/day)':(HK_lay1_options[K1[0]],HK_lay1_options[K1[1]]), 
                          'Layer 2 K (m/day)':(HK_lay2_options[K2[0]],HK_lay2_options[K2[1]]), 
                          'Layer 3 K (m/day)':(HK_lay3_options[K3[0]],HK_lay3_options[K3[1]]), 
                          'WaterLevel Below Streambed Out [m]':(ch_out_depth_options[ch_out[0]],ch_out_depth_options[ch_out[1]]),  
                          'MF Rech.(m/day)':(R_mountain_front_options[R_mount_front[0]],R_mountain_front_options[R_mount_front[1]])} 
            #Create pandas dataframe using dictionary above 
            gd_df = pd.DataFrame(graph_dict, index = ('Low','High')) 
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            #Change index value 
            gd_df.rename_axis("Param Range", axis='index', inplace=True) 
            #Make pandas dataframe a panel widget, disabled = true so users can't edit table manually in GUI 
            df_widget = pn.widgets.DataFrame(gd_df, name='DataFrame',disabled = True) 
             
            #Define what model name digit corresponds to each parameter for geometry 2 
            K1_val = int(runnumbers[z][6])                                                                                                   #Layer 1 conductivity variable 
            K2_val = int(runnumbers[z][2])                                                                                                   #Layer 2 conductivity variable 
            K3_val = int(runnumbers[z][9])                                                                                                   #Layer 3 conductivity variable  
            ch_out_val=int(runnumbers[z][5])                                                                                              #constant head at outflow variable 
            R_mount_front_val = int(runnumbers[z][7])                                                                            #Mountain front recharge variable 
            #Add 1 to upper value of slider range so that uppermost value in range is included in the search below  
            K1upper = K1[1] + 1 
            K2upper = K2[1] + 1 
            K3upper = K3[1] + 1 
            ch_out_upper = ch_out[1] + 1 
            R_mount_front_upper = R_mount_front[1] + 1 
            #If model number for each parameter is within slider range, add model to the slider-dependent model ensemble arrays 
            if K1_val in range(K1[0],K1upper) and K2_val in range(K2[0],K2upper) and K3_val in range (K3[0],K3upper) and Well == Well_loc        
            and well_Q == Well_Q  and ch_out_val in range(ch_out[0],ch_out_upper) and  R_mount_front_val in  
            range(R_mount_front[0],R_mount_front_upper): 
                runnumbers_slider.append(runnumbers[z]) 
                allheads_slider.append(allheads[z]) 
                allheads_per_slider.append(allheads_per[z]) 
                dd_slider.append(dd[z]) 
                allepts_per_slider.append(allepts_per[z]) 
    #Edit format of new ensemble arrays. Didn't have commas between values for some reason.  
    runnumbers_slider = np.array(runnumbers_slider) 
    allheads_slider = np.array(allheads_slider) 
    allheads_per_slider = np.array(allheads_per_slider) 
    dd_slider = np.array(dd_slider) 
    allepts_per_slider = np.array(allepts_per_slider) 
    if Geometry == 'Geometry 1':                                                                                                                   #Only geometry 1 has a stream 
        allflows_slider = np.array(allflows_slider) 
        allflows_per_slider = np.array(allflows_per_slider) 
     
    #If no models meet slider range criteria, display message 
    if len(allheads_slider) == 0 : 
        pleasework = pn.Row ('## No Available Models match', '##chosen set of parameters.','##Please alter parameter','##ranges and try   
                                                     again.') 
     
    #If models do meet slider range criteria, create graphs. 
    else: 
     
        ## Set opts for graphs for 2 different geometries 
        if Geometry == 'Geometry 1': 
            opts.defaults(                                                                ## Setup visual aspects of graph (differeing graph sizes for different geometries) 
                opts.GridSpace(shared_xaxis=True, shared_yaxis=True), 
                opts.Image(cmap='viridis',width=650, height=350), 
                opts.Path(color='white'), 
                opts.Overlay(show_legend=True), 
                opts.HLine(25,color = 'blue', line_width = 6)) 
        else: 
            opts.defaults(                                                               ## Setup visual aspects of graph (differeing graph sizes for different geometries) 
                opts.GridSpace(shared_xaxis=True, shared_yaxis=True), 
                opts.Image(cmap='viridis',width=750, height=400), 
                opts.Path(color='white'), 
                opts.Overlay(show_legend=True), 
                opts.HLine(25,color = 'blue', line_width = 6)) 
 
        ######### UNPERTURBED WATER LEVELS ########## 
 
        ### Unperturbed water level mean calculations 
        waterlevel_mean_slider = np.zeros((50,50)) 
        tempmean_slider = allheads_slider[0,:,:] 
        for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)-1): 
            mean_slider = tempmean_slider + allheads_slider[n,:,:] 
            tempmean_slider = mean_slider 
        waterlevel_mean_slider = tempmean_slider/len(runnumbers_slider) 
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        #Create unperturbed water level graph based on arrays chosen above 
        waterlevel_mean_slider[waterlevel_mean_slider==0]=np.nan                             # Set all unperterbed heads = 0 to NaN for graphing  
        # Create Holoview Dataset from Numpy Array for Unperturbed Models 
        ds = hv.Dataset((np.arange(50), np.arange(50), waterlevel_mean_slider),  ['Column', 'Row'], 'Water Level Mean') 
                ['Column', 'Row'], 'Water Level Mean') 
        ds.clone(datatype=['xarray']).data                                                                               ## Change dataset type to xarray for holoviews 
        well_coords = Well_loc[1],Well_loc[0]                    
 
        UPHeadsAverage = ds.to(hv.Image, ['Column', 'Row']).opts(title = 'Mean Unperturbed Water   
                                              Levels',colorbar=True,toolbar='above',tools=['hover'],invert_yaxis=True) * hv.HLine(25)                ## Graph      
        UPHeadsAverage.opts(                                
            opts.HLine(color='blue', line_width=4))                                                                                                                            #Set stream line to be blue 
 
        ###Unperturbed water level standard deviation calculations 
 
        ### STANDARD DEVIATION HEAD 
        waterlevel_std = np.zeros((50,50)) 
        tempstdev = (((allheads_slider[0,:,:]) - (waterlevel_mean_slider[:,:]))**2) 
        for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)): 
            stdev = (tempstdev + (((allheads_slider[n,:,:])-(waterlevel_mean_slider[:,:]))**2)) 
            tempstdev = stdev 
        waterlevel_std = (tempstdev/len(runnumbers_slider))**0.5 
 
        # Create unperturbed water level standard deviation plots 
 
        #waterlevel_std[waterlevel_std==0]=np.nan                                                     # Set all unperterbed heads = 0 to NaN for graphing  
        # Create Holoview Dataset from Numpy Array for Unperterbed Models 
        ds4 = hv.Dataset((np.arange(50), np.arange(50), waterlevel_std), ['Column', 'Row'], 'Water Level Standard Deviation')  
        ds4.clone(datatype=['xarray']).data                                                                                  ## Change dataset type to xarray for holoviews 
        well_coords = Well_loc[1],Well_loc[0]                    
 
        UPHeadsSTD = ds4.to(hv.Image, ['Column', 'Row']).opts(title = 'Unperturbed Water Levels Standard  
                                                   Deviation',colorbar=True,toolbar='above',tools=['hover'],invert_yaxis=True) * hv.HLine(25)    ## Graph      
        UPHeadsSTD.opts( 
            opts.HLine(color='blue', line_width=4))                                                                       #set stream color to blue and well point color to red 
 
        ######### PERTURBED WATER LEVELS ########## 
 
        # Perturbed Water Level Mean Calculations 
        per_waterlevel_mean_slider = np.zeros((50,50)) 
        per_tempmean_slider = allheads_per_slider[0,:,:] 
        #tempmean_slider = alldwt_slider[0,:,:] 
        for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)-1): 
            per_mean_slider = per_tempmean_slider + allheads_per_slider[n,:,:] 
            # mean_slider = tempmean_slider + alldwt_slider[n,:,:] 
            per_tempmean_slider = per_mean_slider 
        per_waterlevel_mean_slider = per_tempmean_slider/len(runnumbers_slider) 
 
        #Create perturbed water level graph based on arrays chosen above 
        per_waterlevel_mean_slider[per_waterlevel_mean_slider==0]=np.nan                   # Set all unperterbed heads = 0 to NaN for graphing  
        # Create Holoview Dataset from Numpy Array for Unperterbed Models 
        ds1 = hv.Dataset((np.arange(50), np.arange(50), per_waterlevel_mean_slider),   ['Column', 'Row'], 'Perturbed Water Level Mean') 
        ds1.clone(datatype=['xarray']).data                                                                                      ## Change dataset type to xarray for holoviews                  
        PHeadsAverage = ds1.to(hv.Image, ['Column', 'Row']).opts(title = 'Mean Perturbed Water  
                      Levels',colorbar=True,toolbar='above',tools=['hover'],invert_yaxis=True) * hv.HLine(25)  * hv.Points(well_coords)   ## Graph      
        PHeadsAverage.opts( 
            opts.HLine(color='blue', line_width=4),                                    #set stream color to blue and well point color to red 
            opts.Points(color='r', size=7)) 
 
        ###Perturbed water level standard deviation calculations 
 
        ### STANDARD DEVIATION HEAD 
        waterlevel_std_per = np.zeros((50,50)) 
        tempstdev_per = (((allheads_per_slider[0,:,:]) - (per_waterlevel_mean_slider[:,:]))**2) 
        for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)): 
            stdev_per = (tempstdev_per + (((allheads_per_slider[n,:,:])-(per_waterlevel_mean_slider[:,:]))**2)) 
            tempstdev_per = stdev_per 
        waterlevel_std_per = (tempstdev_per/len(runnumbers_slider))**0.5 
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        # Create perturbed water level standard deviation plots 
 
        #waterlevel_std_per[waterlevel_std_per==0]=np.nan                               # Set all unperterbed heads = 0 to NaN for graphing  
        # Create Holoview Dataset from Numpy Array for Unperterbed Models 
        ds5 = hv.Dataset((np.arange(50), np.arange(50), waterlevel_std_per),    ['Column', 'Row'], 'Water Level Standard Deviation')  
        ds5.clone(datatype=['xarray']).data                                                                 ## Change dataset type to xarray for holoviews 
        well_coords = Well_loc[1],Well_loc[0]                    
 
        PHeadsSTD = ds5.to(hv.Image, ['Column', 'Row']).opts(title = 'Perturbed Water Levels Standard  
          Deviation',colorbar=True,toolbar='above',tools=['hover'],invert_yaxis=True) * hv.HLine(25)  #* hv.Points(well_coords)   ## Gr aph      
        PHeadsSTD.opts( 
            opts.HLine(color='blue', line_width=4), 
            opts.Points(color='r', size=7)) 
 
        ##### DRAWDOWN ######## 
 
        # Drawdown Water Level Mean Calculations 
        dd_mean_slider = np.zeros((50,50)) 
        dd_tempmean_slider = dd_slider[0,:,:] 
        for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)-1): 
            dd_mean_slider = dd_tempmean_slider + dd_slider[n,:,:] 
            dd_tempmean_slider = dd_mean_slider 
        dd_mean_slider = dd_tempmean_slider/len(runnumbers_slider) 
 
        #Create drawdown graph based on arrays chosen above 
        dd_mean_slider[dd_mean_slider==0]=np.nan                                           # Set all unperterbed heads = 0 to NaN for  graphing  
        # Create Holoview Dataset from Numpy Array for Unperterbed Models 
        ds2 = hv.Dataset((np.arange(50), np.arange(50), dd_mean_slider),  ['Column', 'Row'], 'Drawdown Mean')  
        ds2.clone(datatype=['xarray']).data                                                             ## Change dataset type to xarray for holoviews                  
        DDAverage = ds2.to(hv.Image, ['Column', 'Row']).opts(title = 'Mean 
Drawdown',colorbar=True,toolbar='above',tools=['hover'],invert_yaxis=True) * hv.HLine(25)  * hv.Points(well_coords)   ## Grap h      
        DDAverage.opts( 
            opts.HLine(color='blue', line_width=4), 
            opts.Points(color='r', size=7)) 
 
         ###Drawdown standard deviation calculations 
 
        ### STANDARD DEVIATION DD 
        dd_std = np.zeros((50,50)) 
        tempstdev_dd = (((dd_slider[0,:,:]) - (dd_mean_slider[:,:]))**2) 
        for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)): 
            stdev_dd = (tempstdev_dd + (((dd_slider[n,:,:])-(dd_mean_slider[:,:]))**2)) 
            tempstdev_dd = stdev_dd 
        dd_std = (tempstdev_dd/len(runnumbers_slider))**0.5 
 
        # Create unperturbed water level standard deviation plots 
 
        #dd_std[dd_std==0]=np.nan                                                            # Set all unperterbed heads = 0 to NaN for graphing  
        # Create Holoview Dataset from Numpy Array for Unperterbed Models 
        ds6 = hv.Dataset((np.arange(50), np.arange(50), dd_std), ['Column', 'Row'], 'Drawdown Standard Deviation')  
        ds6.clone(datatype=['xarray']).data                                                  ## Change dataset type to xarray for holoviews 
        well_coords = Well_loc[1],Well_loc[0]                    
 
        DDSTD = ds6.to(hv.Image, ['Column', 'Row']).opts(title = 'Drawdown Standard  
        Deviation',colorbar=True,toolbar='above',tools=['hover'],invert_yaxis=True) * hv.HLine(25)  #* hv.Points(well_coords)   ## Graph      
        DDSTD.opts( 
            opts.HLine(color='blue', line_width=4), 
            opts.Points(color='r', size=7)) 
 
        ####### WELLCAPTURE  ########## 
 
        #Well Capture Likelihood Calculations 
        wellcapgrid_per_slider=np.zeros((nrow,ncol))  # initiate array to store starting locations of particles that end in well  
        for i in np.arange(np.shape(runnumbers_slider)[0]):                       # loop over all models in ensemble                  
            for j in np.arange(np.shape(allepts_per_slider)[1]):                       # loop over all particles 
                exloc_per_slider=int(allepts_per_slider[i,j,3])                               # ending column    
                eyloc_per_slider=int(allepts_per_slider[i,j,2])                               # ending row 
                sxloc_per_slider=int(allepts_per_slider[i,j,1])                               # starting column 
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                syloc_per_slider=int(allepts_per_slider[i,j,0])                               # starting row 
                #######   USE BELOW WHEN WELL OPTIONS IMPLEMENTED ########## 
                if exloc_per_slider==Well_loc[0] and eyloc_per_slider==Well_loc[1]:    
               # tally likelihood of model associated with particles captured from each grid cell over all models (All 25 models weighted equally) 
                    wellcapgrid_per_slider[sxloc_per_slider,syloc_per_slider]= wellcapgrid_per_slider[sxloc_per_slider,syloc_per_slider] +  
                                                                                                                                      1/(len(runnumbers_slider))    
            del exloc_per_slider                                                                                   # clear temporary variables 
            del eyloc_per_slider 
            del sxloc_per_slider 
            del syloc_per_slider 
        #Create particle capture likelihood graph based on arrays chosen above 
        wellcapgrid_per_slider[wellcapgrid_per_slider==0]=np.nan              # Set all unperterbed heads = 0 to NaN for graphing  
       # Create Holoview Dataset from Numpy Array for Unperterbed Models 
 
        ds3 = hv.Dataset((np.arange(50), np.arange(50),wellcapgrid_per_slider),  ['Column', 'Row'], 'Well Capture Likelihood')  
        ds3.clone(datatype=['xarray']).data                                                          ## Change dataset type to xarray for holoviews                  
        WellCapture = ds3.to(hv.Image, ['Column', 'Row']).opts(title = 'Well Capture  
         Likelihood',colorbar=True,toolbar='above',tools=['hover'],invert_yaxis=True) * hv.HLine(25)  * hv.Points(well_coords)   ## Gr aph      
        WellCapture.opts( 
            opts.HLine(color='blue', line_width=4), 
            opts.Points(color='r', size=7)) 
 
        #If User chooses geometry 1, also graph streamflow graphs 
 
        if Geometry == 'Geometry 1': 
             ### Mean Unperturbed Streamflow ### 
 
            # Unperturbed  Streamflow mean calculations 
            streamflow_mean = np.zeros((50)) 
            tempflow = allflows_slider[0,:] 
            for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)-1): 
                meanflow = tempflow + allflows_slider[n,:] 
                tempflow = meanflow 
            streamflow_mean = tempflow/len(runnumbers_slider) 
 
            # Create Unperturbed  Mean Streamflow Line Graph 
            x = np.arange(0,48,1) 
            flowz = [] 
            for i in range(len(x)): 
                flowz.append((x[i],streamflow_mean[i])) 
 
            Streamflow = hv.Curve(flowz).opts(title = 'Mean Unperturbed Streamflow', width = 650, height = 350, line_width=4,xlabel =   
             'Column', ylabel = 'Streamflow',toolbar='above',tools=['hover']) 
 
            # Unperturbed Streamflow St. Dev. Calculations 
            streamflow_std = np.zeros((50)) 
            tempflowstdev = (((allflows_slider[0,:]) - (streamflow_mean[:]))**2) 
            for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)-1): 
                flowstdev = (tempflowstdev + (((allflows_slider[n,:])-(streamflow_mean[:]))**2)) 
                tempflowstdev = flowstdev 
            streamflow_std = (tempflowstdev/len(runnumbers_slider))**0.5 
             
            upper_std = streamflow_mean + streamflow_std 
            lower_std = streamflow_mean - streamflow_std 
 
            # Create Unperturbed std. dev. Streamflow Line Graph 
            x = np.arange(0,48,1) 
            flowz_upper_std = [] 
            flowz_lower_std = [] 
            for i in range(len(x)): 
                flowz_upper_std.append((x[i],upper_std[i])) 
                flowz_lower_std.append((x[i],lower_std[i])) 
             
            mean_std_graph = hv.Curve(flowz, 'Column', 'Flow(m3/s)', label='Mean Streamflow')  
            upper_std_graph = hv.Curve(flowz_upper_std, 'Column', 'Flow(m3/s)', label='Mean +1 Standard Deviation') 
            lower_std_graph = hv.Curve(flowz_lower_std, 'Column', 'Flow(m3/s)', label='Mean -1 Standard Deviation') 
                                 
            Streamflow_std = (mean_std_graph*upper_std_graph * lower_std_graph).opts(legend_position='top_left',title = 'Unperturbed  
                                                Streamflow Standard Deviation', width = 650, height = 350,xlabel = 'Column', ylabel = 'Standard Deviation  
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                                                 Streamflow',toolbar='above',tools=['hover']) 
   
            ### Mean Perturbed Streamflow ### 
 
            # Perturbed  Streamflow mean calculations 
            streamflow_mean_per = np.zeros((50)) 
            tempflow_per = allflows_per_slider[0,:] 
            for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)-1): 
                meanflow_per = tempflow_per + allflows_per_slider[n,:] 
                tempflow_per = meanflow_per 
            streamflow_mean_per = tempflow_per/len(runnumbers_slider) 
 
            # Create Unperturbed  Mean Streamflow Line Graph 
            x = np.arange(0,48,1) 
            flowz_per = [] 
            for i in range(len(x)): 
                flowz_per.append((x[i],streamflow_mean_per[i])) 
 
            Streamflow_per = hv.Curve(flowz_per).opts(title = 'Mean Perturbed Streamflow',width = 650, height = 350, line_width=4,xlabel =  
                                                                                                   'Column', ylabel = 'Streamflow',toolbar='above',tools=['hover']) 
 
            # Perturbed Streamflow St. Dev. Calculations 
            streamflow_std_per = np.zeros((50)) 
            tempflowstdev_per = (((allflows_per_slider[0,:]) - (streamflow_mean_per[:]))**2) 
            for n in range(len(runnumbers_slider)-1): 
                flowstdev_per = (tempflowstdev_per + (((allflows_per_slider[n,:])-(streamflow_mean_per[:]))**2)) 
                tempflowstdev_per = flowstdev_per 
            streamflow_std_per = (tempflowstdev_per/len(runnumbers_slider))**0.5 
             
            # Add one standard deviation to mean for each point along stream 
            upper_std_per = streamflow_mean_per + streamflow_std_per 
            # Subtract one standard deviation to mean for each point along stream 
            lower_std_per = streamflow_mean_per - streamflow_std_per 
 
            # Create Perturbed std. dev. Streamflow Line Graph 
            x = np.arange(0,48,1) 
            # Attach +/- 1 standard deviations to their location along the stream in an array 
            flowz_upper_std_per = [] 
            flowz_lower_std_per = [] 
            for i in range(len(x)): 
                flowz_upper_std_per.append((x[i],upper_std_per[i])) 
                flowz_lower_std_per.append((x[i],lower_std_per[i])) 
            #Graph mean, mean +1 standard deviation, mean -1 standard deviation  
            mean_std_graph_per = hv.Curve(flowz_per, 'Column', 'Flow(m3/s)', label='Mean Streamflow')  
            upper_std_graph_per = hv.Curve(flowz_upper_std_per, 'Column', 'Flow(m3/s)', label='Mean +1 Standard Deviation')  
            lower_std_graph_per = hv.Curve(flowz_lower_std_per, 'Column', 'Flow(m3/s)', label='Mean -1 Standard Deviation') 
            # Final graph with mean and standard deviation curves all in one                
            Streamflow_std_per = (mean_std_graph_per*upper_std_graph_per * lower_std_graph_per).opts(legend_position='top_left',title =  
                                                         'Perturbed Streamflow Standard Deviation', width = 650, height = 350,xlabel = 'Column', ylabel = 'Standard  
                                                          Deviation Streamflow',toolbar='above',tools=['hover']) 
             
            ### Define how many models in user-defined ensemble 
            Model_ensemble_num = len(runnumbers_slider) 
            ### Format plot page for GUI if geometry 1 
            tabs1 = pn.Tabs(('Water Level Mean', UPHeadsAverage ), ('Water Level Std. Dev.', UPHeadsSTD)) 
            tabs2 = pn.Tabs(('Water Level Mean', PHeadsAverage ), ('Water Level Std. Dev.', PHeadsSTD)) 
            tabs3 = pn.Tabs(('Drawdown Mean', DDAverage ), ('Drawdown Std. Dev.', DDSTD))  
            tabs4 = pn.Tabs(('Mean Streamflow',Streamflow  ), ('Streamflow Std. Dev.', Streamflow_std)) 
            tabs5 = pn.Tabs(('Mean Streamflow',Streamflow_per  ), ('Streamflow Std. Dev.', Streamflow_std_per))  
 
            pleasework = pn.Column(Geometry_Title, 
                                   pn.Row('Number of Models in Ensemble:', Model_ensemble_num), 
                                   pn.Row(df_widget), 
                                   pn.Row(tabs1,tabs2,tabs3), 
                                   pn.Row(tabs4, tabs5,WellCapture)) 
        #If user chooses Geometry 2, no need for streamflow graphs. Just format plot page without them.  
        else: 
            Model_ensemble_num = len(runnumbers_slider) 
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            tabs1 = pn.Tabs(('Water Level Mean', UPHeadsAverage ), ('Water Level Std. Dev.', UPHeadsSTD)) 
            tabs2 = pn.Tabs(('Water Level Mean', PHeadsAverage ), ('Water Level Std. Dev.', PHeadsSTD)) 
            tabs3 = pn.Tabs(('Drawdown Mean', DDAverage ), ('Drawdown Std. Dev.', DDSTD))  
 
            pleasework = pn.Column(Geometry_Title, 
                                   pn.Row('Number of Models in Ensemble:', Model_ensemble_num), 
                                   pn.Row(df_widget), 
                                   pn.Row(tabs1,tabs2), 
                                   pn.Row(tabs3,WellCapture)) 
     
 
    print('done') 
    return pleasework            # return the formatted plotting page with updated graphs 
 

Create Parameter Sliders and link sliders to graph update function 
### Create Parameter Sliders 
#Well location selector widget 
Well_loc= pn.widgets.Select(name='Well Location (Row,Column)', options=[(12,12), (20,20), (5,28),(22,36),(10,44)])  
#Well pump rate selector widget 
Well_Q= pn.widgets.Select(name='Well Discharge(m3/day)', options=[2000, 2500]) 
#Layer 1 K slider widget, only available for Geometry 2 
K1 = pn.widgets.RangeSlider( 
    name='Layer 1 Hydraulic Conductivity', start=0, end=2., value=(0,2), step=1.)  
#Layer 2 slider widget 
K2 = pn.widgets.RangeSlider( 
    name='Layer 2 Hydraulic Conductivity', start=0, end=4., value=(0,4), step=1.)  
#Layer 3 slider widget 
K3 = pn.widgets.RangeSlider( 
    name='Layer 3 Hydraulic Conductivity', start=0, end=2.,value=(0,2), step=1.)  
#Constant head inflow slider widget 
ch_in = pn.widgets.RangeSlider( 
    name='Constant Head Inflow', start=0, end=2.,value=(0,2), step=1.) 
#Constant head at outflow slider widget (only avialable for geometry 1) 
ch_out = pn.widgets.RangeSlider( 
    name='Constant Head Outflow', start=0, end=2.,value=(0,2), step=1.) 
#Mountain front recharge slider widget 
R_mount_front = pn.widgets.RangeSlider( 
    name='Mountain Front Recharge', start=0, end=2.,value=(0,2), step=1.) 
#Riparian ET slider widget (Only available for Geometry 1) 
ET_rip = pn.widgets.RangeSlider( 
    name='Riparian Evapotranspiration', start=0, end=2.,value=(0,2), step=1.)  
#Geometry button selector widget 
Geometry = pn.widgets.RadioButtonGroup( 
    name='Aquifer Geometry', options=['Geometry 1', 'Geometry 2'], button_type='success') 
 
# Link sliders to call update graph function when changed 
@pn.depends(Well_loc.param.value,Well_Q.param.value,K1.param.value,K2.param.value,K3.param.value,ch_in,ch_out.param.value,R_mo 
                             unt_front.param.value,ET_rip.param.value,Geometry.param.value) 
def Model_variables(Well_loc,Well_Q,K1,K2,K3,ch_in,ch_out,R_mount_front,ET_rip,Geometry): 
    return updategraph(Well_loc,Well_Q,K1,K2,K3,ch_in,ch_out,R_mount_front,ET_rip,Geometry) 
 

Format GUI Layout 
## Formate GUI layout 
#Write text and insert pictures for home page of GUI 
###Presentation Tabs### 
PresIntro = pn.Row(img46) 
Pres1 = pn.Row(img47) 
Pres2 = pn.Row(img48) 
PresOrient = pn.Row(img49) 
Home = pn.Column(pn.Row('# ARIZONA-SONORA', '# TRANSBOUNDARY','# AQUIFER','# MODELS'), 
pn.Row(img1,img6,img3,img5,img4,img2), (img13), ('       '), ('## Instructions'))   # Title, pictures, instructions  
# Model Description Page 
Model_Description_Page = pn.Column(('## Model Description'),(img14), (img15), (img16), (img17), (img18), (img19), 
                                                                           (img20), (img21),(img22),(img23),(img24),(img25),(img26),(img27),(img28),(img29),(img30)) 
                                 
#User Guide Page 
User_Guide_Page = pn.Column(('## User Guide'), 
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(img31),(img32),(img33),(img34),(img35),(img36),(img37),(img38),(img39),(img40),(img41),(img42),(img43),(img44),(img45))  
#Geometry Selection Page 
Geometry_page = pn.Column(pn.Row('                                                                                              .','#Geometry 1','                                                                               
.','#Geometry 2'), 
                          pn.Row(img9,img7,'                       .',img8,img10), 
                          '               ', 
                          '               ', 
                          '               ', 
                          pn.Row('                                                                                                                                       .',Geometry), 
                          pn.Row('                                                                                                                                                     .','###(Choose Here)')) 
#Plots page 
Headgraphs =pn.Row(pn.Column('## Water Level, Drawdown, Streamflow and Well Capture Plots',Model_variables),  
                   pn.Column('                                                                               .','                                                                               .','                                                                               
.','                                                                               .','                                                                               .','                                                                               .', 
                   pn.WidgetBox('##Parameter Sliders',Well_loc,Well_Q,K2,K3,ch_out,R_mount_front,'### ***Geometry 1 Only***',ET_rip,'### 
***Geometry 2 Only***',K1))) 
 
#References Page 
References_Page = pn.Row('## References') 
#Main tabs to change between pages 
Conductivity_Panel =  pn.Tabs(('Presentation',PresIntro),('Intro',Pres1),('Test Case',Pres2),('Home',Home),('Model Description', 
Model_Description_Page),('User Guide',User_Guide_Page),('Basin Selection', Geometry_page),('Orientation',PresOrient),('Model Results', 
Headgraphs),('References', References_Page)) 
 
 
Deploy GUI to stand alone server 
Conductivity_Panel.show()  #Finally, we call Panel to use our function and deploy it to a standalone server  
 

**************************************************************************************   
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